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Phase separation and thermal instability of superfluid 3He-4He mixtures heated
from below
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The influence of phase separation on the thermal stability of superfluid3He-4He mixtures heated
from below by a heat flux with a power densityQ̇ up to 20mW/cm2 is investigated in the
temperature region 100–500 mK. It is found that instability is observed only in the presence of
phase separation~in the high-temperature region! even at manifestly high heat flux densities.
With increasing power of the heat flux at low temperatures the system undergoes phase separation
and then, on further increase ofQ̇, suffers thermal instability, which is manifested in a
sharp increase in the effective thermal conductivity. These effects are apparently due to the
destabilizing influence of the interface between the separated phases owing to capillary effects. The
values of the Rayleigh and Marangoni numbers, which characterize the influence of the
buoyancy and capillary forces, respectively, in relation to each other are analyzed, and it is noted
that the concentrated phase is more sensitive to the action of capillary forces. ©2005
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1820539#
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1. INTRODUCTION

When superfluid3He-4He mixtures are heated from be
low, the temperature gradient¹T directed vertically down-
ward is accompanied by the appearance of a3He concentra-
tion gradient¹x in the opposite direction. This creates
situation in which the lighter part of the liquid lies in th
upper part of the cell, and the system is gravitationa
stable. That is why the conventional experimental studie
the convective instability of superfluid mixtures of3He in
4He have been done with heating from above.1–6

The first experimental study of the thermal instability
3He-4He superfluid mixtures heated from below7 showed
that in this case efficient heat transfer arises in the mixtur
certain critical values of the heat flux power density, and t
was identified as the onset of thermal convection. It w
found that the critical temperature of the gradients due to
onset of convection correspond to Rayleigh numbers m
orders of magnitude higher than the critical Rayleigh num
in the case when the mixture is heated from above.

In Ref. 7 it is noted that one of the possible destabilizi
factors initiating instability is phase separation of the sup
fluid mixtures in the presence of a heat flux. In the pres
article, which is in fact a continuation of Ref. 7, is devoted
a detailed study of the influence of phase separation on
convective instability of a system.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

We used the same measurement cell as in Ref. 7 ex
that the distance between thermometers was increased
mm. RuO2 resistance thermometers were mounted on
ends of cylindrical capacitive concentration sensors. The
ror of temperature determination for each thermometer
1001063-777X/2005/31(2)/5/$26.00
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60.1 mK at 150 mK and60.5 mK at 480 mK, and the
capacitive sensors determined the concentrations to an a
racy of 0.05 and 0.1%3He.

A heater, creating a heat flux of power densityQ̇, was
placed, as before, in the lower part of the cell. To ensur
more uniform heat flux a copper mesh was mounted dire
above it; the mesh was a commercial product made from
mm diameter wire with a cell size of 130mm.

A mixture with an initial concentration of 9.8%3He at a
pressure of around 100 torr was studied at three tempera
of the midpoint of the cell:Tm5150, 270, and 480 mK. The
upper flange of the cell was in constant thermal contact w
the mixing chamber, and the temperature and concentra
gradients¹T and¹x were measured at a constant power
the heat flux in the temperature region around each of
three chosen values ofTm . Measurements were made at tem
peratures;10– 15 mK above and belowTm to permit reli-
able determination of the values of¹T and¹x correspond-
ing to the given value ofTm by interpolation.

We note that the upper concentration sensor was plac
distance 1 mm from the upper part of the cell, and theref
at a temperature of 155 mK the phase separation boun
lay inside the sensor, the upper part of which then contai
the concentrated phase.

3. OBSERVATION OF THE ONSET OF THERMAL
INSTABILITY

The superfluid mixture studied, with an initial concentr
tion of 9.8% 3He, had a phase separation temperatureTs

5235 mK in the absence of heat flux. When an upward
rected heat flux was switched on, temperature and con
tration gradients directed counter to each other were crea
The resulting increase in concentration in the upper, col
part of the cell led to phase separation atT>Ts in accor-
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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dance with the phase diagram. The onset of separatio
easily observed from a characteristic kink in the tempera
dependence~see Figs. 2 and 3 in Ref. 8!. At temperatures
above the separation temperature the concentration of
mixture at the upper sensor increases with increasingQ̇,
while that in the lower part decreases; the concentration
the median plane remains unchanged~in the case of a linea
concentration distribution!. At temperatures below the sep
ration temperature the3He concentration at the sensors b
gins to decrease with increasing power of the heat flux
they are both found completely in the lower, diluted pha
In the temperature region below 155 mK the boundary
tween the separated phases drops down into the upper
centration sensor, and measurements of the concentr
gradient were not made in this case.

The measured values of the temperature gradient
concentration gradient of the mixture as functions of
power of the upward-directed heat flux for three differe
temperaturesTm are presented in Figs. 1–3. In Fig. 1, whic
corresponds to a temperatureTm5150 mK, only the values
of the temperature gradient are shown, since, as we just
at that temperature the line of phase separation fell within
capacitive concentration sensor.

In Figs. 1 and 2 one can clearly see the kinks occurr
at certain critical values of the heat flux power densityQ̇c ,
which may be regarded as the onset of convective instab
of the mixture, since the effective thermal conductivitykeff

5Q̇/DT increases there. We note that Fig. 1 corresponds
temperature of 150 mK, when the mixture under investi
tion is already separated atQ̇50. At the same time, at the
higher temperature 480 mK~Fig. 3! the mixture does no
undergo phase separation at all, and no anomalies indica
of the onset of convection are observed in this case. At
intermediate temperature of 270 mK~Fig. 2! separation sets
in when the temperature gradient reaches about 8.5 mK
~indicated by an arrow in the figure! and the onset of insta
bility occurs at a larger¹T—around 13 mK/cm. Thus a com
parison of Figs. 1–3 shows that phase separation plays a
role in the onset of convection in a superfluid mixture und
heating from below.

The onset of convection is clearly manifested in the
pendence of the Nusselt number Nu on the power of the

FIG. 1. Dependence of the temperature gradient on the power of the
flux at a mean temperatureTm5150 mK.
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flux ~Fig. 4!. Since the Nusselt number is the ratio of th
effective thermal conductivity, which depends on the h
flux, to the thermal conductivityk in the absence of convec
tive motion, one has Nu51 in the absence and Nu.1 in the
presence of convection, and Nu increases with increasingQ̇.
It is seen in Fig. 4 that at temperatures of 270 and 150
the Nusselt number deviates substantially from unity forQ̇

.Q̇c , indicating the onset of convection. AtT5480 mK no
such deviation from unity is observed.

We note that the values measured in the given exp
ment for the critical temperature gradients corresponding
the onset of thermal instability are rather close to those
ported previously7 for other distances between thermomete
This is shown in Fig. 5, where the solid lines denote t
values of the temperature gradients at which phase separ
of the mixture is observed~to the left of this line!. It is seen
in Fig. 5 that with increasing temperature gradient first ph
separation occurs in the mixture and then, at somewhat la
values of¹T, thermal instability sets in. At a temperature
'320 mK the two processes occur at practically the sa
value of¹T.

4. RAYLEIGH NUMBER IN THE CONCENTRATED
AND DILUTED PHASES

One of the main parameters describing convective p
cesses is the dimensionless quantity proportional to the r
of the buoyant forces arising due to the change in the den
of the substance in the heating region and the viscous fo

at

FIG. 2. Temperature gradient~a! and concentration gradient~b! versus the
power of the heat flux at a mean temperatureTm5270 mK. The value of the
temperature gradient at which separation sets in is indicated by an arr
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due to dissipation~viscosity!. This parameter, called the Ray
leigh number, has the following form for a one-compone
fluid:

Ra5
gb¹Th4

nx
, ~1!

where g is the gravitational acceleration,b is the thermal
expansion coefficient,h is the vertical size,n5h/r is the
kinematic viscosity,x5k/rCp is the thermal diffusivity,x is
the coefficient of shear viscosity,k is the thermal conductiv-
ity, Cp is the heat capacity, andr is the density of the fluid.

FIG. 3. Temperature gradient~a! and concentration gradient~b! as functions
of the power of the heat flux at a mean temperatureTm5480 mK.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the Nusselt number on the power of the heat flu
temperatures of 150~n!, 270 ~L!, and 480~s! mK.
t

As we have said, at low temperatures the mixture un
study is a two-phase system in which the upper, concentr
normal phase atT,300 mK is practically pure3He. The
thicknessh3 of the concentrated layer is determined from t
phase diagram for separation and the conservation of
amount of3He in the mixture:

h35F kT

Tx3
¹T1S x02xd

x32xd
D G V

S
, ~2!

wherex3 is the3He concentration in the concentrated pha
kT is the thermodiffusion ratio,x0 andxd are the initial con-
centration of3He and the concentration of3He in the diluted
phase, respectively, andV andS are the volume and area o
the measurement cell.

Assuming that the concentrated phase of the separ
mixture is a single-component system consisting of3He, we
can calculate the corresponding values of the Rayleigh n
ber according to formula~1! with the use of the known data
on the physical properties of liquid3He and the thickness o
the layer of this phase according to Eq.~2!. A calculation
shows that the values of the temperature gradients in
concentrated phase at which convection appears in the
tem give extremely small values of the Rayleigh numb
Rac;1 – 100, and the value of Rac decreases with increasin
temperature~Fig. 6!. On heating from below the density dis
tribution over height in the concentrated phase is such
the heavier component collects in the warmer, lower p
and that makes the system more stable. This means tha
onset of convective motion in the concentrated phase is
dered.

The lower, diluted superfluid phase is a binary mixture
which the3He concentration comprises 9.8% at the sepa
tion temperature and decreases with decreasing tempera
In this case, as was mentioned in Ref. 7, two Rayleigh nu
bers are considered: the temperature Rayleigh number RT ,
associated with the temperature gradient and correspon
to Eq. ~1!, and the concentration Rayleigh number Rax ,
which is associated with the concentration gradient:

Rax5
]bx¹xhd

4

nD
, ~3!or

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the critical temperature gradient ca
thermal instability: the results of the present study~s!, results of Ref. 7~h!.
The solid line denotes values of the temperature gradient at which p
separation begins in the system.
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whereD is the diffusion coefficient,hd is the thickness of the
layer of diluted phase,¹x is the concentration gradient aris
ing in the presence of a heat flux in the superfluid mixtu
and the parameterbx is related to the change in density du
to the change in concentration as

bx52
1

r S ]r

]xD
m4P

. ~4!

In this case the convective stability is described by a mo
fied Rayleigh number9

Rã5RaT~11a2N!~11«!2Rac

5RaTF11a2N1«S 11a2N1
x

D D G , ~5!

which agrees with the expression for the total Rayleigh nu
ber determined in Ref. 9 and used in Ref. 7, whe
a52kT /T, N5(T/CP)(]m/]x)T,P , m is the chemical po-
tential of the mixture,kT52(¹x/¹T)T is the thermodiffu-
sion ratio, and the parameter« describes the relationship be
tween the temperature gradient and concentration gradie

«52
bx

bT

¹x

¹T
. ~6!

The critical value of the modified Rayleigh number R˜
for the diluted phase in the investigated temperature regio
of the order of 107– 109 ~Fig. 6!, which is many orders of
magnitude greater than in the case of steady convection
heating from above.1–6 We note that in the diluted phase, to
on heating from below the denser part of the liquid colle
in the lower part of the cell, and this does not bring abo
thermal instability.

5. INFLUENCE OF CAPILLARY EFFECTS ON THE
INTERFACE BETWEEN SEPARATED PHASES

The fact that thermal instability on heating from belo
was observed in these experiments only in the separated
ture suggests that the interface between the separated p
has a dominant influence on the stability. Since the in
phase surface tensions depends on temperature and conce
tration, any temperature or concentration perturbation of

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the Rayleigh numbers for the con
trated~h! and diluted~s! phases.
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surface studied give rise to a tangential force directed al
the gradient of the surface tension. This causes a radial
of the liquid along the surface and, by virtue of continuity,
rise or fall of new elements of the liquid, i.e., an initial di
turbance should grow.

The growth of a disturbance is impeded by dissipat
processes due to viscosity and heat conduction, and a q
titative characteristic of the process is the Marangoni nu
ber, which is the ratio of the capillary forces to the dissip
tive forces.

For a one-component liquid in a cell of heighth with an
interface between two phases the Marangoni number is
ally written in the form10

Ma5
DTah2

hx
, ~7!

whereDT is the temperature difference along the height
the cell, anda is the temperature coefficient of the surfa
tension,a5]s/]T, so that

s~T!5s0~0!2aDT. ~8!

Let us estimate the Marangoni number for our syste
Since at low temperatures the concentrated phase can b
garded as a one-component system, the interphase su
tension in this case can vary only on account of the chang
temperature, and the quantitative characteristic will be
temperature Marangoni number calculated according to
mula ~7!. The results of such a calculation are presented
Fig. 7, and the temperature dependence of the number Mc is
due mainly to the variation of the thickness of the conce
trated phase layer with variation of the temperature.

The influence of capillary effects on the lower, dilute
superfluid phase is more complex. There the interphase
face tension is a function of both the temperatureT and
concentrationx, where in the equilibrium caseT and x are
related by the equation of the phase separation line:

s~T,x!5s0~0,0!2S ]s

]TD
x

DT2S ]s

]x D
T

Dx5s0~0,0!

2aDTF11S ]T

]x D
s

Dx

DTG . ~9!

n-
FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the Marangoni number of the con
trated~h! and diluted~s! phases.
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This means that for a binary mixture the temperat
differenceDT in the expression~7! for the Marangoni num-
ber should be taken with allowance for the relation betwe
Dx and DT through the thermodiffusion ratiokT

52(¹x/¹T)T:

DT̃5DTF11S ]T

]x D
s

kT

T G , ~10!

where the derivative (]T/]x)s is taken along the phase sep
ration line.

The values obtained for the Marangoni numbers in
diluted phase are also presented in Fig. 7, and the value
the various quantities needed in the calculation were ta
from Refs. 7 and 8 for this same mixture.

To analyze specifically which factor~bulk or surface!
has the greater destabilizing influence on the two-ph
3He–4He mixture, it is advisable to consider the ratio of t
Marangoni number to the Rayleigh number, Ma/ Ra˜. This
quantity will be proportional to the ratio of the surface ca
illary forces to the bulk forces of buoyancy:

Ma

Rã
5

aF11S ]T

]x
D

s

kT

T G
gbrh2F11a2N1«S 11a2N1

x

D
D G . ~11!

The values of the ratio~11! are presented in Fig. 8 fo
each of the corresponding phases. The main conclusion f

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the ratio of the Marangoni to the
leigh number for the concentrated~h! and diluted~s! phases.
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Fig. 8 is that Ma/ Ra˜@1 for the concentrated phase, esp
cially at high temperatures, i.e., the dominant destabiliz
factor is that of the capillary forces at the interface. At t
same time, the influence of these forces on the diluted ph
is negligible in comparison to that of the buoyancy force
since Ma/ Ra˜!1. This means that the thermal instability
the separated solution can be initiated by capillary effect
the separation boundary and that the concentrated pha
the more sensitive to them.

6. CONCLUSION

A series of experiments has revealed that3He–4He su-
perfluid mixtures can experience thermal instability not on
on heating from above, when the system is gravitationa
unstable, but also on heating from below. In the latter c
the influence of phase separation of the mixture is subs
tial, and capillary effects at the interface between the co
isting phases can initiate instability. Precise identification
the mechanisms of instability will require additional expe
mental and theoretical studies of this system.
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Vortex nucleation in the process of phase separation of a supersaturated 3He– 4He
mixture
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It is shown that subcritical phase-separation nuclei~domains of decomposition! arising
spontaneously in a supersaturated3He–4He mixture can become centers of hydrodynamic vortex
generation in the presence of a local nonzero or global vorticity of the liquid. The
acceleration of the ‘‘rigid-body’’ vortex rotation of an incompressible fluid within a domain is
due to the joint action of convective and Coriolis forces in the presence of a convergent
radial flow whose velocity is linked by the continuity equation to the velocity of an ascending
vertical flow, which increases with height. Such flows, which arise on account of the
chemical and dynamical equilibrium between the domains of decomposition and the surrounding
metastable3He–4He mixture, compensate the escape of the light3He component from the
volume of the domain to the surface of the liquid on account of its buoyancy in the Earth’s gravity.
Depending on the conditions of the decomposition of the solution inside the domains,
acceleration of the vortices can occur according to an exponential law or by a scenario of nonlinear
‘‘explosive’’ instability. The formation and growth of such hydrodynamic vortices in
decomposing3He–4He mixtures gives rise to quantum vortices in the superfluid component and,
as a consequence, leads to acceleration of the process of heterogeneous decomposition
~phase separation! in comparison with homogeneous decomposition. ©2005 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1820542#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Research on the physical properties of3He–4He
quantum-liquid mixtures, which was begun in the pioneer
work of Refs. 1 and 2, remains an active topic in lo
temperature physics~see, e.g., Ref. 3!. In the present paper i
is shown that under conditions of supersaturation o
3He–4He mixture within spontaneously nucleated regions
a decomposed phase~subcritical nuclei! classical hydrody-
namic vortices can arise in the normal component. Th
vortices are formed by the combined effects of convect
and Coriolis hydrodynamic forces generated by converg
flows. The latter tend to equalize the concentration of3He
atoms and, hence, the chemical potential in the bulk of
mixture under conditions of chemical and dynamical equil
rium between the nucleated regions~domains! of the decom-
posed phase and the surrounding metastable phase o
3He–4He mixture.

The vortex rotation of the normal component inside t
domains of decomposition of the mixture entrains the sup
fluid component as a result of the interaction between
normal and superfluid components according to the two-fl
hydrodynamics,4 on account of the nonlinear gradient ter
¹(Vn2Vs)

2 (Vn,s are the velocities of the normal and s
perfluid components!. This gives rise to quantum vortice
which, in turn, promote the linking and mutual entrainme
of the normal and superfluid components.5 Since quantum
vortices cannot terminate inside a superfluid liquid,6 they
1051063-777X/2005/31(2)/6/$26.00
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rapidly ‘‘thread’’ through the entire volume of the3He–4He
superfluid mixture until reaching the solid walls or the fr
surface. This process of elongation of the quantum vortice
accompanied by the trapping~building in! of 3He impurity
atoms in the normal core of the vortex,7 as a result of which
the vortices become extended nuclei of heterogeneous
composition of the3He–4He mixture.8,9

This is apparently the cause of the high rate of ph
separation of the3He–4He mixture which was observed ex
perimentally in Refs. 10 and 11, a rate much higher than
predicted theoretically12 for homogeneous decomposition
The creation of classical and quantum vortices in decomp
ing 3He–4He mixtures is also confirmed by direct optic
observation of the small-scale vortex turbulence in Ref.
upon rapid separation of a supersaturated3He–4He mixture
near the tricritical point.

2. KINETICS OF THE DECOMPOSITION OF
SUPERSATURATED 3He– 4He MIXTURES

According to the experimental data,1,2 the density of a
mixture of the light isotope of helium (3He) in a superfluid
quantum Bose liquid formed by atoms of the heavy isoto
(4He) with zero spin~bosons! at a temperature below thel
point (T,Tl) depends on the relative concentrationx of the
3He atoms and can be approximated to good accuracy by
relation

r~x!5r0~x!1xr31~12x!r4 , ~1!
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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wherer3 andr4 are the densities of the liquid phases of3He
and4He, andr0(x) is a certain additive correction that varie
weakly with x and vanishes atx50 andx51. We note that
the l-point temperatureTl in the mixture also depends o
x.1,2

An analogous relation holds for the molar specific v
umesV3 andV4 of the isotopes3He and4He in the mixture:

V~x!5V0~x!1xV31~12x!V4 . ~2!

It should be emphasized that the difference of the v
umesV3 andV4 is determined not by the chemical properti
~identical for isotopes! but by the quantum behavior of th
3He and4He atoms.

On the other hand, in the superfluid state of the3He–4He
mixture at T,Tl(x) the following relation holds in the
framework of the two-fluid hydrodynamics:3

r~x!5rs~x!1rn~x!, ~3!

wherers andrn are the densities of the superfluid and no
mal components. Here the superfluid component consists
clusively of4He atoms, while the3He atoms are contained i
the normal component of the mixture. Substitution of~1! into
~3! gives the following relation:

rs~x!5rs4~12x!,

rn~x!5rn4~12x!1xr31r0~x!, ~4!

wherers41rn45r4 is the density of4He, andrn4!rs4 in
the region of low temperaturesT!Tl .

The equilibrium concentration of3He atoms in a
3He–4He mixture is determined by the phase diagram
mixing and depends on the temperatureT and pressureP
~Ref. 2!. with decreasingT ~or increasingP) the maximum
attainable concentration of3He atoms in the mixture in-
creases, and upon a rapid increase ofT ~or decrease ofP)
the phase separation of the3He–4He mixture into a light
fraction ~the normal Fermi liquid 3He) and a heavier
fraction—an equilibrium3He–4He mixture with a light iso-
tope concentration of 6.7%—occurs in the gravitational fi
of the Earth. We note that this latter value of the3He con-
centration is determined by the competition between
positive chemical affinity~the identical nature! of the 3He
and4He atoms and the Pauli principle for the fermions3He,
the Fermi energy of which at this concentration isEF3

510 K.
In the process of decomposition of a saturated3He–4He

mixture the mean concentration of the3He atoms, according
to the experimental data of Ref. 3, falls off in time by th
exponential law

x~ t !5x`1~x02x`!e2gt, ~5!

where x0 and x` are the initial ~at t50) and final ~at t
5`) relative concentrations of3He in the mixture~for x0

.x`'0.07), andg is the rate of decomposition of the mix
ture, which depends onT andP.

In experiments3 at T'100 mK and normal atmospheri
pressure the decomposition time isg21550– 100 s. Here it
should be kept in view that the decomposition~separation! of
a 3He–4He mixture is a first-order transition and occurs w
the liberation of heat.2
l-

-
x-

f

d

e

In a supersaturated metastable3He–4He mixture a pro-
cess of spontaneous~fluctuational! nucleation of domains of
the separated equilibrium phase begins with the formation
microdroplets of pure3He, which coalesce and float to th
surface in the Earth’s gravity, removing3He from the volume
of the domain.

If each domain were a closed, isolated system, the p
cess of decomposition of a3He–4He mixture in a domain
would occur by an exponential law of the type~5! with a
certain local decomposition rateg0 . Here the rate of change
~increase! of the density of the mixture in the domain, a
cording to Eqs.~1! and ~5!, would be equal to

]r

]t
5g0~r42r3!~x02x`!e2g0t.0. ~6!

However, the domains of decomposition are open s
systems found in chemical and dynamical equilibrium w
the surrounding metastable3He–4He mixture, with the initial
concentrationx0 of the light isotope3He. Therefore to main-
tain values of the chemical potential and total density of
mixture which are constant in time and uniform in spac
radial and vertically ascending flows of3He atoms arise in
the domain, and these entrain the normal component of
4He. We note that at sufficiently low temperaturesT
<0.1Tl , when the density of4He atoms in the normal com
ponentr4n<1024r4s , the normal densityrn(x) is practi-
cally completely determined by the density of3He atoms in
the mixture,xr3 .

The continuity equation of the two-fluid hydrodynamic4

]

]t
~rs1rn!1div~rsVs1rnVn!50, ~7!

at constant and uniform densitiesrs and rn and under the
condition of complete entrainment of the superfluid comp
nent by the normal component~see below! takes the follow-
ing form for axially symmetric flows:

div V5
]Vr

]r
1

Vr

r
1

]Vz

]z
50, ~8!

where V5Vn5Vs . It follows that convergent radial flows
with the hydrodynamic velocity inside the domain,

Vr~r !52br , ~9!

can be compensated by an ascending vertical flow with
axial velocity that increases linearly with height and is u
form with respect tor ,

Vz~z!5Vz01az, ~10!

if the parametersa andb are related by the equation

a22b50. ~11!

We shall show that under such conditions, hydrodynam
vortices with ‘‘rigid-body’’ rotation of the liquid, with an
azimuthal velocityVw(r );r and with an angular frequenc
v(t) that increases in time, can arise inside the domains
decomposition.
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3. NUCLEATION OF A HYDRODYNAMIC VORTEX INSIDE
A CYLINDRICAL DOMAIN OF DECOMPOSITION

Let us start from the well-known equations of two-flu
hydrodynamics for a superfluid quantum liquid:4

rsF]Vs

]t
1~Vs¹!VsG52

rs

r
¹P1

rsrn

2r
¹~Vn2Vs!

2

1rssn¹T1rsg, ~12!

rnF]Vn

]t
1~Vn¹!VnG52

rn

r
¹P2

rsrn

2r
¹~Vn2Vs!

2

2rnsn¹T1hnDVn1rng, ~13!

wheresn and hn are the entropy density and the viscos
coefficient of the normal component, andg is the accelera-
tion due to gravity, which is directed downward in the dire
tion opposite to thez axis.

We consider axially symmetric hydrodynamic flows
domains of cylindrical shape. In cylindrical coordinates E
~12! and ~13! take the form14

]Vsr

]t
1Vsr

]Vsr

]r
2

Vsw
2

r
52

1

r

]P

]r
1

rn

2r

]

]r
~Vn2Vs!

2,

~14!

]Vsw

]t
1Vsr

]Vsw

]r
1

VsrVsw

r
50, ~15!

]Vsz

]t
1Vsz

]Vsz

]z
52

1

r

]P

]z
1

rn

2r

]

]z
~Vn2Vs!

22g, ~16!

]Vnr

]t
1Vnr

]Vnr

]r
2

Vnw
2

r
52

1

r

]P

]r
2

rs

2r

]

]r
~Vn2Vs!

2

1nnS ]2Vnr

]r 2 1
1

r

]Vnr

]r
2

Vnr

r 2 D ,

~17!

]Vnw

]t
1Vnr

]Vnw

]r
1

VnrVnw

r

5nnS ]2Vnw

]r 2 1
1

r

]Vnw

]r
2

Vnw

r 2 D , ~18!

]Vnz

]t
1Vnz

]Vnz

]z
52

1

r

]P

]z
2

rs

2r

]

]z
~Vn2Vs!

2

1nn

]2Vnz

]z2 2g. ~19!

Herenn5hn /rn is the coefficient of kinematic viscosity o
the normal component. We assume that the temperatu
uniform (¹T50) and that the radial (Vsr ,Vnr) and azi-
muthal (Vsw ,Vnw) components of the velocity depend on t
coordinater and timet and that the axial components of th
velocity (Vsz,Vnz) depend onz and t.

It should be stressed that in curvilinear coordinates
effects of viscosity for an incompressible fluid in th
Navier–Stokes equation are not described by a simple
placian of the velocitynD2V but contain additional terms
~see Refs. 14 and 15!. In particular, in cylindrical coordinate
even for axially symmetric flow the viscous term is dete
-

.

is

e

a-

-

mined by an expression corresponding to the Laplacian o
axially asymmetric flow with velocitiesVr(r ,w)5u(r )eiw

andVw(r ,w)5w(r )eiw, wherew is the phase correspondin
to the azimuthal angle in going along a closed contour~e.g.,
in calculating the circulation of the velocity! and is analo-
gous to the Berry phase in two-dimensional wave~quantum!
systems. It is because of this that the term describing
viscosity in the Navier–Stokes equation for the vortex ro
tion of a viscous incompressible fluid with azimuthal velo
ity Vw(r );r or Vw(r );r 21 is exactly equal to zero~the
so-called Rankine vortex15!.

We shall consider vortex flows inside and outside a
lindrical domain of radiusR0 and heighth in the presence of
convergent radial flows and ascending vertical flows that
sure constancy of the density and composition of
3He–4He mixture in the decomposition process. The coor
nate dependence of the axialVsz,Vnz , azimuthalVsw ,Vnw ,
and radialVsr ,Vnr velocities are chosen in the followin
form:

Vn,sz~z!5Vn,sz~0!1an,sz, 0<z<h; r<R0 ,

Vn,sw~r !5H vn,sr , r<R0

vn,sR0
2/r , r .R0

,

Vn,sr5H 2bn,sr , r<R0

2bn,sR0
2/r , r .R0

, ~20!

wherevn,s are the angular velocities of rotation or the vo
ticity of the superfluid and normal components, andan,s and
bn,s are parameters determining the vertical and radial fl
densities. It is easy to see that when the expressions
Vnz(z), Vnw(r ), and Vnr(r ) corresponding to Eq.~20! are
substituted into equations~14!–~19!, the terms describing the
viscosity of the normal components are identically equal
zero. In this case Eqs.~14!, ~17! and ~16!, ~19! differ from
each other only in the sign of the coefficient in front of th
difference gradient term]/]r (Vn2Vs)

2, while Eqs.~15! and
~18! are completely identical.

It follows that the exact solution of equations~14!–~19!
for the vortex motion with velocities~20! is a particular so-
lution that corresponds to the complete entrainment of
superfluid component by the normal component, whenVs

5Vn5V; i.e., in Eq.~20! we can set

as5an5a; bs5bn5b; vs5vn5v. ~21!

Here the continuity equation for an incompressible fluid~8!
reduces to relation~11!, and equations~14!–~19! in the re-
gion r<R0 and 0<z<h, according to Eqs.~20! and ~21!,
reduce to the following:

2
db

dt
1b22v252

1

rr

]P

]r
, ~22!

dv

dt
22bv50, ~23!

da

dt
1a252

1

zr

]P

]z
2

g

z
. ~24!

Settinga52b5const, we find from Eqs.~22! and ~24!
that the pressure distribution inside the domain is
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P̃~r ,z,t !5P0~ t !1rH r 2

2
@v2~ t !2b2#22b2z22gzJ .

~25!

It follows from Eq. ~23! that for a nonzero initial vortic-
ity of the liquid v(0)Þ0 its angular velocity of ‘‘rigid-
body’’ rotation Vw(r ,t)5v(t)r increases in time by an ex
ponential law:

v~ t !5v~0!e2bt. ~26!

In the outer regionr .R0 according to~20! the convec-
tive acceleration Vr]Vw /]r and Coriolis acceleration
VrVw /r on the left-hand sides of Eqs.~15! and ~18! have
opposite signs and exactly cancel each other out, so
dv/dt50 andv5v(0). This means that as the rotation
the liquid inside the domain accelerates, according to
~26! the discontinuity~jump! of the azimuthal velocityVw(r )
at its boundaryr 5R0 increases. This growing jump of th
tangential velocity should lead to instability of surface d
turbances at the boundary14 and to the rapid growth of small
scale turbulence with an anomalously large turbulent coe
cient of viscositynn* @nn ~Ref. 16!.

The pressure distribution in the regionr .R0 , where
Vs,n z50, according to Eq.~14! or ~17!, has the form

P~r ,z,t !5P`2
R0

2

2r 2 r@v2~0!1b2#2rgz, ~27!

where P` is the equilibrium pressure in the surroundin
3He–4He mixture. From the condition of equality of th
pressures~25! and ~27! we find the pressure on its axis (r
50):

P0~ t !5P`2rR0
2v2~ t !. ~28!

It follows that the pressure on the axis of the vortex falls
exponentially with increasing velocity of rotation of the liq
uid; this can affect the change~increase! of the rate of de-
composition of the mixture inside the domain.

The system of equations~22!–~24! has another simple
self-similar solution:16

v~ t !5
1

t02t
, a~ t !52b~ t !5

2

t02t
, t05

1

v~0!
, ~29!

which corresponds to a nonlinear instability of the ‘‘expl
sive’’ type, when formally infinite values of the velocities a
reached over a finite time segmentt0 . The pressure distribu
tion in the core of the vortex in this case has the form

P~r ,z,t !5P01r
S 5

8
r 22z2D

~ t02t !2 2rgz. ~30!

The growth time of this instability is determined by th
initial vorticity v(0)Þ0, i.e., by random deviations of th
domain shape from cylindrical and asymmetry of the conv
gent radial flows, or by the total vorticity of the liquid~e.g.,
on account of the Earth’s rotation!.

4. SPHERICAL SUBCRITICAL NUCLEI

Let us consider a subcritical nucleus~domain of decom-
position! of spherical shape with radiusR0 in the bulk of a
3He–4He superfluid mixture. The axially symmetric rotatio
at

q.

-

-

f

r-

of an incompressible viscous fluid~normal component! with
azimuthal velocityVw inside a spherer<R0 in the presence
of radial flows with velocityVr but in the absence of meridi
onal flows, when the polar component of the velocityVu

50, is described by the following system of Navier–Stok
equations in spherical coordinates:14

]Vr

]t
1Vr

]Vr

]r
2

Vw
2

r
52

1

r

]P

]r
1nF]2Vr

]r 2 1
2

r

]Vr

]r
2

2Vr

r 2 G ,
~31!

]Vw

]t
1Vr

]Vw

]r
1

VrVw

r
5nF]2Vw

]r 2 1
2

r

]Vw

]r

1
1

r 2 sinu

]2

]u2 ~sinuVw!

2
Vw

r 2 sin2 uG , ~32!

Vw
2

r
cotu5

1

rr

]P

]u
. ~33!

Here, as before, it is assumed that complete entrainmen
the superfluid component by the normal component occ
(Vs5Vn), and the equations of motion of the superflu
component differ from~31!–~33! only by the absence of vis
cosity (n50). In Eqs.~32! and~33! the possible dependenc
of Vw andP on the polar angleu is taken into account.

The escape of3He from the volume of the decompose
mixture inside the domain will be described as a volume s
of the substance with a certain characteristic timet5g0

21.
Then the continuity equation takes the form16

div V5
]Vr

]r
1

2

r
Vr52

1

t
, ~34!

which implies that the radial velocity of the convergent flo
that tends to equalize the chemical potential and3He concen-
tration inside the domain has the value

Vr~r !52br ; b5
1

3t
. ~35!

It is easy to see that for such a radial velocity the term
scribing the viscosity on the right-hand side of Eq.~31! is
equal to zero.

To find the radial and angular dependence of the a
muthal velocityVw(r ,u) that makes the right-hand side o
Eq. ~32! vanish, we specify it in the formVw5vr f (u). Then
we obtain a Legendre equation for the associated polynom
Pn

m(u) with m5n51:

1

sinu

]2

]u2 @sinu f ~u!#2
f ~u!

sin2 u
12 f ~u!50. ~36!

The solution of this equation has the formf (u)5sinu.
Thus the azimuthal velocities of the normal and superfl
components are equal:

Vw~r ,u!5vr sinu. ~37!

Substituting~37! into the left-hand side of Eq.~32!, we ob-
tain the following expression for the angular velocity as
function of time:
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v~ t !5v~0!e2t/3t. ~38!

Here the pressure distribution that automatically satis
Eqs.~31! and~33!, with allowance for~35! and~37!, has the
form

P~r ,u,t !5P02
rr 2

2 F 1

9t22v2~ t !sin2 uG . ~39!

Thus, exponential acceleration of the vortex rotation of
incompressible fluid under the condition of complete entra
ment of the superfluid component by the normal compon
can also occur inside spherical domains.

At the same time, acceleration of the rotation of the
perfluid component in both spherical and cylindrical doma
should lead to a process of accelerated creation of quan
vortices. The numbern of the latter is determined by th
relationn5m4G/h, wherem4 is the mass of the4He atom,h
is Planck’s constant, andG is the circulation of the velocity,
G(t)5v(t)R0

2, and increases exponentially in time, acco
ing to Eqs. ~26! and ~38!. However, the creation of eac
quantum vortex decreases the total circulation of the su
fluid component by an amount equal to the quantum of
culation,k5h/m4 , and thus slows the rotation of the supe
fluid liquid.

This means that as a result of the creation of quan
vortices the superfluid component will ‘‘brake’’ the norm
component on account of the mutual entrainment, prop
tional to the value of the gradient¹(Vn2Vs)

2, and also
owing to the additional ‘‘linking’’ through the quantum
vortices.5 This process, together with dissipative effects
the boundaryr 5R0 , should lead to slowing of the acceler
tion of the macroscopic hydrodynamic vortex inside a d
main of decomposition and then to its braking and dampi

However, quantum vortices~or vortex rings! continue to
exist in the superfluid component even after it has stopp
and, trapping the3He atoms in their normal cores, they b
come extended centers of heterogeneous decompositio
the 3He–4He mixture throughout the entire volume.7–9

CONCLUSIONS

The subcritical phase separation nuclei~domains of de-
composition! created spontaneously in a supersaturated~at
given pressures and temperature! 3He–4He mixture can be-
comes centers of creation of hydrodynamic vortices in
presence of nonzero local or global~e.g., due to the Earth’s
rotation! vorticity of the liquid. The acceleration of th
‘‘rigid-body’’ vortex rotation of an incompressible fluid with
azimuthal velocityVw5vr inside the domain is due to th
combined effect of the convective and Coriolis forces in
presence of a convergent radial flow with velocityVr5
2br , which is related by the continuity equation to an a
cending vertical flow with a velocity that increases wi
height:Vz5Vz01az. Such flows arise owing to the chem
cal and dynamical equilibrium between the domains of
composition and the surrounding metastable3He–4He mix-
ture and compensate the escape of the light component3He
from the volume of the domain to the surface owing to
buoyancy in the Earth’s gravity. Depending on the conditio
of decomposition of the mixture inside the domains the
celeration of the vortices can occur by an exponential law
s
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by a scenario of nonlinear ‘‘explosive’’ instability, analogou
to the mechanism considered in Ref. 16 for the nucleat
and growth of powerful atmospheric vortices—tornado
and typhoons—in the formation of dense cloud systems
the process of intense condensation of water vapor in m
air cooled below the dew point.

The formation and existence of such vortices is favo
by the vanishing of the terms describing the viscosity in
Navier–Stokes equations in the axially symmetric hydrod
namic motion of an incompressible fluid with velocities~20!
in the case of cylindrical symmetry and~35!, ~37! for spheri-
cal symmetry. Such flows correspond to minimal energy d
sipation ~i.e., a minimum of entropy production! and are
therefore relatively easily realized under suitable natural c
ditions. The formation and growth of such hydrodynam
vortices in a decomposing3He–4He mixture leads to the
creation of quantum vortices in the superfluid compon
and, as a consequence, to the acceleration of the decom
tion ~phase separation! process in the mixture4 in comparison
to homogeneous decomposition.12

Direct observation of the small-scale vortex turbulen
in a rapidly decomposing3He–4He mixture near the tricriti-
cal point with the aid of optical methods13 confirms the re-
ality of this mechanism of heterogeneous decomposition
3He–4He mixtures both inside the subcritical nuclei and
quantum vortices with trapped3He atoms.
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Rudavskii for numerous and fruitful discussions and exha
tive information about the results of experimental obser
tions of the process of phase separation of3He–4He mix-
tures. One of the authors~E.A.P.! thanks the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft~DFG! for financial support of this
study and Michael Wyrauch individually for arranging h
visit at the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt~PTB!,
Braunschweig, Germany and for helpful scientific discu
sions.
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Influence of internal stresses on the superconductivity of nanocrystalline vanadium
films

V. M. Kuz’menko and T. P. Chernyaeva
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Kharkov 61108, Ukraine*
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Nanocrystalline vanadium films 7–20 nm thick are obtained by crystallization of amorphous
condensates of this metal by heating to a temperatureT,60 K. Immediately after completion of
the crystallization the critical temperature of the superconducting transitionTc of these
films is 3.1–4.3 K. When the films are heated to room temperature in an ultrahigh vacuum the
values ofTc decrease by'0.4 K. It is shown that this decrease is due, in particular, to
relief of the tensile stresses that arise in the films during crystallization. ©2005 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1820544#
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INTRODUCTION

It is known that when vanadium vapor is condensed o
substrate cooled by liquid helium the films formed up
thicknessesd'20– 40 nm have an amorphous structure.1–3

When this critical thicknessdc is exceeded during condens
tion the whole volume of the film undergoes spontane
explosive ~avalanche! crystallization with the formation of
the usual bcc phase. If the layer thickness is less thandc , its
amorphous structure is stable up to a temperatureTa→c

'40– 60 K, and the value ofTa→c increases with decreasin
d by an approximately hyperbolic law.2,4 We have previously
investigated the superconducting properties of the am
phous phase of vanadium.2 The critical temperature of the
superconducting transition~CTST! of the crystallized film is
approximately 1.5 K higher than the value ofTc in the amor-
phous state. Further heating of the samples fromTa→c to
room temperature is usually accompanied by a lowering
the CTST.3 This behavior has not yet been explained c
rectly in the published literature. The goal of the pres
study is to attempt an explanation.

TECHNIQUE

The techniques used to grow the films and to study th
electronic properties are described in detail elsewhere.5,6 We
used welded-up glass ampoules with a flat polished subs
and welded-in leads of platinum wire for making electric
measurements of the metallic film condensed on the s
strate. After being pumped down to a pressurep;1024 Pa
the ampoules were hermetically sealed with a gas torch
removed from the vacuum apparatus. The ampoules w
mounted in a helium cryostat which was then flooded w
liquid helium, creating an ultrahigh vacuum (;10210 Pa)
with respect to all components of air. The bulk vanadiu
used had a resistivity ratio of'550 between temperatures
300 and 6 K.
1111063-777X/2005/31(2)/5/$26.00
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The vanadium was evaporated by evaporators mad
cleaned tungsten wire. To degas the mounting of vanad
and tungsten a significant part of the mounting was eva
rated off while the substrate was shielded; the substrate
mained in continuous contact with the liquid helium, and t
average temperature of the vanadium layer during conde
tion was not over 18 K.

The electrical conductivity of the films was measured
a compensation method using a four-probe scheme with
accuracy of 0.01% or better. The critical magnetic field p
pendicular to the plane of the film was produced by a sup
conducting solenoid. The thickness of the films during co
densation was monitored by its conductance, and after
experiment was completed and the was ampoule opene
was measured by an optical density method.7

The microstructure of the crystallized vanadium film
and their surface topography were investigated at room t
perature on a JEM-100CX analytical electron microscop8

The microstructure was investigated by photography
transmitted light. Both bright-field and dark-field image
were obtained. The vanadium films were removed from
substrate by dissolving in water a thin (;20– 30 nm) NaCl
layer that had been condensed on the glass substrate pr
deposition of the metal.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the change of the resistivity of a new
condensed vanadium film'16 nm thick upon heating to
room temperature. The practically vertical segment of
curve corresponds to the transition of the film from the am
phous to the crystalline state (a→c transition!. Interesting,
immediately after thea→c transition (Ta→c'40 K) and on
up to room temperature ther(T) curve becomes practically
reversible, i.e., the residual resistivityr0 at T56 K is prac-
tically equal to its valuer08 for the same film after heating to
room temperature. If the critical temperature was excee
during the condensation process and explosive crystalliza
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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occurred, ther(T) curve is reversible from the start and
described by the lower part of the curve in Fig. 1~without
the vertical segment!. Such behavior ofr(T) is observed
only for vanadium films. For all the other low-temperatu
condensates of pure metals~In, Sn, Al, Tl, etc.! known to us,
the residual resistivity continually decreases as the film
annealed up to room temperature, owing to the annealin
defects and the growth of grains. For example, when an
minum film (d570 nm) is heated from helium to room tem
perature,Tc decreases from 3.25 to 1.45 K and the resid
resistivity decreases from 16 to 1.25mV•cm.4 Apparently in
vanadium films the lattice defects that have a substantia
fluence on the resistivity are not annealed in the tempera
interval T540– 300 K.

The critical temperature of the superconducting tran
tion for the crystallized vanadium films directly after the
heating toT5Ta→c , denotedTc , is always substantially
higher than the valueTc8 for the same films after annealing t
room temperature. The value of the temperatureTc remains
practically constant after the films have been annealed tT
5190– 200 K. Only after further increase in the anneal
temperature does the CTST decrease fromTc to Tc8 . If the
film has crystallized as a result of explosive crystallizati
~at d5dc) the values ofTc andTc8 are equal.

Table I gives the values ofTc and Tc8 for typical low-
temperature condensates of vanadium. These values
lower than the CTST for for pure bulk vanadium. Th
mechanisms causing the decrease of the CTST with dec
ing thickness of metallic films are discussed in detail in R
4.

Some films show signs of cracking~a slight growth of
the residual resistivity! already at room temperature~see
Table I!.

Sometimes a rather long hold at room temperature le
to a slight decrease in the residual resistivity~see the result
for film V5). After heating toT5330– 340 K all of the films

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of a vanadium film
thickness'16 nm.
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exhibited a noticeable increase in residual resistivity which
due, as we shall show below, to an intensification of
cracking process. It should be emphasized that the fi
V1– V5 were annealed to room temperature in ultrahi
vacuum (;10210 Pa). For this the upper part of the ampou
containing the substrate was heated by a furnace und
hood in the form an inverted Dewar while the lower part
the ampoule was immersed in liquid helium. This preclud
the possibility of contamination of the annealed film by r
sidual gases, the pressure of which without these precau
ary measures would reach;1024 Pa at the higher tempera
tures~see Technique!. In this case the decrease of the CTS
on heating could be ascribed to impurities falling into t
film from the surrounding medium, as it is known that van
dium is not attacked by air at ordinary temperatures.

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the c
cal magnetic induction (Bc2[Bc' ; Ref. 9! for the film V4.
Curve1 was taken after heating toT5Ta→c and corresponds
to a valueTc54.2 K; curve 2 was taken after heating to
room temperature and corresponds to a valueTc853.78 K.
Near the CTST the value ofBc2 varies linearly with tempera-
ture, while at lower temperatures the dependence is appr
mately quadratic:

f

TABLE I. Some characteristics of the crystalline vanadium films inves
gated.

Note: The temperature smearing of the superconducting transitions for fi
V1– V5 is 0.10–0.12 K@the interval (0.1– 0.9)r0], andr300 is the value ofr
at 300 K.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the critical magnetic induction fo
crystalline vanadium film'16 nm in diameter after annealing toT @K#: 50
~1!, 300 ~2!.
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Bc25Bc0F12S T

Tc
D 2G , ~1!

whereBc0 is the value ofBc2 at T50 K.
Electron diffraction patterns of the films show only th

lines of the bcc phase of vanadium. The grain size in
films that have undergone explosive crystallization is pra
cally the same as in films of the same thickness crystalli
by heating. The mean grain size in both cases is 54–55
~Fig. 3!. The grains have a flat shape and, judging from
Moiré patterns on some electron micrographs, they are o
stacked on one another. Thus the mean grain size in
direction perpendicular to the plane of the film is less than
thickness. The electron mean free pathl in the vanadium
films studied here, calculated from the relationr l 53.5
310212V•cm2 ~Ref. 10!, amounts to 2–3 nm, a value attes
ing to a significant degree of intragrain disorder.

It is important to note that films condensed on a subla
of NaCl had numerous cracks up to 700 nm long and 30
wide ~Fig. 4!. The cracks form at the time when the ampou
is opened to atmospheric pressure, as is manifested by
sharp increase in the resistivity of the films at the time
opening. This indicates that the films prior to the opening
the ampoule were in a maximally stressed state. Prior to
opening of the ampoule the films condensed on a NaCl s
layer, like films condensed on glass, displayed a revers
trend ofr(T) from the point of thea→c transition on up to
room temperature. For the the films condensed on glass
resistivity changed insignificantly when the ampoule w

FIG. 3. Dark-field electron micrograph of the nanostructure of a vanad
film '37 nm thick.

FIG. 4. Bright-field electron micrograph of the nanostructure of a vanad
film '37 nm thick.
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opened; from that we infer that crack formation is practica
absent. The absence of cracks in those films is confirmed
the studies of their surface topography.8 It was found that the
surface of the vanadium films on glass did not exhibit n
ticeable relief after heating to room temperature, i.e.,
micro-irregularities of the surface did not exceed 3–5 n
and there were no noticeable cracks. Cracks appeared
after the films were heated to'340 K.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

It was shown in Refs. 10 and 11 that at the lowest te
peratures~below 0.5 K! the heat capacity of vanadium i
determined by the normal BCS energy gap (2D0

53.5kBTc). Approximately the same value of 2D0 has been
obtained in experiments in which the energy gap is measu
by the methods of absorption of electromagnetic radiati
absorption of ultrasound, and in tunneling experiments~see
Ref. 12 and the references cited in Refs. 10 and 12!. For
superconductors with strong coupling one has 2D0

5(4.3– 4.5)kBTc .11,13,14 Sophisticated tunneling
experiments12 have given a valuel50.82 for the electron-
phonon coupling constant of vanadium; this value is cons
ered too high by the authors. For superconductors w
strong coupling the values ofl found experimentally equa
1.7–2.8.14 Thus vanadium must be treated as a wea
coupled superconductor.10 This conclusion is somewhat a
odds with a theoretical study11 that gave a valuel51.19 for
vanadium, but even in that case the coupling would be m
aptly described as intermediate rather than strong.

For the films studiedl !j0 , wherej0 is the coherence
length for pure ‘‘bulk’’ vanadium (j0'45 nm)10 In that case
it follows from the microscopic theory developed b
Gor’kov for weakly coupled superconductors in magne
field15 that the electron density of states at the Fermi le
~with allowance for the two spin directions! is given by the
expression16

N~0!5
pudBc2 /dTuTc

4kBer
, ~2!

wheree is the charge of the electron andkB is Boltzmann’s
constant.

For superconductors with intermediate and strong c
pling a coefficient of the order of unity should be introduc
in the denominator on the right-hand side of formula~2!.17,18

Let us estimate the density of states for film V4 after
heating toT550 and 300 K~see Table II! on the basis of
formula ~2! with the values ofudBc2 /dTuTc

~Fig. 2! andr0 .

TABLE II. Parameters for the calculation and the calculated values ofN(0)
of the film V4 after annealing toT550 and 300 K.
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Qualitatively similar behavior ofudBc2 /dTuTc
andN(0)

as functions of the heating temperature are observed for fi
V1– V3 as well. In the case of the film V5 the values of
udBc2 /dTuTc

and N(0) immediately after explosive crysta
lization and after heating to room temperature were the s
within the experimental error.

The BCS theory for weakly coupled superconduct
gives the value

Tc51.14uD expS 2
1

N~0!V* D , ~3!

whereV* is the electron interaction parameter anduD is the
Debye temperature.

According to Eq.~3!, in order forTc to change from 4.2
to 3.78 ~as in the case of film V4), the value ofN(0)V*
should decrease by a factor of 1.023. A formula forTc in the
case of superconductors with strong or intermediate coup
was derived by McMillan19 and later modified to20

Tc5
v log

1.2
expF2

1.04~11l!

l2m* ~110.62l!G . ~4!

Herev log is the logarithmic mean phonon frequency,m* is
the Coulomb pseudopotential of Morel and Anderson, ch
acterizing the electron-electron interaction, andl is the
electron-phonon coupling constant:

l5
N~0!^I 2&
M ^v2&

, ~5!

where ^I 2& is the square matrix element of the electro
phonon interaction, averaged over the Fermi surface,^v2& is
the mean square phonon frequency, andM is the mass of an
atom.

According to Eq.~4!, in order for Tc for film V4 to
change from 4.2 to 3.78 K the value ofl @at m* 50.15~Ref.
12! andv log5245 K ~Ref. 11!# should decrease from 0.65
to 0.635.1 This decrease ofl by a factor of 1.030 agrees wit
the decrease ofN(0)V* estimated with the use of the BC
formula ~3!.

As we see from Table II, the value ofN(0) decreases by
a factor of 1.018 when the film is heated from 50 to 300
Thus the change ofTc for film V4 from 4.2 to 3.78 K can be
attributed predominantly to the change in the density
states upon a slight change of the parameterV* in formula
~3! or of the parameterŝI 2& and^v2& appearing in Eq.~5!.
This conclusion pertains to all low-temperature crystall
vanadium films with thicknesses less thandc . As is shown
below, the most obvious reason for the behavior describe
internal stresses in nanocrystalline vanadium films.

In concluding this analysis we should mention the d
main of applicability of formula~4! without corrections for
spin fluctuations. Contrary to some previous papers, in R
12 a weak influence of spin fluctuations on the supercond
tivity of vanadium was mentioned, although it is not rule
out at the levells;0.1. The theoretical paper of Ref. 1
denies any dependence of the parameterl on the spin fluc-
tuations in the case of vanadium and many other super
ductors except palladium. Therefore, for qualitative analy
s
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of our results above we have used the modified McMill
formula without renormalization of the parametersl and
m* .

The reversibility of r(T) in the temperature interva
from 6 to 300 K in vanadium films immediately after th
a→c transition attests to the fact that the number and size
the grains~and, hence, the area of the grain boundari
which gives the main contribution to the resistivity of nan
crystalline films! remains practically unchanged during a
nealing of the films after thea→c transition. Meanwhile, the
internal stresses, which have little effect on the resistiv
can change substantially.

Indeed, internal stresses are absent in amorphous m
lic films.21 The density of vanadium films increases up
crystallization, and because of the coupling of the film w
the substrate, that gives rise to tensile stresses. The te
stresses should increase when the film is heated, since
mean values of the thermal expansion coefficientsā of va-
nadium are much smaller than those of the soft chemi
laboratory glass S89-2~No. 23! used for the body of the
ampoule and the substrate.

At room temperature one hasā5(8.8– 9)31026 K21

for glass No. 23~Ref. 22! and ā57.7531026 K21 for
vanadium.23 For NaCl the ā(T) curve lies considerably
higher than for glass or vanadium and at 300 K it has a va
of around 3931026 K21 ~Ref. 23!. Therefore, the vanadium
films condensed on a NaCl sublayer are subjected to m
higher tensile stresses on heating than are the films c
densed on glass.

It should be kept in mind that from 73 to 273 K th
ultimate tensile strength of vanadium decreases fr
'980 MPa to'490 MPa, while the relative contraction in
creases from'64% to'80% ~Ref. 24! owing to the cold-
shortness effect. Vanadium films could be expected to h
qualitatively similar behavior. It can be assumed that the t
sile stresses arising as a result of thea→c transition cause
elastic straining of the film because of the high values of
ultimate strength and yield stress atT'Ta→c . It appears that
it is these stresses and the elastic strains they produce tha
responsible for the increased values of the density of st
and CTST of low-temperature condensates of vanadium
mediately after their crystallization~see theTc values in
Table I!. As the heating temperature is increased to'200 K
this behavior continues in spite of the growth of the tens
stresses in the film due to the higher thermal expansion of
glass as compared to vanadium. Therefore on the retur
helium temperature the elastic strains in the film are appro
mately the same as immediately after thea→c transition,
and so is the CTST.

When the temperature is increased from'200 to
'300 K the tensile stresses apparently exceed the low
yield point of the vanadium film, and plastic deformation
the latter occurs, which is often manifested in fractionati
of the blocks inside the grains.24 During plastic deformation
the internal stresses in the film are relieved, lowering
density of states and the CTST~see the values ofTc8 in Table
I!. Heating in the temperature interval 200–300 K can a
lead to annealing of some lattice defects that have an ap
ciable effect on the CTST but not much effect on the res
tivity of the film. The values ofTc8 in Table I agree with the
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values of the CTST for vanadium films of the same thickn
obtained in ultrahigh vacuum (p;1026 Pa) on substrate
above room temperature.25,26 A situation analogous to tha
described above for vanadium films has been observed
‘‘bulk’’ vanadium.27 Specifically, the elastic internal tensil
strains arising as a result of the plastic deformation of ‘‘bu
vanadium atT'4.2 K were considered by the authors to
responsible for the increase in the CTST of the samples b
much as 0.5 K. The relief of the internal stresses on hea
the samples to room temperature lowered the value ofTc to
nearly the initial value. A qualitatively similar result o
‘‘bulk’’ vanadium was also obtained in Ref. 28. The lattic
defects that determine the resistivity do not depend much
the internal stresses; this accounts for the lack of a c
connection betweenTc andr in the films studied here and i
‘‘bulk’’ vanadium samples.27

Cracking of the vanadium films on a glass substrate
we have said, starts at temperatures close to room temp
ture, while for films on a rock salt sublayer the films cra
when the ampoule is opened at room temperature. The cr
ing process is evidence that the internal tensile stresses i
films have exceeded the ultimate strength. Consequently
were correct in assuming that at lower temperatures t
exceeded the yield stress and plastic deformation of the fi
occurred.

At first glance it seem surprising that for vanadium film
that have undergone explosive crystallization during cond
sation the values of the CTST immediately after thea→c
transition and after the films had been annealed up to ro
temperature are the same~see V5 in Table I!. Here one
should remember the nature and the features of the explo
crystallization mechanism.5,6 In amorphous vanadium film
explosive crystallization occurs spontaneously when the
reaches a critical thickness. Under conditions of intens
evolution of the latent heat of the the transition~and poor
heat removal from the sample! a self-acceleration of the
crystallization occurs, and the rate of the transformation fr
reaches tens of meters per second. This process is clo
adiabatic, and the temperature of the explosive crystall
tion front in the vanadium film is estimated as 340 K.5,6 The
massive glass substrate remains cold during this process
ing to the small mass of the film and the high velocity of t
transformation front ('50 m/s for vanadium!. It appears that
in this case the internal stresses due to the difference o
densities of the amorphous and crystalline phases of v
dium are relieved during the explosive crystallization p
cess. This leads to stabilization of the CTST of the film d
ing its subsequent heating to room temperature.

CONCLUSION

Tensile stresses appear during crystallization of am
phous thin films of vanadium because of the higher den
of the crystalline phase and the adhesion of the film to
substrate, and these lead to elastic straining of the films.
changes the distance between atoms in the crystal lattic
the metal. Apparently in the case of bcc films of vanadiu
this causes a certain change of the band structure, manife
in a slight increase in the density of states. This increas
the main cause of the increase ofTc in the elastically strained
vanadium films in comparison with the annealed state of
s
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same films. The internal stresses, which have an apprec
influence onBc2 and Tc , clearly have little effect on the
resistivity. It may be that the change ofTc is influence by
some lattice defects that are annealed when the films
brought to room temperature but which affect the resistiv
only weakly.

The authors are grateful to A. N. Stetsenko for assista
in the electron microscopic studies and for a discussion
the results.
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1For bulk vanadium withTc55.4 K the analogous estimate givesl
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Interaction of Abrikosov vortex with grain boundaries near Hc1 . I. Potential barriers
in polycrystalline high- Tc superconductors

L. V. Belevtsov*

A. A. Galkin Donetsk Physicotechnical Institute, ul. R. Lyuksemburg 72, Donetsk 84114, Ukraine
~Submitted April 1, 2003; revised July 20, 2004!
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The effects of the interaction of an Abrikosov vortex with grain boundaries is investigated in the
framework of a model in which the vortex, grain, and grain boundaries are treated on a
unified basis. An exact solution is found for the vortex–laminar model. New types of potential
barriers for the entry of a vortex into a superconducting polycrystalline are predicted.
Like the traditional Bean–Livingston barrier, the value of the ‘‘edge’’ barrier in these materials
depends on the value of the external field, but it also depends on the normalized grain
size, the intensity of the coupling between grains, the anisotropy, and the degree of ‘‘specularity’’
~smoothness! of the material in the case of ultrafine-grained superconducting
materials. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1820547#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Studies of the penetration of magnetic field into Y–Ba
Cu–O superconducting ceramics and the recently discov
polycrystalline MgB2 for various structures of the grain su
face have led to the conclusion that these materials can
a surface barrier of a different nature than the Bea
Livingston barrier.1–3 The penetration of vortices into a poly
crystalline superconductor has the feature that the indu
currents generated by the Abrikosov vortices inter
strongly with the set of defects on the grain boundaries. A
result, the penetration of magnetic flux differs strongly fro
that which can be observed in isotropic superconductor4,5

Precise measurement of the first critical fieldHc1 remains
problematical because of the existence of ‘‘edge’’ barriers
is therefore important to eliminate the influence of such b
riers on the results of the measurement ofHc1 ~Ref. 6!.

The goal of the present study is to investigate the in
action of an Abrikosov vortex with grain boundaries in s
perconducting polycrystals at magnetic fields nearHc1 . In
Part I of this paper we consider a vortex–laminar model
describing the dynamics of an Abrikosov vortex in an in
vidual grain; specifically, we explore how the ‘‘edge’’ barr
ers for Abrikosov vortices are influenced by the normaliz
grain size, the strength of the coupling between grains,
anisotropy, and the magnetic field and also by the degre
‘‘specularity’’ of the material. Part II will be devoted to th
magnetic and transport properties that follow from the res
obtained with the use of the vortex–laminar model for t
system under study and that are manifested in the shap
the response of the system to changes in the aforementi
parameters of the medium and the external magnetic fiel
theory of these effects was constructed by the author in R
7–10 with the use of a simplified model.

2. THEORETICAL MODEL

The interaction of a vortex line with grain boundari
will be treated on the basis of the vortex–laminar mod
which is illustrated in Fig. 1. Each grain is a homogeneo
1161063-777X/2005/31(2)/7/$26.00
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superconductor of thicknessa and is separated from th
other grains by an insulating spacer~Josephson junction! of
thicknesst much greater than the thickness of the vort
core. The magnetic fieldHy

app is applied along theY axis
parallel to the surfaces of the grains. The currents induced
the external field flow in theXZ plane. The dashed curv
reflects the profile of the penetration of the field to the pe
etration depthlab in the grains and to an effective penetr
tion depthlJ

eff (.lab) in the grain boundaries. On the Jo
sephson junction side the magnetic field penetrates into
grains to a depthlc—the penetration depth along the cry
tallographicc axis. The dotted loop shows the contour th
will be used in the integration of expression~6!.

Let us consider a vortex line whose currents reach
surface and banks of the junction. The position of the vor
corresponds to the coordinate points (x0 ,z0). We shall as-
sume thaţ @1 and that the axis of the vortex coincides wi
theY axis and is parallel to the surface of the sample and
the internal grain boundaries. The magnetic field distribut
in the grain in the absence of a vortex was found in Ref.
The vortex adds its magnetic field, which distorts the s

FIG. 1. Transverse cross section of a laminar model, illustrating an Abr
sov vortex, its mirror images, and the images of the images in an anisotr
superconducting grain of thicknessa, separated from the neighboring grain
by grain boundaries of thicknesst in the limit of large grains,a/2lc@1.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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faces in such a way that, first, an additional field is not c
ated on the surface nor in the Josephson junctions@since the
field at the surface is specified and equal toHy

app, while in
the junction it is equal toHy

appexp(x/lJ)], and, second, the
current normal to the surfaces vanishes. This can be achi
if the mirror images of the vortex with respect to the su
faces, with opposite direction of the field and current,
added to the original vortex~Fig. 1!. The main energy of the
vortex is concentrated in the regionjab!x!lab and jc!z
!lc . Then one can consider by the problem without kno
ing the structure of the vortex core. It is important only th
the order parameter and the current associated with it
crease with distance and go to zero at the center of the c
The field of the vortex will satisfy an anisotropic Londo
equation with 2(2L11) sources~here L is the number of
coordination zones considered, counted from the vortex to
images and the images of the images; Fig. 1 shows th
superconducting laminae:$21%, $0%, and$1%, which corre-
spond to one coordination zoneL51, while in the general
caseL→`):

¹3@l2#J1H5F0eyH (
n52L

L

@~21!nd~r2rn
~1 !!

1~21!n11d~r2rn
~2 !!#J , ~1!

whereey is a unit vector along they axis,F05hc/2e is the
magnetic flux quantum,d(r2rn) is the two-dimensiona
Dirac delta function in theXZ plane; rn

(1)5@x0 ,(21)nz0

2na# is the position of the vortex (n50) and of the images
(nÞ0) in the region of the superconducting grains~along the
Z axis!, where1n and 2n correspond to counting the co
ordination zones to the right and left of the vortex, resp
tively; rn

(2)5@2x0 ,(21)nz02na# is the position of the im-
ages in the nonsuperconducting region (x,0), and@l2# is a
tensor~which will be assumed diagonal! describing the an-
isotropy of the material. We seta@jab ,jc and thus we can
neglect the influence of the grain boundaries on the or
parameter in the grains. Using the Maxwell’s equation¹
3H5J, we obtain the following equation for the field dis
tribution in the grain for the geometry illustrated in Fig. 1

lc
2 ]2Hy

]z2 1lab
2 ]2Hy

]x2 2Hy

52F0 (
n52L

L

$~21!nd@x2x0#d@z2~21!nz02na#

1~21!n11d@x1x0#d@z2~21!nz02na#%. ~2!

An important difference between this equation and
anisotropic London equation12 is the presence of sources fo
a vortex carrying one magnetic flux quantumF0 and its
mirror images.

The grain boundaries will be treated as regions acr
which the phase changes. Then for the Josephson cu
density between grainsi and j we haveJ5J(x,t), where

x i j 5Dw2
2p

F0
E

i

j

Azdz
-

ed
-
e

-
t
e-
re.

ts
ee

-

er

e

s
ent

is the change of phase of the order parameter with thz
componentAz of the vector potentialA. Between grainsi
and j the dependence ofJ on x and t is specified by the
nature of the coupling between grains. In the limit of sm
Josephson currents the relation takes the formJ5Jc sinx
>Jcx. This relation will be taken into account everywhe
below. It will be shown that the electrodynamics of the pro
lem is extremely sensitive to the ratio of the fractions of t
superconducting phases in the grain and in the Josep
junction; this corresponds to the strength of the coupl
between grains and is given by the ratiolab

2 /lJ
2 . For ex-

ample,lab
2 /lJ

2!1 corresponds to a weak link. This param
eter arises in a comparison of the inductance of the g
boundaries and the inductance of grains with a sim
length. The inductance per unit volume of the grain is e
pressed by the Josephson relationaJ5F0/2pJc ~the induc-
tance is defined as the ratio ofaJ to the volume!. On the
Josephson junction side the field will penetrate a distancelc

into the grain; this corresponds to half the width of the ins
lating spacer. The inductance of the superconducting gr
per unit length is equal tom0lqb

2 ; then for a length 2lc the
inductanceaS52m0lab

2 lc . The ratio of these two induc
tance parameters corresponds to the ratio of the fraction
the superconducting phases at the grain boundaries and i
grains and gives the parameter of the coupling strength
tween grains:aS /aJ5lab

2 /lJ
2 .

The second-order equation~2! must be supplemented b
boundary conditions. The first three boundary conditio
have the form11

Hy~x50!5Hy
app, ~3!

Hy~x→`!50. ~4!

HyS z5
a

2
2

t

2D5HyS z52
a

2
1

t

2D . ~5!

Condition ~5! reflects the symmetry of the problem with re
spect to the center of the grain~the field of the vortex is
equal to zero in the insulating interlayer!. The last boundary
conditions can be found from the condition that Joseph
vortices are absent in the junction. This is possible in
framework of our model, since the geometric and ene
characteristics of the Abrikosov and Josephson vortices
fer by a factor of 102– 103 ~Ref. 13!. Then integration of the
phase of the superconducting wave functionw around the
dotted contour shown in Fig. 1 will give the last bounda
condition:

R dw50.

The vertical segment of the integration contour is the infi
tesimal phase change overdx, and the phase is given by th
well-known formula

¹w5~2p/F0!~m0@l2#J1A!.

The phase increment in going around the contour and ac
the junction gives
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2@y~x1dx!2y~x!#1
2p

F0
H R Adl1m0lc

2FJxS a

2
1

t

2D
2JxS a

2
2

t

2D GdxJ 50.

It follows from the symmetry of the problem tha
Jx(a/22t/2)52Jx(a/21t/2). Expressing the vector poten
tial in terms of the fieldHy under the assumption that th
field does not vary inside the junction over a distancet and
dividing by dx, we obtain

dy

dx
5

2p

F0
F tHy12lc

2JxS a

2
1

t

2D G5
d

dx FJz

Jc
G .

Assuming that the contribution of the insulating spacer
negligible ~e.g, for weakly coupled grains,t!2lc) and ex-
pressing the currents in terms of the field with the aid
Maxwell’s equations, we obtain the last boundary conditio

]2Hy

]x2 1
lc

lJ
2

]Hy~z5a/2!

]z
50. ~6!

In typical weakly coupled Josephson junctionslJ@lab , and
one can assume that the penetration of the field into the
perconducting grains is not distorted by the presence of
weak link, and thusHy;exp(2z/lc). Substitution of this ex-
pression into Eq.~6! gives]2Hy /]x25Hy /lJ

2 , which is the
usual formula for the penetration of the magnetic field int
Josephson junction. Below we shall also use Eq.~6! for de-
scription of the penetration of the field into weakly coupl
junctions.

The solution of the inhomogeneous equation~2! can be
represented in the form of a sum of the solutionH1(x,z) of
s

f
:

u-
e

a

the homogeneous equation and the particular solu
H2(x,z) of the inhomogeneous equation with 2(2L11)
sources:

H~x,z!5H1~x,z!1H2~x,z!. ~7!

The solutionH1(x,z) of the homogeneous equation, as
Ref. 11, is chosen in the form

H1~x,z!5Hy
S~x,z!1Hy

J~x,z!, ~8!

where

Hy
S~x,z!5Hy

appexpS 2
x

lab
D , ~9!

Hy
J~x,z!5Hy

appE
0

` dk

2p

3
4klJ

2

11lab
2 k2

sinkxch@~11lab
2 k2!1/2~z/lc!#

lJ
2k2coshg1~11lab

2 k2!1/2shg
,

~10!

g5~11lab
2 k2!1/2S a

2lc
D . ~11!

To find the general solution of the inhomogeneous equa
we introduce the two-dimensional Fourier component in
XZ plane:

Hkq5E
2`

1`

dxE
2`

1`

H~x,z!ei ~kx1qz!dz. ~12!

Solving this equation, we obtain the Fourier component
Hkq :
Hkq5F0

(n52L
L $~21!nei @kx01q@~21!nz01na##1~21!n11ei @2kx01q@~21!nz01na##%

11lab
2 k21lc

2q2 . ~13!
ae

f
ph-
In real space this solution has the form

H2~x,x0 ,z,z0!5
F0

2plablc
(

n52L

L

@Pn
S~x,x0 ,z,z0!

1Pn
N~x,x0 ,z,z0!#. ~14!

The first term

Pn
S~x,x0 ,z,z0!

5~21!nK0SA@x2x0#21@z2~21!nz02na#2

lablc
D ~15!

corresponds to the magnetic field created by a vortex~anti-
vortex! located within the region of thenth lamina, and the
second term
Pn
N~x,x0 ,z,z0!

5~21!n11K0SA@x1x0#21@z2~21!nz02na#2

lablc
D

~16!

corresponds to the field of a vortex~antivortex! lying in the
region (x,0) outside the chain of superconducting lamin
~here K0 is the modified Bessel function of order zero!.14

Then the solution of the inhomogeneous equation~2! has the
form

H~x,z!5Hy
S1Hy

J1H2 . ~17!

In expression~17! Hy
S andHy

J are due to the penetration o
the external field into the grain from the surface and Jose
son junction sides, respectively, andH2 is the field distribu-
tion of a vortex line located at the point (x0 ,z0).

Using formulas~2! and ~17!, we find the energy in a
specified field:
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E VSHdV5E VSdV2~4p!21Hy
appE HdV, ~18!

whereVSH5H2/8p is the magnetic field energy, andVS is
the kinetic energy of the supercurrent.

Let us calculate the energy per unit length along theY
axis and integrate it over the half planex.0 and in the
interval z5@2a/2;a/2#. In this case, unlike the case of a
isolated vortex, the integral over the surface does not van

The total free energy of an anisotropic superconducto
equal to

E ~VS2V~0!!dV5
1

8p E ~H3@l2#J!dS

1
1

8p E H~H2¹3@l2#J!dV.

~19!

The surface integral in~19! is

1

8p E ~H3@l2#J!dS52
lab

2

8p
Hy

appE
x50

]H

]x
dz

1
lc

2

8p
Hy

appE
z5a/2

]H

]z
dx

2
lc

2

8p
Hy

appE
z52a/2

]H

]z
dx. ~20!

The volume integral in~19! is calculated using Eqs.~2! and
~17!. Here the functionsK0(x,6a/2) andK0(0,z) should be
replaced by ln(l/Aj ij j ),

15 where l5l i /Ami and j i

5j/Ami , and the effective masses obey the condit
mambmc51. This substitution is necessary because at
tances less thanjab and jc the proposed theory is inappl
cable, and for such distances the fieldH must be extrapolated
from its values forx;jab and z;jc . In addition, we take
consideration that

Hc1~`!5
F0

4plablc
lnS lablc

jabjc
D 1/2

. ~21!

When Eq. ~17! for H(x,z) is substituted into~20!, terms
appear which will correspond to the energy of the field
layerslab andlc without a vortex. This energy will not be
taken into account. Altogether, the energy associated wi
vortex is equal to

U~x0 ,z0!5
F0

4p H Hy
appexpS 2

x0

lab
D2Hy

app1Hc1~`!

1Hy
J~x0 ,z0!1

F0

4plablc

3F (
n52L
~nÞ0!

L

Pn
S~x0 ,x0 ,z0 ,z0!

1 (
n52L

L

Pn
N~x0 ,x0 ,z0 ,z0!G J . ~22!
h.
is

n
s-

a

In expression ~22! the terms (F0/4p)Hy
appexp

(2x0 /lab) and (F0/4p)Hy
J(x0 ,y0) describe the interaction o

a vortex line with an external field and with the screeni
currents associated with them near the surface and nea
interfaces between grains and correspond to repulsion.

The terms in the summand correspond to the attrac
and repulsion between the vortex lines and the image a
vortices and the image vortices, respectively.

At distancesx0<jab and u6a/27z0u<jc we replace
K0@w(x,y)/Alablc# by ln@lablc /(jabjc)#

1/2.
We note that in the general case the model presuppos

solution of the problem with 2(2L11)21 ‘‘images.’’ The
question arises: How does the degree of ‘‘specularity’’L of
the material influence the energy of an Abrikosov vorte
For real values of the parametert50.2– 25~Ref. 11! a nu-
merical calculation according to~22! shows that the value o
the surface barrierU(x0 ,z0)uz050 is practically independen

of L ~curves1 and2 in Fig. 2!. Here the alternating series o
the functionU(L) rapidly converges, and consequently it
appropriate to take a single general solution withL→`. The
picture changes only in the case of ultrafine grains, whet
'0.03 and one observes~curve 3! a small energy barrier
(;5%U(`)) for L52, which rapidly vanishes with increas
ing L. Thus the results of a study of the vortex–lamin
model attest to the presence of a grain-structure poten
barrier for the entry of an Abrikosov vortex into a ultrafin
grained superconducting sample.

In a real system the structural picture is undoubte
more complex. However, for the results obtained in t
present paper the very fact that the grain boundaries in
ence the structure of an Abrikosov vortex is important; t
model can therefore apparently be used to discuss the p
erties of polycrystalline superconductors.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the surface energy of an Abrikosov vortex on
degree of ‘‘specularity’’L of the material for different values of the norma
ized grain sizet: 3 ~1!, 0.3 ~2!, and 0.03~3!.
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FIG. 3. Surface barrier opposing the entry of vortex lines into a superconducting grain, plotted in the form of the energy of a vortex line as a functf the
reduced distance from the surfacex0 /lab for variousHy

app ~a!, h5lc /lab ~b!, ands5lab /lJ ~c!.
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3. ‘‘EDGE’’ BARRIERS FOR THE ENTRY OF ABRIKOSOV
VORTICES INTO HTSC GRAINS

It is known16 that type-II superconductors have an e
ergy barrier~the Bean–Livingston barrier! near the surface
impeding the penetration of vortex lines into the sample. T
barrier arises because of the attraction of an Abrikosov v
tex to its ‘‘mirror image’’ near the surface. This prevents t
penetration of the vortex into the sample in magnetic fie
from H5Hc1 to H5Hc (Hc is the thermodynamic critica
field!. There the field-induced currents become large eno
to tear the vortex away from its ‘‘mirror image’’ and ‘‘drive’
it into the sample.17 In polycrystalline superconductors, un
like homogeneous materials, there are inhomogeneities
influence the magnetic flux penetration. One such facto
the presence of grain boundaries. In particular, this pert
to oxide superconductors, which in ceramic form inheren
have a pronounced grain structure, in oriented thin fil
have close-packed strongly coupled grains, and in sin
crystals are separated into domains by twin boundaries.
different materials the intergrain coupling varies from we
to very strong. Yet another feature of granular materials
the significant variation of the grain size. Finally, the char
teristics of the grains of oxide superconductors~and super-
conductors of the MgB2 type! are determined by their stron
anisotropy. In addition, in granular superconductors th
should exist energy barriers preventing the entry of vor
lines into the grains from the Josephson junction side.

Experimentally the surface Bean–Livingston surfa
barriers have been observed in the Y–Ba–Cu–O super
ducting systems5,18,19 owing to the extremely large value o
the parameterk5l/j'100 @l5mc2/(4pnSe2) is the Lon-
don penetration depth of the magnetic field atT50 in clean
superconductors20 and j5j05(\nF /p)D(0) is the coher-
ence length in the BCS theory#. For manganese diborid
MgB2 one hask5l/j'38.21 Such a large value ofk pre-
supposes that the ‘‘edge’’ barriers can play an important r
in MgB2 even in the case when the barriers are suppres
by surface defects. It is important to note that in real sit
tions the magnetic flux penetrates into the sample as a re
of the formation of critical nuclei consisting of one or seve
vortex loops.
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The model developed in the previous Section is ap
cable to both the cases of weak and strong coupling betw
grains, when the Josephson relationaJ5F0/2pJc does not
hold. Thus it is clear how the modified anisotropic Lond
equation implies the existence of new energy barriers
Abrikosov vortices.

3.1. Surface barriers

The form of the functionU(x0 ,z0)z050 for different val-

ues of the applied fieldHy
app is shown in Fig. 3a for the

following values of the system parameters:t510, h
52.04, ands50.1. Hence it is seen that at fieldsH;Hc1 a
potential barrier arises around the surface, preventing b
the entry and exit of a vortex into and out of the grain. T
barrier vanishes with increasing field only forHp.Hc1 ;
there the slope (]U/]x0)ux05jab

becomes negative.
Another manifestation of the surface barrier is the d

pendence of the barrier height on the anisotropy param
h5lc /lab . It is seen in Fig. 3b that with increasingh the
height of the potential barrier decreases, vanishing at a
tain valueh5hp .

Finally, with increasing distance of the vortex line fro
the center of the grainz050, one can observe yet anoth
form of energy barrier at the surface of the grain. Figure
shows the form of the function (]U/]x0)uz05a/6 for different
values of the intensity of the intergrain couplings
5lab /lJ , when the applied fieldHy

app5Hc15300 Oe. The
barrier diminishes with increasings and vanishes at a certai
values5sp .

3.2. Potential barriers in the banks of Josephson junctions

Figure 4 shows the form of the functionU(x0 ,z0) on the
reduced variablez0 /lc for x05lab/2 for the four curves:
h52 (s50.1 and 10! and s52 (h50.3 and 3.3!, calcu-
lated in a fieldHy

app5Hc15300 Oe. It is easy to see that i
addition to the dependence of the ‘‘edge’’ barriers ons and
h, there is also dependence on the normalized grain sizt
5a/2lc . Importantly, one can observedouble potential bar-
riers for Abrikosov vortices moving along theOZ axis in the
case of smallt ~Fig. 4a!. Possibly herein lies the answer t
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the vortex energy on the reduced distance along theOZ axis for normalized grain sizest50.5 ~a!, 1 ~b!, and 10~c! for anisotropy
parameterh52 (s510 and 0.1! and intergrain coupling parameters52 (h53.3 and 0.3!.
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the question of why the highest critical current densities
inherent to fine-grained structures.22 Whent increases to the
valuet51 ~Fig. 4b! the double energy barriers vanish. It
seen in Fig. 4b that an order-of-magnitude increase ins
and/or decrease inh will lead to a decrease of the potenti
barrier in the banks of the Josephson junction by;80% and
;88%, respectively.

The dependence of the energy of an Abrikosov vortex
the reduced coordinatez0 /lc is shown in Fig. 5 for different
values of the applied fieldHy

app50.5Hc1 , Hc1 , and 2Hc1

(h52,s52) for the casest50.5, 1, and 10. It is seen tha
with increasingHy

app the U(z0) curves are ‘‘shifted’’ toward
e

n

zero vortex energy, and the parametert determines the shap
of the curves for constants andh.

Thus the penetration of an Abrikosov vortex into a gra
is regulated not only by the parametersHy

app, h, s, andL but
also by thecharacteristic grain sizet5a/2lc . We note that
in the present paper we have considered the case of a s
vortex. In the real situation growth of the potential barri
can occur. This is possible, first, because of the presenc
pinning centers, and, second, in fieldsHy

app@Hc1 the mag-
netic flux will penetrate into the grain in the form of vorte
chains,23 and the vortices that have already entered the g
will repel vortices entering the material.
FIG. 5. Variation of the energy of a vortex line along theOZ axis for various values ofHy
app for t50.5 ~a!, 1 ~b!, and 10~c!, whenh52 ands52.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

1. We have found the energy of a vortex line in t
framework of the vortex–laminar model, in which the vo
tex, grain, and grain boundary are treated on a unified ba

2. It is shown that, unlike the Bean–Livingston surfa
barrier, the energy barrier in polycrystalline superconduct
is a function not only of the applied fieldYy

app but also of the
anisotropy parameterh, the intensity of the intergrain cou
pling s, and the normalized grain sizet: the value ofU can
be increased by increasings and ~or! the parametert and
~or! by decreasingh. The practical necessity of this arise
when it is taken into consideration that the values of
‘‘edge’’ barrier at the banks of a Josephson junction are
the order of the pinning potential (]U/]x0)uz05a/2

'106 erg/cm.
3. A ‘‘grain-structure’’ potential barrier for the entry o

Abrikosov vortices into a fine-grained superconductor w
grain sizes;1 mm is predicted, which rapidly vanishes fo
L.2.
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Enhancement of the Josephson current by magnetic field in superconducting tunnel
structures with a paramagnetic spacer
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The dc Josephson critical current of a~S/M!IS tunnel structure in a parallel magnetic field is
investigated~here S is a superconductor, S/M is a proximity-coupled S and paramagnetic
metal M bilayer, and I is an insulating barrier!. We consider the case when, due to Hund’s rule,
in the metal M the effective molecular interaction aligns the spins of the conduction
electrons antiparallel to the localized spins of magnetic ions. It is predicted that for the tunnel
structures under consideration there are conditions such that the destructive action of the
internal and the applied magnetic fields on Cooper pairs is weakened, and increase of the applied
magnetic field causes field-induced enhancement of the critical tunnel current. The
experimental realization of this interesting effect of the interplay between superconductivity and
magnetism is also discussed. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1820549#
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1. INTRODUCTION

In ferromagnetic~F! metals the exchange fieldHE acting
on the spin of the conduction electrons via the excha
interaction with the magnetic moments of ions is, in gene
so large as to inhibit superconductivity. When an exter
magnetic field is applied, superconductivity is suppres
due to orbital and spin pair-breaking effects, as well. Ho
ever, there are magnetic metals, such as (EuSn)Mo6S8 ~Refs.
1, 2! or HoMo6S8 ~Ref. 3!, where an applied magnetic fiel
can induce superconductivity. Several mechanisms that
enable superconductivity to develop in a ferromagnet o
paramagnet have been investigated in more or less detail~see
Refs. 4, 5 and references therein!. One of them is the so
called Jaccarino-Peter effect.6 It takes place in those para
and ferromagnetic metals, in which, due to the Hund c
pling energy, the exchange interactionJsS orients the spinss
of the conduction electrons antiparallel to the spinsS of rare-
earth magnetic ions. The effective field acting on the spin
a conduction electron ismBH1gmBJ^S&, with J,0 (mB is
the Bohr magneton, andg is theg factor!. In such magnetic
metals the exchange fieldggmBJ^S& can be reduced by a
external magnetic fieldmBH, so that the destructive action o
both fields on the conduction electrons can be weakene
even canceled. If, in addition, these metals posses an at
tive electron–electron interaction, as, for example,
pseudoternary compounds,5 it is possible to induce bulk su
perconductivity by a magnetic field.

In this report, we consider the dc Josephson effect fo
tunnel structure where one electrode is a proximity-coup
bilayer of a superconducting film~S! and a paramagneti
metal ~M!, while the second electrode is an S layer. T
system is under the effect of a weak external magnetic fi
which by itself is insufficient to destroy superconductivit
The dc critical current of such a junction has been calcula
using an approximate microscopic treatment based on
Gor’kov equations. We discuss the case when in the M m
the localized paramagnetic moments of the ions, oriented
1231063-777X/2005/31(2)/4/$26.00
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magnetic field, exert an effective interactionJsS on the spins
of the conduction electrons. The latter, whether it arises fr
the usual exchange interaction or due to configuration m
ing, according to Hund’s rules, is of the antiferromagne
type, i.e.,J,0. In particular, such an M metal could be
layer of pseudoternary compounds like (EuSn)Mo6S8 or
HoMo6S8 . ~While experimentally the Jaccarino-Peter ph
nomenon was observed1–5 for paramagnets, this mechanis
is applicable both to ferromagnetic and paramagnetic me
and both types of magnetic order will be assumed here.! We
demonstrate that in the region where the destructive actio
the fields on both tunnel electrodes is decreased, an incr
of the magnetic field causes enhancement of the Josep
critical current.

2. THE MODEL

The system we are interested in is the~S/M!IS layered
structure of a superconducting S/M bilayer and S films se
rated by a very thin insulating~I! barrier ~see Fig. 1!. The
S/M bilayer consists of proximity-coupled superconducti
and paramagnetic metals in good electrical contact. It is
sumed that the thicknesses of the S layers are smaller
the superconducting coherence length and that the thick
of the magnetic layer is smaller than the condensate pen
tion length, i.e.,dS!jS anddM!jM . HerejS(M ) is the su-
perconducting coherence length of the S~M! layer; dS(M ) is
the thickness of the S~M! layer. In this case the supercon
ducting order parameter may be regarded as being inde
dent of the coordinates, and the influence of the magn
layer on the superconductivity is not local. Other physic
quantities characterizing the S/M bilayer are modified,
well. Such an approach was recently discussed in Refs. 7
8 for SFIFS structures, and, as was demonstrated, u
these assumptions, a thin S/F bilayer is equivalent to a
perconducting ferromagnetic film with a homogeneous
perconducting order parameter and an effective excha
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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field. Similarly, we can consider the S/M bilayer as a th
SM film which is characterized by effective values of t
superconducting order parameterDeff , coupling constant
geff , and exchange fieldHE eff that are determined by th
following relations:

Deff /D5geff /g5nSdS~nSdS1nMdM !21, ~1!

HE eff /HE5nMdM~nSdS1nMdM !21, ~2!

wherenS andnM are the densities of quasiparticles states
the superconductor and magnetic metals, respectively;g is
the coupling constant in the S metal. We emphasize thatthe
superconductivity of the M metal is due to the proxim
effect. The applied magnetic field is too weak to induce s
perconducting properties through the Jaccarino-Peter
nario, if the M metal is a pseudoternary compound. While
the latter case the M metal can posses a nonzero elec
electron interaction, we will neglect this interaction, assu
ing for the M layer a vanishing value of the bare superc
ducting order parameterDM

0 50, so that relation~1! still
remains valid.

The system is under the effect of a parallel magne
field H. We will also assume that the thicknesses of the S
and S films are smaller than the London penetration de

FIG. 1. ~S/M!IS system in a parallel magnetic field. Here S is a superc
ductor, M is a magnetic metal, I is an insulating barrier, andW is the
longitudinal dimension of the junction.
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lSM andlS , respectively. Then the magnetic field is unifor
in both electrodes. The conditionsdS!jS , dM!jM ensure
that orbital effects can be neglected, as well. The longitud
dimension of the junction,W, is assumed to be much les
than the Josephson penetration depth,W!lJ , so that a flux
quantum cannot be trapped by the junction:HW(dM12dS

1t)!f0 , wheref0 is the flux quantum andt is the thick-
ness of the insulator.

If the transparency of the insulating layer is sm
enough, we can neglect the effect of a tunnel current on
superconducting state of the electrodes and use the rela
of the standard tunneling theory,9 according to which the
distribution of the Josephson current densityj T(x) flowing in
thez direction through the barrier~see Fig. 1! takes the form
j T(x)5I C sinw(x). Herew(x) is the phase difference of th
order parameter across the barrier, while the maximum
sephson current densityI C is determined by the properties o
the electrodes. In this report we present the results of a
culation of the critical currentI C for the tunnel junction un-
der consideration.

3. CRITICAL CURRENT

Insofar as the exchange field and the external magn
field act only on the spin of electrons, we can write t
Gor’kov equations for the S and SM layers in the magne
field in the form

~ i«n1j2sHS~SM!!Ĝ«S~SM!1D̂S~SM!F̂«S~SM!51, ~3!

~2 i«n1j2sHS~SM!!F̂«S~SM!1D̂S~SM!Ĝ«S~SM!50, ~4!

where j5«(p)2«F , «F is the Fermi energy;«(p) is the
quasiparticle spectrum;s561; «n5pT(2n11), n50,
61,62,63,... are Matsubara frequencies;T is the tempera-
ture of the junction~here and below we have taken the sy
tem of units with\5mB5kB51); HSM5HE eff2H is the
resultant magnetic field in the SM bilayer~the subscriptSM)
andHS5H is the magnetic field in the S layer~the subscript
S); G« and F« are normal and anomalous Green function
The equations are also supplemented with the well-kno
self-consistency equations for the order parameters. In
case of conventional singlet superconducting pairing, wh
D̂5 isyD (sy is the Pauli matrix!, one can easily find~see,
e.g., Ref. 8!:

-

lnS D0

DS~SM!
D5E

0

vD dx

Ax21DS~SM!
2 H 1

exp@bAx21DS~SM!
2 2HS~SM!#11

1
1

exp@bAx21DS~SM!
2 1HS~SM!#11

J , ~5!
nd
rgy
whereD05D(0,0) is the BCS gap at zero temperature and
the absence of both the applied and the exchange fieldsvD

is the Debye frequency;b51/T; DSM(T,HSM) and
DS(T,HS) are the superconducting order parameters of
SM and S electrodes, respectively. IfHS(SM)50, formula~5!
is reduced to Eq.~16.27! of Ref. 10.

In accordance with the Green’s function formalism, t
critical current of the SMIS junction can be written as fo
lows:
n

e

I C5~2pT/eRN!Tr(
n,s

f SM~HSM! f S~HS!, ~6!

whereRN is the contact resistance in the normal state a
f «SM(S) are anomalous Green functions averaged over ene
j. From Eqs.~3! and ~4! one can easily find that:

f «SM~S!5D@~«n1 isHSM~S!!
21D2#21/2. ~7!
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Using Eqs.~6! and~7!, after summation over spin index
we find for the reduced~i.e., eRN$4pTD0

2%21I C) quantity

j C~T,H !5DSM~T,HSM!DS~T,H !D0
22 Re

3(
n

$@~«n2 i ~HE eff2H !!2

1DSM
2 ~T,uHE eff2Hu!#

3@~«n1 iH !21DS
2~T,H !#%21/2. ~8!

The Josephson critical current of the junction, as function
the fields and temperature, can be calculated using form
~8! and self-consistency equation~5!. In the general case, th
dependence of the superconducting order parameter on e
tive field can be rather complicated due to the possibility
transition to the inhomogeneous~Larkin-Ovchinnikov-
Fulde-Ferrell! phase.11,12 We will not touch upon this sce
nario here, restricting the consideration below to the reg
with the homogeneous superconducting state. Even in
case at arbitrary temperatures the values ofDSM(T,uHE eff

2Hu) andDS(T,H) can be determined only numerically. Th
phase diagram of a homogeneous superconducting sta
the H –T plane has been obtained earlier~see, e.g., Ref. 8!.
At finite temperatures, it is found thatD(T,H) has a sudden
drop from a finite value to zero at a threshold ofH, exhib-
iting a first-order phase transition from a superconduct
state to a normal state. Using these results, from Eq.~5! we
take only one branch of solutions, corresponding to a sta
homogeneous superconducting state. It should be also n
that, insofar asHE}^S&, a self-consistency equation shou
be used forHE eff , as well. However, we will suppose tha
HE eff , while being much smaller than in an isolated M film
is still larger thanDSM(T,uHE eff2Hu) for the full temperature
region of the homogeneous superconducting state. So,
ceeding in such a way as to tackle the new physics, we
ignore the temperature dependence ofHE eff in Eq. ~8!.

Figures 2 and 3 show the results of numerical calcu

FIG. 2. Critical current of the SMIS tunnel junction versus external m
netic field forT50.1TC , DSM(0,0)5DS(0,0)5D0 , and different values of
the effective exchange field in the SM bilayer.
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tions of expression~8! for the Josephson critical current ve
sus external magnetic field for the case of lowT50.1TC and
finite T50.7TC temperatures, and different values of the e
change field. To keep the discussion simple, for the SM
S layers we putDSM(0,0)5DS(0,0)5D0 . As is seen in the
figures, for some interval of the applied magnetic field e
hancement of the dc Josephson current takes place in c
parison with the caseH50. Note that the larger the effectiv
field HE eff is, the larger the growth of the critical current th
can be observed~compare, for example, thej C curves for
HE eff50.4D0 andHE eff50.6D0 at H50 in Fig. 2!. This be-
havior is also predicted by expression~8!. The sudden brea
koff in the j C(H) dependences in the presence ofH is due to
a first-order phase transition from a superconducting s
with finite D(T,H) to a normal state withD(T,H)50.

4. DISCUSSION

As is well known,13,14 due to the difference in energ
between spin-up and spin-down electrons and holes un
the exchange field of a ferromagnet, a singlet Cooper p
injected adiabatically from a superconductor into a ferrom
net acquires a finite momentum. As a result, the proxim
induced superconductivity of the F layer is spatially inhom
geneous, and the order parameter contains nodes wher
phase changes byp. In particular, the transport properties o
SF tunnel structures have turned out to be quite unusual.
p state is characterized by a phase shift ofp in the ground
state of the junction and is formally described by a negat
critical currentI C in the Josephson current–phase relatio
j (w)5I C sin(w). Thep-phase state of an SFS weak link du
to Cooper pair spatial oscillation was first predicted by Bu
din et al.15,16 Experiments that have by now been perform
on SFS weak links17,18 and SIFS tunnel junctions19 directly
prove thep-phase superconductivity.

There is another interesting case of a thin F layer,dF

!jF , being in contact with an S layer. Insofar as the thic
ness of the F layerdF is much less than the correspondin
superconducting coherence lengthjF there is spin splitting

-

FIG. 3. Critical current of the SMIS tunnel junction versus external ma
netic field for T50.7TC , DSM(0,0)5DS(0,0)5D0 and different values of
the effective exchange field in the SM bilayer.
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but no order parameter oscillation in the F layer. Surp
ingly, but it was recently predicted7,8,20–24 that for SFIFS
tunnel structures with very thin F layers one can, on con
tion of parallel orientation of the magnetizations of the
layers, turn the junction into thep-phase state with the criti
cal current inversion; if the internal fields of the F laye
have antiparallel orientation, one can even enhance the
nel current. It is obvious that the physics behind the inv
sion and the enhancement of the supercurrent in this
differs from that proposed by Buzdinet al. Namely, in this
case thep-phase state is due to a jump of the supercond
ing phase at the SF interface.21,24 The exchange-field en
hancement of the critical current for the SFIFS tunnel str
ture can be qualitatively understood using the simple f
that the Cooper pairs consist of two electrons with oppo
spin directions. Pair-breaking effects due to spin-polariz
electrons are weaker in the antiparallel-aligned configurat
since the spin polarizations from the exchange fields of th
layers are of opposite sign and under certain conditions
cancel each other. More formally, one can show that
maximum of the supercurrent is achieved exactly at th
values of the exchange field for which two singularities
the quasiparticle density of states are overlapping.23

We emphasize that the scenario of the magnetic-fi
enhancement of the critical current discussed here dif
from those studied before for SFIFS tunnel structures. In
case the pair-breaking effect due to spin-polarized electr
is weakened in the SM electrode, since the spin polarizat
from the exchange field of the magnetic ions and the app
field are of opposite signs and reduce each other. On
other hand, the paramagnetic effect induced by the exte
field is increased for the Cooper pairs of the S electrode if
applied field is increased. Competition between these
opposite effects determines the critical current behavior
the SMIS junction in magnetic field. In our case the mec
nism described above is valid for the full temperature reg
of the homogeneous superconducting state~see, e.g., Fig. 3!,
while for the SFIFS system with antiparallel geometry—on
at low temperatureT!TC .7,8

In conclusion, we have calculated the dc critical curre
of an ~S/M!IS tunnel structure in which one electrode is
proximity-coupled bilayer of a superconducting film and
paramagnetic metal, while the second electrode is an S la
The structure is under the effect of a weak parallel exter
magnetic field. In the magnetic metal the localized magn
moments of the ions, oriented by the magnetic field, exert
effective interactionJsS on spins of the conduction elec
trons. The latter, whether it arises from the usual excha
interaction or due to configuration mixing, according
Hund’s rules, is of the antiferromagnetic type, i.e.,J,0. In
particular, such a film can be a layer of pseudoternary co
pounds like (EuSn)Mo6S8 , HoMo6S8 , etc. There are no spe
cific requirements on the superconductor, so that it can
any superconducting film proximity coupled with the ma
-
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netic metal. Using approximate microscopic treatment of
S/M bilayer and the S layer, we have predicted the effec
magnetic-field-induced supercurrent enhancement in the
nel structure. This striking behavior contrasts with the su
pression of the critical current by magnetic field. The idea
using a magnetic material in which the effective magne
interaction aligns the spins of the conduction electrons a
parallel to the localized spin of the magnetic ions in order
enhance superconductivity of superconductor—magn
metal multilayered structures has not been considered be
and, to the best of our knowledge, is new. The existing la
variety of magnetic materials, the ternary compounds in p
ticular, should allow experimental realization of this intere
ing new effect of the interplay between superconducting a
magnetic orders.
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Critical currents, phase slip centers, and phase slip lines in superconducting films
in the absence of external magnetic field
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The temperature dependence of the current–voltage characteristics of high-quality thin films of
tin from 7 to 50mm thick is investigated in the absence of external magnetic field. For
the first time on the same samples phase slip centers are observed nearTc , where the films are
narrow channels, and phase slip lines are observed at lower temperatures, where the films
become wide. The critical current exhibits temperature crossover, which affects its absolute value,
but in a certain temperature interval a temperature dependence of the form (12T/Tc)

3/2 is
maintained. When the temperature is decreased further, the critical current at which vortices due
to the self-field of the current can enter the sample depends linearly on temperature and
corresponds to the Aslamazov–Lempitsky theory. The temperature at the start of crossover with
decreasing temperature coincides with the temperature at which the film width is equal to
four times the penetration depth of a weak magnetic field perpendicular to the film plane. On one
side of this equality the films are narrow, and on the other side they are wide. The current
at which the first phase slip center forms is the Ginzburg–Landau critical current for pair-
breaking, distributed uniformly over the width of the film. The current of formation of
the first phase slip line is the current of vortex-state instability predicted by Aslamazov and
Lempitsky, which is distributed over the width of the film in a specific way. ©2005 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1820552#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The capacity of superconductors to carry a nondiss
tive supercurrent is the most important physical property
many aspects of their practical application. Depending on
type of superconductor, its structure, and the experime
conditions, different values and temperature dependenc
the maximum possible supercurrent under the giv
conditions—the critical currentI c—are observed. As we
know, in the absence of magnetic field the maximum p
sible current is the so-called pair-breaking current. For a u
form distribution of current over the cross section of t
sample such a current is called the Ginzburg–Landau p
breaking currentI c

GL , the value and temperature dependen
of which for a film of widthw and thicknessd in the vicinity
of the critical temperatureTc is given by the expression1

I c
GL~T!5

cF0w

6)p2j~0!l'~0!
~12T/Tc!

3/2

5I c
GL~0!~12T/Tc!

3/2. ~1!

Here F0 is the magnetic flux quantum,l'(0)52l2(0)/d,
and j~0! and l'(0) are the coherence length and magne
field penetration depth into the film at temperatureT50
@l~0! is the London penetration depth#.
1271063-777X/2005/31(2)/10/$26.00
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Convenient objects for checking expression~1! are thin
@d!j(T),l'(T)# and narrow@w!j(T),l'(T)# supercon-
ducting films, in which a rather uniform distribution of th
critical current density over the cross section of the sampl
reliably realized at temperatures nearTc . On such ‘‘vortex-
free’’ objects~i.e., not containing Abrikosov vortices! the cal-
culated values ofI c

GL , with a temperature dependenceI c
GL

}(12T/Tc)
3/2, have been reached~see, e.g., Ref. 2!. It has

been found that a current in excess ofI c
GL does not cause a

transition of the film to a normal state but gives rise to
special transition current state realized forI c

GL,I ,I c2 ~Refs.
3–5!. This state is characterized by the onset and deve
ment of a structure of phase slip centers~PSCs!. HereI c2 can
be substantially higher thanI c

Gl , and only forI>I c2 does the
superconducting film go into the normal state. At currents
the interval betweenI c

GL and I c2 the current–voltage~I–V!
characteristics of the films exhibit specific voltage steps.3,5,6

Although a rigorous and complete theory of the resist
state due to PSCs is lacking, the main, general outlines
theory have been extensively discussed.5,7–9

The situation in the study of wide films (w@l') is com-
pletely different. In this case an important role is played
Abrikosov vortices of the external or self magnetic flux, a
the picture becomes more complex. First, in wide films
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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supercurrent and its density are distributed nonuniform
over the width.10–13 Second, the pinning properties of a film
are strongly dependent on the perfection of its edges,
internal structure and quality, and the conditions of heat
moval; this has a substantial influence on the value and t
perature dependence of the critical current. It is for that r
son that the results of different studies of the critical curre
of wide films are so contradictory. It is insufficiently we
understood how the transition to the normal state takes p
in a wide superconducting film under the influence of t
transport current in the absence of external magnetic fi
Prior to the discovery of phase slip centers and phase
lines ~PSLs!, it was assumed that the transitional phase w
brought about by the motion of Abrikosov vortices tran
verse to the current under the influence of the Lorentz fo
The resistance created by this motion is reflected in the f
of the linear and nonlinear parts of the vortex region of
I–V characteristic of the samples.14–17

It was observed back in 1972 that, in addition to t
typical vortex region at low currents, the I–V characterist
of wide films at high transport currents had a voltage-s
structure16 for which a physical explanation had not yet be
found. The authors of Refs. 14 and 15 proposed that in w
films at currents larger than a certain instability currentI * a
system of transverse alternating normal and superconduc
domains is formed, and in this regime the mechanisms
flux flow do not yet have as important an influence on
shape of the I–V curves as in the low-current regime. Unf
tunately, at the time those ideas had not yet received
necessary development. As new knowledge about phase
processes was accumulated, the voltage steps on the
characteristics of wide films were attributed to the appe
ance of phase slip lines.18,19 Nevertheless, it is not clear t
this day what the PSLs are, whether they coexist with m
ing Abrikosov vortices, and what are the mechanisms t
lead to the formation of the transitional resistive region
wide films as the transport current is increased.

In addition to the two limiting cases of narrow and wid
films, the intermediate case, whenj(T)!w!l'(T), is of
considerable interest. The dynamic processes in such fi
were considered theoretically in Refs. 20 and 21. In th
papers a substantial role is assigned to the so-called k
matic vortices; specifically, the formation of the PSL, t
two-dimensional analog of the PSC, is associated with
motion of such vortices transverse to the film. An experim
tal attempt to observe the PSLs caused by the motion
these kinematic vortices is reported in Ref. 22.

Thus up till now there has been no unified theory d
scribing the transition of superconducting thin films from t
superconducting to the normal state under the influence
the transport current in the absence of external magn
field. The numerous experimental studies have been don
samples of differential quality, and the results are often c
tradictory.

The goals of the present study are: to investigate
temperature dependence of the critical currents and
characteristics on samples of different width prepared by
same technology; to vary the values ofj(T) andl'(T) by
varying the temperature near the critical pointTc and thus to
observe the current regimes of dynamic phase slip phen
y
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ena that obtain for different relationships among the val
of w, j(T), andl'(T); to compare the experimental resul
to the existing theories and to elucidate their domains
applicability.

2. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Although the critical currents in superconducting film
have been studied for several decades, it is only now, a
analysis of all the accumulated evidence, that it has beco
clear how to achieve the highest superconducting curr
which is how to achieve the pair-breaking current.

The foremost necessity is to choose a sample prepara
technology that minimizes the defects both on the edge
in the bulk of the film. These conditions have been extrem
hard to meet both in the early studies, where the films w
cut out with a diamond stylus~pyramid! and substantial de
fects were created along the edges of the film, and in
present-day studies, where, as a rule, the films are obta
by a photolithographic technique and are characterized b
comparative irregularity of the edge due to the etching. In
usual deposition of films, owing to the imperfect adhesion
the standard contact mask~template! to the substrate, the
edge of the film in this technique also is not sharp but tap
off gradually.

It is also very important to ensure efficient therm
matching of the film and substrate23 ~for example, a suitable
substrate for tin films is optically polished single-cryst
quartz and not sapphire or glass, which were often use
the past!.

The most successful technique for obtaining films w
few defects on the edges is that proposed in Ref. 12. A la
of tin 1.5–2mm thick ~foil ! was deposited on a crystallin
quartz substrate. Long strips several hundreds of micr
wide were cut from this foil. These strips of tin were c
once by a razor blade along the whole width. Then a film
the desired thickness was deposited on the substrate. A
the deposition the strips of tin foil, serving as a mask, w
removed. As a result, a film up to 2mm wide and 500mm
long was obtained. This technique rules out the possibility
a decrease in the thickness of the film near the edges
though the defects in Ref. 12 nevertheless reached 0.3mm, a
value which we did not consider satisfactory.

We also used thin tin films as the objects of study, b
the technique used to prepare them was somewhat diffe
First we deposited a thick (;1 mm) layer of tin on a sub-
strate of optically polished single-crystal quartz. Long str
;100 mm wide were cut out from the tin foil layer. Thes
strips were cut twice by a razor blade along the entire wi
~the distance between cuts,;7 – 50mm, determined the
width of the future sample! and the foil between the cuts wa
removed with micropincers. Then a film of the desired thic
ness (;100 nm) was deposited on the substrate. After de
sition the foil strips, serving as a mask, were removed. A
result we obtained a film with a specified width and leng
This method produced even edges of the sample; the e
defects, according to electron microscope data, did not
ceed 0.1mm. This was achieved through optimal choice
the pressure on the razor during the cutting of the mask
the use of a Polsilver razor blade with a special coati
preventing the formation of ragged edges.



TABLE I. Parameters of the film samples.
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Note: L is the length,w the width, andd the thickness of the sample;l i are the electron mean free paths.
The deposition was carried out in an oil-free vacuum a
pressure of;1027 torr on substrates cooled to 77 K; tin o
‘‘especially high purity’’ ~OVCh-000! was used. The depos
tion technique enabled us to obtain rather clean films wit
small number of defects in the bulk~the ratio of the resis-
tance of the film at room temperature to the resistance
helium temperature wasR300/R4.2.15).

For implementation of the four-probe method of meas
ing the I–V characteristics, indium contact pads were dep
ited on the substrate by a special soldering iron prior to de
sition of the thin film. Indium in the fused state is a rath
good wetter of the quartz substrate and provide reliable e
trical contact, capable of withstanding repeated thermo
cling, to the tin to be deposited. For the measurements of
I–V characteristics the samples were placed in a dou
shield of annealed Permalloy. In the sample region the va
of the magnetic field wasHver5731024 Oe, Hhor56.5
31023 Oe. A standard cryogenic unit with mechanic
pumping on helium vapor permitted operation in the te
perature interval 2.5–4.2 K. The temperature was meas
according to the vapor pressure using mercury and oil
nometers. Stabilization of the temperature~helium vapor
pressure! was provided by a membrane manostat to an ac
racy not worse than 1024 K.

The critical current was determined from the I–V cha
acteristic of the films measured in the fixed-current mo
according to the appearance of a voltage;0.1 mV. Further
increase in the sensitivity of the voltmeter had practically
effect on the value of the critical current measured.

The parameters of some of the films studied are p
sented in Table I.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We investigated more than ten samples of tin films w
widths from 7 to 42mm. All of the samples gave reproduc
ible results.

Figure 1 shows the overall shape of the I–V charac
istic measured at a temperaturet5T/Tc50.99 for sample
SnW13 of widthw518 mm; we use this example to intro
duce the parameters that will be needed for the analysis
low.

The I–V characteristics of wide films@w@j(T),
l'(T)# are characterized by the following currents:I c is the
critical current, i.e., the lowest current at which a voltage a
a
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at
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e
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the associated resistance appear in the sample;I m is the
maximum current for the existence of the Abrikosov vort
state; when this current is exceeded, characteristic volt
steps arise on the I–V characteristic;I s is the so-called cutoff
current, i.e., the value of the current at which the contin
tion of the linear parts of the stepped structure of the I
characteristic forI .I m intercepts the current axis;I n is the
current above which the I–V characteristic acquires a n
linear character. If nonlinearity of the I–V characteristic
present, it exists in the current intervalI n<I<I m . The non-
linear part of the I–V characteristic in the current interv
I c<I<I n , which is usually attributed to Abrikosov vorte
creep,24 was not observed on our samples.

Figure 2 shows the initial parts of the I–V characterist
at different temperatures nearTc for sample SnW10, of
width 7.3 mm. The scale is chosen so as to permit the b
analysis of the vortex region of the I–V characteristics in t
interval of currents betweenI c and I m ; the I–V characteris-
tics have been shifted relative to each other along the volt
axis for clarity. It should be noted that on the first two I–
characteristics only the critical current is observed. T
means thatI c5I m , and the vortex part of the I–V characte
istic is absent. On the remaining I–V characteristics, o
tained at lower temperatures, the currentsI c and I m are no

FIG. 1. Typical I–V characteristic of a wide@w@j(T),l'(T)# supercon-
ducting film ~sample SnW13! at a temperatureT/Tc50.99.
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longer equal to each other. They delimit the linear vor
region of the I–V characteristic, the length of which i
creases with decreasing temperature~see I–V cuves3–10!.

Figure 3 shows a family of I–V characteristics fo
sample SnW6, of width 17mm. Although this film is wider
than the previous film, nevertheless nearTc the I–V curve1
in Fig. 3 does not have a vortex part and, consequentlyI c

5I m . The remaining I–V characteristics have a vortex pa
and I c,I m . Starting with I–V curve5, a nonlinear part of
the characteristic can be noticed in the vortex region aI
.I n ; this part is more pronounced at lower temperatures

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the experimental tempera
dependence of the currentsI c and I m for samples SnW10
SnW6, and SnW5, of widths 7.3, 17, and 42mm, respec-
tively. Solid curves1 in these figures were calculated accor
ing to formula~1! with allowance for the film parameters i
Table I. Solid curves4 were calculated according to the fo

FIG. 2. Family of experimental I–V curves of sample SnW10 at differ
temperaturesT @K#: 3.785 ~1!, 3.777 ~2!, 3.766 ~3!, 3.750 ~4!, 3.743 ~5!,
3.735 ~6!, 3.728~7!, 3.720~8!, 3.712~9!, 3.704~10!. The arrows↓ and↑
indicateI c andI m , respectively. The I–V characteristics are shifted relat
to each other by 3.1mV.

FIG. 3. Family of experimental I–V curves for sample SnW6 at differe
temperaturesT @K#: 3.701 ~1!, 3.694 ~2!, 3.688 ~3!, 3.680 ~4!, 3.672 ~5!,

3.667~6!, 3.659~7!, 3.655~8!. The arrows↓, ↑, and↓
j

indicate Ic , I m , and
I n , respectively. The I–V curves are shifted relative to each other by5 mV.
x

t,

re

-

mula I c(T)5I c(0)(12T/Tc)
3/2, where I c(0) is an experi-

mental fitting parameter. It is seen in Figs. 4 and 5 that
critical currentI c5I m nearTc . The temperature dependenc
of both currents is proportional to (12T/Tc)

3/2. Here the
I–V curves do not exhibit a vortex region, and samp
SnW10 and SnW6 have the behavior of a narrow superc
ducting channel all the way toTcros153.769 K for sample
SnW10 and toTcros153.698 K for sample SnW6. Analogou
behavior ofI c(T) for sample SnW5 is observed only in a
extremely narrow interval of temperatures nearTc for T
.3.780 K. When the temperature is decreased further
observes a crossover of the currentI c ~indicated by an arrow
labeledTcros1 in the figures!. This crossover consists in th
appearance, starting atTcros1, of a region brought about by
the entry and motion of Abrikosov vortices and, cons

t

t

FIG. 4. Experimental temperature dependence of the maximum curren
the existence of vortex resistanceI m ~.! and the critical currentI c ~m! for
sample SnW10. The theoretical values ofI @mA#: I c

GL(T)57.0723103(1
2T/Tc)

3/2 ~curve 1!, I c
AL(T)59.1183102(12T/Tc) ~straight line2!; I m

AL

51.56I c
GL@ ln(237.3(12T/Tc))/0.01717# (21/2) ~curve3!; the calculated de-

pendenceI c(T)55.93102(12T/Tc)
3/2 ~curve4!. The inset shows the cal

culated temperature dependence of the coherence lengthj(T) and the pen-
etration depth of the transverse magnetic fieldl'(T) for the
superconducting film SnW10. The straight line indicates the widthw of film
SnW10.

FIG. 5. Experimental temperature dependence of the maximum curren
the existence of vortex resistanceI m ~.! and the critical currentI c ~m! of
sample SnW6. The theoretical curvesI @mA#: I c

GL(T)5(12T/Tc)
3/2 ~curve

1!, I c
AL(T)51.4593102(12T/Tc) ~straight line 2!; I m

AL51.75I c
GL@ ln(2

317(12T/Tc))/0.01591# (21/2) ~curve 3!; calculated dependenceI c(T)
51.23103(12T/Tc)

3/2 ~curve4!.
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quently, this current becomes less thanI m . At T53.758 K
for sample SnW10 andT53.696 K for sample SnW6 the
temperature dependence ofI c again becomes proportional t
(12T/Tc)

3/2. ~After this paper was written and prepared f
publication, a paper appeared25 in which the same crossove
was observed for high-Tc superconducting samples, b
without a clear tie-in to their geometry.! On further decrease
of the temperature, atTcros253.717 K for sample SnW10
Tcros253.657 K for sample SnW6, andTcros253.740 K for
sample SnW5, a second crossover of the critical currentI c is
observed, after which the temperature dependence of
critical current becomes linear, i.e.,I c(T)5I c(0)(1
2T/Tc).

The maximum currentI m at which the vortex part still
exists on the I–V curves also has a crossover, at a temp
ture Tcros3. For T.Tcros3 the value of the currentI m coin-
cides with the calculated value of the pair-breaking curr
I c

GL(T) @see formula~1!#. For T,Tcros3 the currentI m is
lower, and its temperature dependence is somewhat diffe

Figure 7 shows a family of experimental I–V characte
istics of sample SnW10 at different temperatures. It is s
that at temperatures close toTc , the resistive region of the
I–V characteristic shows behavior typical of a narrow cha
nel, i.e., one sees the characteristic voltage jumps and
gions of constant dynamic resistance that are inherent to

FIG. 6. Experimental temperature dependence of the maximum curren
the existence of vortex resistanceI m ~.! and the critical currentI c ~m! of
sample SnW5. The theoretical dependenceI @mA#: I c

GL(T)52.8973103(1
2T/Tc)

3/2 ~curve 1!; I c
AL(T)51.8713102(12T/Tc) ~straight line2!; I m

AL

51.35I c
GL@ ln(2342(12T/Tc))/0.02532# (21/2) ~curve 3!; calculated depen-

denceI c(T)51.653103(12T/Tc)
3/2 ~curve4!.
he
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nt.
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row channels. Here the I–V curve lacks a vortex region. I
important to note that such behavior of the film is maintain
only up to the temperatureTcros1. Upon further decrease in
temperature the sample SnW10 begins to behave as a
film, i.e., a vortex region appears on the I–V characteris
~see the I–V curves7–10 in Fig. 7!. Furthermore, forI
.I m.I c one observes the voltage jumps and regions of c
stant dynamic resistance which are characteristic of PSL

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Let us consider the behavior of the currentsI c andI m for
the example of the narrowest sample SnW10. Its width is
mm, which makes it possible to observe the properties
both narrow and wide films on the same sample by mani
lating the temperature. By increasing the width of t
samples, we can trace the behavior of the values and t
perature dependence of the currentsI c andI m . We then ana-
lyze the stepped structure of the I–V characteristic for fil
of different widths.

Critical current

The critical currentI c(T) is the lowest current at which a
voltage first appears across the sample as the transport
rent is increased. The value and temperature dependen
the currentI c are presented in Fig. 4. The experimental v
ues were obtained by processing the initial parts of the I
characteristics shown in Fig. 2.

It is seen in Fig. 4 that in sample SnW10 nearTc the
currentsI c andI m coincide in a certain temperature interva
This means that in this temperature interval the sample
haves as a narrow channel that does not contain vorti
With decreasing temperature,I c begins to deviate fromI m ,
and its crossover occurs at a temperatureTcros1. This means
that for T,Tcros153.769 K the critical currentI c is distrib-
uted nonuniformly over the width of the film, and its value

or

FIG. 7. Family of experimental I–V curves of sample SnW10 at differe
temperaturesT @K#: 3.796 ~1!, 3.792 ~2!, 3.785 ~3!, 3.777 ~4!, 3.773 ~5!,
3.769~6!, 3.766~7!, 3.758~8!, 3.750~9!, 3.743~10!. I–V curves1–4 reflect
the properties of a narrow channel, while I–V curves1–2 are forw<l' ,
3–4 are for w,4l' , and 8–10 are for w@l' ~after the crossover! and
reflect the properties of a wide film; I–V curves5–7 reflect the transition
stage from a narrow to a wide film.
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affected by the self-magnetic field that starts to penetrate
the sample in the form of self-Abrikosov vortices, i.e., t
film becomes wide. A linear resistive region due to the flo
of Abrikosov vortices appears on the I–V characteristic~see
I–V curve 3 in Fig. 2!.

The inset in Fig. 4 shows the calculated temperature
pendence ofj(T) and l'(T) for sample SnW10 with the
parameters of the sample from Table I taken into accoun

It is seen that for this sample, 7.3mm wide, the tempera-
ture region in which the inequalityw,j(T) holds is practi-
cally unobservable. The region in whichj(T),w,l'(T)
occupies an interval of about 8 mK aroundTc . According to
Refs. 20 and 21, it is in this region that the kinematic vo
ces whose motion was held by the authors of those pape
form the PSLs should appear. Next comes the tempera
region bounded by the temperature at whichw>l'(T) and
Tcros1. In this temperature region the I–V characteristics
not yet have the resistive vortex regions, the currentsI c and
I m coincide and are equal to the pair-breaking currentI c

GL(T)
i.e., the sample displays all the hallmarks of a narrow ch
nel. Typicallyw'4l'(T) at Tcros1, i.e., two Abrikosov vor-
tices of width 2l'(T) fit within the width of the film, one in
each half of the film. As the temperature is lowered furth
whenl'(T) becomes still smaller, these vortices can star
move and manifest themselves in the temperature de
dence ofI c(T) and on the I–V characteristic. Only then ca
the film be considered wide.

Interestingly, because samples SnW10, SnW6,
SnW5 have different widths, they become wide at differe
relative temperaturesTcros1/Tc , equal to 0.988, 0.996, an
0.998, respectively, and at those temperatures their wi
are equal to the corresponding fourfold values 4l'(T). For
T,Tcros1 the temperature dependence ofI c maintains the
form (12T/Tc)

3/2, but the value ofI c is less thanI c
GL . It is

now easy to understand that the first and second I–V cu
in Fig. 2 (T.Tcros153.768 K) and and the first I–V curve in
Fig. 3 (T.Tcros153.698 K) are the I–V characteristics o
the corresponding samples in the regime of a vortex-f
narrow channel. That is why they do not show signs of
entry and motion of vortices in the form of linear and no
linear segments, as occurs for the I–V characteristics lab
by larger numbers, which were obtained at lower tempe
tures.

We have seen that the values of the currentsI c and I m

coincide in the temperature interval aroundTc , when the
sample is a narrow channel and cannot be found in the re
tive vortex state. Consequently, at these temperatures
equal the maximum possible Ginzburg–Landau pa
breaking current:I c5I m5I c

GL , as is confirmed by a calcula
tion according to formula~1! ~see curve1 in Fig. 4!. Here the
state of the sample forI ,I c5I m is purely superconducting
i.e., the most energetically favorable.

What happens at temperatures below the first cross
temperatureTcros1? The temperature dependence of the c
rent I c does not change, but now the value ofI c(T) becomes
less thanI c

GL(T). This can easily be understood if it is su
posed that this is the critical current, the value of which
depressed by the self-magnetic field of the transport cur
and the distribution of which over the width of the film
now nonuniform. It is energetically more favorable for th
to
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superconductor to increase its energy in response to the
rent through the entry and motion of vortices than to unde
a transition to the normal state. This is how the resist
vortex region of the I–V characteristic arises.

The nonuniformity of the current distribution over th
width of the film is taken into account in Ref. 10. Using th
expression for determining the value of the current at
edge of the film and the calculated critical current accord
to the Bardeen formula, the authors of Ref. 10 obtaine
linear temperature dependence of the critical current n
Tc : I c(T)}(12T/Tc).

An analogous treatment under the conditiond!j, l'

andl'!w was carried out by Aslamazov and Lempitsky13

who obtained an expression for the critical current in t
form

I c
AL~T!51.5I c

GL~0!~pl'~0!/w!1/2~12T/Tc!. ~2!

It should be mentioned thatI c(T) was calculated unde
these same conditions in Refs. 12, 26, and 27. The value
I c(T) obtained in Ref. 12 are smaller by a factor of 1.5 a
those in Ref. 27 by a factor of 1.095 as compared to
values calculated according to formula~2!. Thus the value of
I c

AL(T) is, to our knowledge, the highest of the theoretica
predicted critical currents for the entry of Abrikosov vortic
into the film.

The calculated values ofI c
AL(T) obtained from formula

~2! with the use of the parameters of sample SnW10 fr
Table I are shown by straight line2 in Fig. 4, drawn with no
adjustable parameters whatsoever. It is seen that the ca
lated and experimental values ofI c(T) agree at temperature
belowTcros2. Thus the theory proposed in Ref. 13 is suitab
for the description of wide films withw@l'(T). In the in-
terval intervalTcros1–Tcros2 the I c(T) curve retains the form
}(12T/Tc)

3/2 ~curve4! and is not described by the existin
theories, but it has been observed previously in experime
on wide tin films.14,15 It is important to stress that in a rathe
wide temperature interval aroundTc the calculated linear
dependenceI c

AL(T) ~see straight lines2 in Figs. 4, 5, and 6!
passes above the curve of the Ginzburg–Landau depa
current I c

GL(T) ~see curves1 in Figs. 4, 5, and 6!, which
makes no physical sense. Therefore, in the temperature i
val from Tc to T* , at least, formula~2! is inapplicable@here
T* is found from the equalityI c

GL(T* )5I c
AL(T* )]. It should

be noted, however, that forTcros2,T,Tcros1, because of the
nonuniformity of the current density distribution due to th
transverse Meissner effect,I c(T) becomes lower than
I c

GL(T), although the form of its temperature dependen
remains the same. Therefore, the linear dependence o
critical current predicted in Ref. 13 can be realized only
temperatures lower thanT* , i.e., for T,Tcros2.

It follows from Figs. 5 and 6 that on further increase
the film widthw the narrow-channel region corresponding
the temperature intervalTcros1–Tc moves ever closer toTc ,
and for sample SnW5, of width 42mm, it is practically in-
distinguishable experimentally~see Fig. 6a!. The temperature
region belowTc where the mechanism described in Ref.
is applicable becomes wider and wider forI c(T) andI m(T).
This may be seen particularly clearly in Fig. 6b, which pr
sents the results of studies over a wider temperature inte
as compared to Fig. 6a.
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Maximum current of vortex resistance

The maximum currentI m(T) is the current at which a
voltage jump and stepped structure of the I–V characteri
appear at the end of the vortex resistance region in a w
film. It is more difficult to understand the physical nature
the currentI m(T) than that ofI c(T). As we mentioned in the
Introduction, a large number of important studies of t
transport resistive properties of thin, wide superconduct
films had been done in the 1970s. A special place am
those studies is held by those studies in which Abrikos
vortices were investigated with the aid of a Giaver
transformer28 and with the use of a pulsed technique~see,
e.g., Refs. 14–17 and 29!. A Giaver transformer consists o
two superconducting films deposited one on the other ac
a thin insulator layer. The vortex tubes in the two films a
coupled to each other. A transport current is passed thro
one of the films~the primary! and the motion of vortices
created by the self-field of the current or by an external m
netic field is investigated. The vortex tubes in the lower~pri-
mary! film move under the influence of the transport curre
and entrain the vortices coupled to them in the upper~sec-
ondary! superconducting film, in which a voltage arises
the absence of a transport current in it. A surprising resul
these studies was that at a certain value of the transport
rent in the primary film the voltage across the second fi
fell sharply. In contrast, the voltage across the primary fi
increased sharply. This current in the primary film was cal
the instability current and was denoted byI * ~Refs. 14 and
15!. The authors offered three guesses at an explanation
this: for some reason~e.g., because of the high vortex velo
ity! the magnetic coupling of the films was broken, althou
it had been ideal until the currentI * was reached;16,17 for
some reason the vortices stopped moving;14 for some un-
known reason the vortices ceased to play an important ro
the creation of the resistance, and this role began to be
filled by other processes16 not physically understood at tha
time. In Ref. 29 the instability currentI * was called the
critical current without any explanation of what that mean

The resistive vortex state of wide films in the absence
external magnetic field was also considered in Ref. 13
wide films the magnetic field of the current gives rise
chains of Abrikosov vortices at the edges of the film, and
motion of those vortices transverse to the film gives rise
resistance. With increasing current the vortex density gro
and the current distribution becomes more and more
form. At some value of the currentI m(T) the current density
becomes equal to the critical current density for pair bre
ing not only near the edges, where the vortices are nuclea
but also in the middle of the film. Thus a nonuniform curre
distribution with three maxima is established over the wid
of the film: two at the edges and one in the middle. Suc
pattern of current distribution has been confirmed qual
tively in Ref. 30. And although the distance between vortic
is still large compared to the coherence length~the vortex
cores do not overlap!, such a current distribution over th
width of the film is unstable, and that leads to destruction
the steady viscous flow of the Abrikosov vortex fluid fro
the edges of the film~where the vortices are nucleated! to the
center of the film~where they are annihilated!. As a result of
this, according to the authors of Ref. 13, the sample sho
ic
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make a jumplike transition to the normal state at a curr
I m(T).

The expression for the maximum currentI m(T) for the
existence of vortex resistance is obtained as13

I m~T!5CIc
GL~T!ln~21/2!~2w/l'~T!!. ~3!

HereC is a numerical fitting coefficient.
It is seen that the currentI m(T) differs from I c

GL(T) only
by the fitting parameterC and the temperature-depende
logarithmic factor, which is positive only for 2w.l'(T).
This means that expression~3! is applicable only for wide
films, and the parameterC must be chosen with this in mind
The temperature dependenceI m(T) calculated according to
formula~3! with C51.56 for sample SnW10 is shown by th
solid curve3 in Fig. 4. One observes good agreement w
experiment forT<3.74 K. The temperature interval betwee
Tcros3 andT53.74 K is transitional; with further decrease
temperature the film can be considered wide.

NearTc , where the sample has the properties of a n
row channel, the values of the currentI m(T) obtained agree
with the values of the currentI c(T), and both are equal to
the pair-breaking currentI c

GL(T). Meanwhile, there is a tem
perature interval in which the behavior ofI m(T), like I c(T),
is not described by the theory proposed in Ref. 13. It is s
in Fig. 5 that forT,Tcros1 the dependenceI c(T) deviates
from the valuesI c

GL(T) as a result of the entry of vortices
However, in the interval intervalTcros1–Tcros3 the current
I m(T) nevertheless remains equal to the pair-breaking c
rent I c

GL(T). It is clearly seen in Figs. 5 and 6 that the wid
the film, the better the theory proposed in Ref. 13 descri
the behavior of the currentI m(T) over a wide interval inter-
val.

Here it is appropriate to recall an interesting and imp
tant experiment19,31 on the observation of the stepped stru
ture of the I–V characteristics of wide tin films shielded b
superconducting lead~see Fig. 22 in Ref. 19!. The shield
prevents the appearance of a component of the self-mag
field of the current in the direction normal to the surface
the film. As a result, the current was uniformly distribute
over the width of the film, and the I–V characteristic did n
show vortex resistance, and the formation of the PSL co
sponded completely to the formation of a PSC in narr
films. Here the current of PSL formation in the film in th
presence of the shield was much greater than in the abs
of the shield. Unfortunately, the experiment described w
not developed further. From our point of view that expe
ment also attests to the correctness of the theory of Ref
and expression~3!, since in the absence of the shield th
logarithmic cofactor in~3! depresses the current in compa
son withI c

GL(T), the more strongly the wider the film; this i
demonstrated by the results in Figs. 4–6 if the ra
I c

GL(T)/I m is compared at the same reduced temperature
films of different widths.

Thus by analyzing the experimental results obtained
us and previously by other authors we arrive at the conc
sion that the maximum currentI m(T) introduced in Ref. 13
and the instability currentI * in Refs. 14–17 and 29 have th
same physical meaning. We recall that the currentI m(T) is
the current at which a discontinuity~voltage jump! appears
on the I–V curves but the jump is not to the normal state,
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was proposed by the authors of Ref. 13, but to a resis
state due to the onset of a PSL. Exceeding the currentI m in
a wide film leads to the formation of a PSL, apparently
ready in the absence of a vortex structure.

Phase slip centers and lines

Let us discuss the resistive parts of the I–V characte
tic, delimited by the voltage jumps arising atI .I c in films
exhibiting the properties of a narrow channel and atI .I m in
wide films.

The I–V characteristics of sample SnW10, shown in F
7, are interesting. By virtue of what we have said, in t
temperature region nearTc for T.Tcros1 one should observe
voltage steps caused by the formation of PSCs, while foT
,Tcros1 one should observe voltage steps caused by the
mation of PSLs. This is demonstrated in Fig. 7. The I–
curves1–4 reflect the properties of a narrow channel w
PSCs, and8–10 reflect the properties of a wide film with
vortices and PSLs. As far as we know, this is the first obs
vation of PSCs and PSLs in the same sample. No feat
were noted at temperatures for which the inequalityj(T)
,w,l'(T) holds.

It follows from Figs. 1–3 that on the I–V characteristic
of our samples at currentsI c,I ,I m there is no nonlinear
segment before the linear region; such a nonlinear segme
often observed in experiments and attributed to magn
flux creep. The absence of creep in our films is indirect e
dence of their high quality. The voltage that appears
sample SnW10 atI c,I ,I m increases linearly with increas
ing current, which demonstrates a uniform flow of vortices
the so-called flux flow regime. In relatively narrow film
such as SnW10~see Fig. 2!, this linear segment of the I–V
characteristic terminates when the transport current reach
value I m—the current at which the first voltage step appe
on the I–V characteristic. In the wider films such as SnW
the linear segment of the I–V curve is followed by a nonl
ear segment, which terminates in the appearance of a ste
the I–V characteristic atI m ~see I–V curves5–8 in Fig. 3!.
We associate the first and last steps on the I–V curves
the formation and development of a PSL system in
samples atI>I m . The linear parts of the I–V curves wit
dynamic resistancesRdi ( i 51,2,3,... is the number of th
PSL! between voltage steps, when continued to the cur
axis, intersect at a single point, which determines the cu
currentI s and demonstrates the discreteness of the resist
growth of the film with increasing step numberi ~see Figs. 1
and 8!.

Let us return to the I–V characteristics in Fig. 7. We s
that in the absence of Abrikosov vortices atT'Tc ~see I–V
curves1–4! the film SnW10 behaves as a narrow chan
down to the temperature at whichw'4l'(T). In this tem-
perature interval one does not see any fundamental di
ences in the I–V curves forw,l'(T) and for l'(T),w
,4l'(T). In this temperature region one does not obse
any features in the temperature dependence ofI c(T)
5I c

GL(T). Thus for us there are no grounds for inferring t
existence of kinematic vortices, as in Ref. 22. The I–
curves 8–10 were obtained at lower temperatures, whe
Abrikosov vortices were already present in the film. Exce
for the initial linear vortex part, the I–V curves8–10 do not
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differ qualitatively from I–V curves1–4. We therefore as-
sume that the physical nature of the voltage jumps on
I–V curves and the linear segments that follow them
I (T)>I m(T) are the same: processes of slipping of the ph
of the order parameter. Moreover, a detailed study of I
curves8–10 provides grounds for assuming that at a tran
port current I (T)>I m(T), self-Abrikosov vortices canno
exist in the sample on account of the onset of instability
the steady picture of their viscous motion.

We have made such an assumption on the basis of
fact that the sensitivity of our measurements is sufficient
detection of voltages due to the motion of Abrikosov vortic
~see Figs. 2, 3, and 7!. If this vortex motion also contributed
to the voltage for I (T).I m(T), where one observes
stepped structure of the I–V characteristic, then the differ
tial resistance of the PSL would be nonlinear. However, th
dynamic resistances are strictly linear on all the I–V curv
~see Figs. 1, 3, 7, and 8!. This is particularly well demon-
strated by the I–V characteristic shown in Fig. 8 and, in
enlarged form, in the inset to this same figure, for fi
SnW25 of width 42mm.

Therefore, in our opinion, in the region of curren
I (T).I m(T) the resistance is due exclusively to orde
parameter phase slip processes and the system of PSL
this connection the transition stage from narrow to wi
films, which is reflected by I–V curves5–7 in Fig. 7, is
interesting. It is seen that they differ from the rest of the I–
characteristics in this figure: the I–V curve5 still contains a
short segment of dynamic resistance of the first PSC
corresponds to a temperature close to, but higher thanTcros1

in Fig. 4. The I–V curve5 reflects the end of the temperatu
existence region of the PSCs, and the linear part of the
namic resistance of the first PSC becomes ever shorter a
temperature is lowered~see I–V curves1–5!. On the I–V
curve6, obtained atT5Tcros1, the dynamic resistance of th
first PSC is no longer visible, but there the vortex part h

FIG. 8. I–V characteristic of a wide superconducting film SnW5 at a te
perature of 3.744 K. The inset shows the initial part of the I–V characteri
on an expanded scale. The linear parts of the differential resistance o
PSL are clearly visible.
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not yet appeared~see Fig. 4!. The I–V curve7 was obtained
for T,Tcros1, and it exhibits the short linear segments bo
due to motion of Abrikosov vortices atI c,I ,I m and to the
dynamic resistance of the first PSL forI .I m .

Apparently the presence of a transition region is due
an admixture of the energetically more favorable mechan
of resistance~in comparison with the mechanism of pha
slip of the order parameter in a narrow channel!—the mecha-
nism for the entry and motion of vortices. This transitio
region, like the region of possible existence of kinema
vortices, merits a separate study. At lower temperatures
the initial stage of current growth forI c(T),I (T),I m(T)
the vortex mechanism of resistance is dominant. As it gro
it makes for an increasingly uniform current distribution ov
the width of the film, thereby creating the conditions for t
appearance of a stronger resistance mechanism—the
mechanism. When the transport current reaches the v
I m(T) the mechanism of formation of the PSL turns out to
stronger, i.e., it is energy favorable compared to the vor
mechanism.

In this connection we should call attention to the resu
obtained in Ref. 16 in a study of wide tin films. Figure 21
that paper shows the influence of an external magnetic fi
on the I–V characteristic of one of the samples. It is se
that, depending on the value of the applied field, the I
characteristics can be divided into three groups. I–V cur
with voltage steps, characteristic of PSLs, in fields up to 1
Oe; transitional I–V curves in fields from 123 to 139 O
smooth nonlinear I–V curves typical of vortex resistance
fields from 141 to 218 Oe~at higher fields the sample unde
goes a transition to the normal state!. The first group of I–V
characteristics has a pronounced stepped structure du
PSLs and does not contain any visible traces of an influe
of vortex structure on these regions of the I–V characteris
Segments of dynamic resistance of the PSLs are strictly
ear, and their slope is independent of the magnetic fi
strength. The third group of I–V characteristics at low c
rents does not exhibit the stepped structure that is chara
istic for PSLs, and the I–V curves are very nonlinear beca
of the entry and motion of Abrikosov vortices. The I–
curves of the second, transition group display contributio
from both a vortex structure and from the nucleated sys
of PSLs.

Thus it follows from Ref. 16 that a weak magnetic fie
does not influence the dynamic resistance of PSLs; in
opinion this is indicative of the absence of Abrikosov vor
ces in the presence of a developed system of PSLs. A st
magnetic field destroys the structure of the PSLs and cre
vortex resistance.

As to the kinematic vortices, it should be noted that t
j(T) andl'(T) curves shown in the inset of Fig. 4 give th
following values of the temperature intervals in which kin
matic vortices can exist:21 DT57.8 mK for SnW10,DT
53.3 mK for SnW6, andDT52.3 mK for SnW5. Thus the
wider the film, the less probable the experimental obser
tion of kinematic vortices in it. At the same time the I–
characteristics do have a stepped structure due to proce
of slipping of the phase of the order parameter.

A natural question arising here is whether there is a f
damental difference between PSCs and PSLs. We ca
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give an unambiguous answer to this question. The answ
no because both are products of a mechanism of phase s
the order parameter, but at the same time, yes, becaus
initial situation for the PSC and PSL are fundamentally d
ferent. For the PSC the initial state is a purely supercond
ing state with a critical currentI c

GL(T). For I c
GL,I ,I c2 in

narrow films a system of PSCs arises as a transition reg
~phase! between the purely superconductingS and the nor-
mal N states. The latter is reached forI>I c2 . For the PSLs
the initial state is the vortex instability of the state with
nearly uniform but nevertheless specific distribution of c
rent I m,I c

GL over the width of the film.13 For this reason the
states or phases of theS–N transition of a wide film with
increasing transport current appear in the following order
increasing free energy: thesuperconducting statefor I ,I c ;
the resistive vortex statefor I c,I ,I m ; thecritical statedue
to the onset of instability of the steady pattern of visco
motion of the vortices forI 5I m ; a vortex-free resistive state
with phase slip linesfor I m,I ,I c2 ; the normal stateat a
current higher than the upper critical currentI c2 (I .I c2

@I m).
The PSLs here are a line transverse to the film, at e

point of which the order parameter executes in-phase os
lations at the Josephson frequency, vanishing at certain ti
simultaneously along the whole line transverse to the fi
These oscillations are a source of nonequilibrium quasipa
cles, the diffusion of which to the penetration depth of t
longitudinal electric field in the superconducting region d
termines the longitudinal size of the PSLs. This state
analogous to the state of a narrow vortex-free supercond
ing channel with a PSC and corresponds to one of the s
tions obtained in Ref. 20.

In view of the generality of the influence of phase s
processes on the transition of a superconductor from the
perconducting to the normal state under the influence of
transport current in narrow and wide films, it is impossib
not to say something about circular wires. From our point
view, the understanding of theS–N transition in such objects
has not progressed since the ideas set forth by Londo32

Although much time has passed since then and new kno
edge has been acquired, an obsolete model of theS–N tran-
sition of a wire is still being used in monographs~see, e.g.,
Refs. 1 and 24!.

It seems to us that in the process of theS–N transition
of a wire under the influence of current, an important ro
must be played by phase slip processes. As a result, at s
stage phase slip planes must form, having the same phy
meaning as PSCs and PSLs in narrow and wide films,
spectively.

CONCLUSION

We have for the first time experimentally determined t
values and observed the temperature dependence of the
cal currentI c(T) and maximum current for the existence
vortex resistance~the instability current! I m(T) predicted by
the theory of Aslamazov and Lempitsky13 for wide supercon-
ducting films. We have shown that forI (T)>I m(T) a system
of lines of slipping of the phase of the order parame
~PSLs! develops which determines the resistance of the fi
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in the final stage of its transition from the superconducting
the normal state under the influence of transport current

The temperature dependence ofI c(T) for superconduct-
ing films exhibits crossover, dividing regions in which th
samples behave as narrow vortex-free channels or as
films containing vortices. It turned out that this division o
curs when the width of the sample becomes equal to f
times the value of the penetration depth of a magnetic fi
perpendicular to the film plane@w'4l'(T)#. In other
words, it occurs when two vortices of size 2l'(T) can fit
within the width of the sample.

For the first time we have experimentally observed PS
and PSLs on the same superconducting tin films with kno
parameters in the temperature intervals corresponding to
mechanisms of their formation and existence. PSCs aris
narrow films when the value of the transport current reac
the Ginzburg–Landau pair-breaking currentI c

GL(T). PSLs
arise in wide films when the value of the transport curr
reaches the instability current of Aslamazov and Lempits
I m(T). The physical meaning of the PSCs and PSLs is
same. The only difference is that with increasing transp
current the PSC appears when the uniform superconduc
state is destroyed, while the PSL appears when the ste
viscous flow of Abrikosov vortices is disrupted, whereup
the very existence of the vortex system becomes ener
cally unfavorable.

Let us comment on thermal effects. Unlike many pre
ous studies, we managed to avoid the influence of ther
effects, as is evidenced by the currentsI c(T), I m(T), and
I c

GL(T), the values of which agree with the correspondi
theoretical calculations. In particular this pertains to the c
rents I m(T), which are observed on the I–V characterist
of samples at the end of the vortex resistance region at
ficiently high transport currents. Sometimes this region of
I–V characteristics of wide films is nonlinear~see I–V
curves5–8 in Fig. 3!. Consequently, the nonlinearity of th
vortex region of the I–V characteristic at currents close
I m(T) arises as a result of more complex processes t
simple overheating of the film. These processes may be
to the high velocities of the vortices, a change of their d
sity, nonlinear phenomena in their cores, the path length
versed by a vortex from the site of its nucleation to the cen
of the film, etc. The physical nature of the nonlinearity of t
I–V characteristics before the formation of a PSL is still
need of clarification, but that question is beyond the scop
this paper. As yet we can only say that according to
preliminary data, as we have said, the nonlinear part in
vortex region of the I–V characteristic is easily observed
manifestly wide~in relation tol') films, while on the I–V
characteristics of narrower films, although their widthw
.l' , the nonlinearity region, if it is observed at all, is o
served at lower temperatures. For example, for sam
SnW6, of width 17mm ~see Fig. 3!, the nonlinear part is
already clearly seen on I–V curve5 at T53.672 K (t
50.990). At the same time, for the narrower sample SnW
of width 7.3 mm ~see Fig. 2! on I–V curve10 at T53.704
(t50.972) there is still no such segment. It is possible t
there exists a certain ratiow/l' at which separation into two
forms of I–V characteristic occurs: those that do and th
o
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that do not contain a nonlinear segment prior to the form
tion of a PSL.
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A stationary Josephson effect is analyzed theoretically for a weak link between borocarbide
superconductors. It is shown that different models of the order parameter result in qualitatively
different current-phase relations. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
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Determination of the symmetry of the order parameteD
in novel unconventional superconductors is important for
development of modern physics of superconductivity
cause the dependence ofD~k! on the direction of the electron
wave vectork on the Fermi surface determines all of th
kinetic and thermodynamic characteristics of the superc
ductor. Calculation of the order parameterD~k! is a funda-
mental problem and requires knowledge of the pairing
tential. Some general information aboutD~k! can be obtained
from the symmetry of a normal state, i.e., according to
Landau theory of second-order phase transitions,1 the order
parameter transforms only accoding to irreducible repres
tations of the symmetry group of the normal state~for re-
view, see Ref. 2!. Nevertheless, symmetry considerations
serve for the order parameter considerable freedom in
selection of irreducible representation and its basis functio
Therefore, in many papers the authors consider differ
models of the order parameter based on possible repres
tions of the crystallographic point groups. A subsequent co
parison of the theoretical results with the experimental d
makes it possible to choose between available models o
order parameter. The Josephson effect in superconduc
weak links is one of the most suitable instruments for inv
tigation of the symmetry ofD~k!. It has heen shown, fo
example, that current-phase relationsj J(w) in unconven-
tional superconductors are quite different for different mo
els of D~k!, and hence the study of the Josephson eff
enables one to judge the applicability of different models
the novel superconductors.3

Borocarbides, such as YNi2B2C and LuNi2B2C, exhibit
unconventional superconductivity. There is strong evide
that in these materials the order parameter is hig
anisotropic.4 The order parameter in these compounds
fourfold symmetry, and there are deep minima along
@100# and @010# directions.4,5 Both the symmetry of the bo
rocarbide crystal structure and the experimental results h
allowed the authors of Refs. 6 to suggest ans1g-wave
model of the order parameter to describe the supercondu
ity in the borocarbides:

D5Ds2Dg sin4 q cos 4w[
D0

2
~g2sin4 q cos 4w!, ~1!

where q and w are the polar and azimuthal angles of t
electron wave vectork; Ds andDg are thes andg compo-
1371063-777X/2005/31(2)/2/$26.00
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nents of the order parameter, andD05D0(T) describes the
temperature-dependent amplitude value of the order par
eter.

The parameterg5Ds /Dg is the key value here. Ifg
,1, then the order parameterD~q,w! is a alternating-sign
quantity, which means that some reflected trajectories ex
rience an intrinsic phase difference. This results in supp
sion of the order parameter in the vicinity of the interfa
between two superconductors, similar to what is known
contacts between twod-wave superconductors~see Ref. 7
and references therein!, and in this case the non-sel
consistent calculation, presented below, can be justified
weak links in the form of both point contacts and pla
boundaries between two banks. Another consequence o
intrinsic phase difference is the appearance of the spont
ous phase difference~which means that at equilibrium, whe
j J50 andd jJ /df.0, the phase difference is not zero:f
5f0Þ0) and the spontaneous interface current at equi
rium atf5f0 ~which is demonstrated below!. If g>1, then
the order parameter is not an alternating-sign quan
D(q,w)>0, and the non-self-consistent calculation can o
be justified for a weak link in the form of a point contact.
this case at the contact there is also the component of
current along the interface due to the anisotropy of the or
parameter. However this current is not spontaneous, wh
means that at equilibrium atf50 both the Josephson an
interface current components are equal to zero.

In what follows we study the stationary Josephson eff
in the weak link between two borocarbides, described by
s1g-wave model~1! of the order parameter, and compa
the results with the Josephson current betweend-wave su-
perconductors (D5D0 sin 2w). We consider a perfect contac
between two clean, differently oriented superconductors.
external order parameter phase differencef is assumed to
drop at the interface planex50. The theoretical description
of the Josephson effect is based on the Eilenberger equa
as was described, for example, in Refs. 7. The standard
cedure of matching the solutions of the bulk Eilenberg
equations at the boundary gives the Matsubara Green’s f

tion Ĝv(0) at the contact atx50.7 The componentĜv
11(0)

[gv(0) of Ĝv(0) determines the current density at th
boundary:
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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j ux5052 j D4p (
v.0

^k̂ Im g~0!& k̂ , j D5ueuN0vFD0 ~2!

Im g~0!52sign~kx!
DLDR sinf

VLVR1vn
21DLDR cosf

, ~3!

whereN0 is the density of states at the Fermi level,^...& k̂
denotes averaging over the directions of Fermi wave ve
k, k̂5k/k is the unit vector in the direction ofk, vn

5pT(2n11) are Matsubara frequencies,DL,R stands for
the order parameter in the left~right! bank, and VL,R

5Avn
21DL,R

2 .
Making use of Eqs.~2! and~3!, we numerically plot the

current-phase relations for two components of the currenj x

~through the contact! and j y ~along the contact!. We assume
that thec axes of the left and right superconducting ban
are directed along thez axis, that thea andb axes of the left
superconductor are directed along thex andy axes, and that
the ab basal plane of the right superconductor is rotated
an anglea with respect to the left superconductor. In Fig.
the current through the contact~Josephson current! is plotted
versus the phase difference for bothd-wave ands1g-wave
models of the order parameter for low temperature an
relative angle between superconducting banksa5p/4. The
current–phase relations arequalitatively different, a fact
which can be used as a test to discriminate experimen
the true model that describes a borocarbide.

Generally speaking, there is a currentj y tangential to the
boundary in addition to the current through the contactj x .3

The case of the contact of twod-wave superconductors ha
been considered in many papers~see Ref. 7 and reference
therein!. Here we consider in more detail the Josephson
fect for the s1g-wave model. In this case the Josephs
current depends weakly on the relative anglea between the
superconductors, while the current along the contact pl
depends strongly ona: j y50 for a50 andp/4 and attains
the maximal value ata5p/8. In Fig. 2 we plot bothj x and
j y for the s1g-wave model of the order parameter for lo
temperature anda5p/8. If g>1, then the tangential com
ponent of the current density in the contact plane rema
much smaller than the transverse component for any va
of the phase differencef and of the relative angle betwee
superconductorsa. At g,1, as is pointed out above, th

FIG. 1. Josephson current density versus phase difference for both
d-wave ands1g-wave models of the order parameter~the solid line corre-
sponds tog51 and the dotted line corresponds tog52). T50.05D0 , a
5p/4. The order parameters for thed-wave ands1g-wave models in mo-
mentum space are shown in the insets.
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spontaneous phase difference and spontaneous interface
rent appear. The effect is the most pronounced atg!1, as is
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Thus we have considered a weak link between t
clean, differently oriented borocarbide superconductors.
current-phase relations were compared for thed-wave and
s1g-wave models of the order parameter. The dependen
of the Josephson current on the phase difference are qua
tively different for these models. It is shown that because
the anisotropy of the order parameter there is a current
gential to the boundary for thes1g-wave model, which at-
tains its maximum at a relative angle between supercond
ors equal top/8. This interface current can exist in th
absence of Josephson current at equilibrium ifg,1. The
observation of such spontaneous current can be used as
of whether the order parameter is alternating-sign or not
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Monte Carlo study of the critical properties of yttrium orthoferrite
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Models describing the critical properties of yttrium orthoferrite are proposed. The models are
investigated by the Monte Carlo method. The main static critical exponents for the
models are calculated using the formalism of the theory of finite-size scaling, and their universality
classes are determined. The results can account for the contradiction between the
experimentally observed and theoretically predicated pictures of the critical behavior of yttrium
orthoferrite. It is shown that the models of YFeO3 are mainly described by the Ising
universality class of critical behavior. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The quantitative description of phase transitions a
critical phenomena in real lattice systems remains one of
most difficult problems of modern condensed matter theo
Various theoretical methods are used for their descript
renormalization group and the« expansion, high- and low
temperature expansions, etc.1–3 With the use of these meth
ods and the Ising, Heisenberg, and other models, volumin
information has been obtained about the behavior of vari
thermodynamic quantities over a wide range of temperatu
and other parameters. However, the majority of real syst
cannot be described by models of this kind, and their st
requires the use of considerably more complex mod
which leads to serious difficulties in studies by the traditio
theoretical methods. For this and a number of other reas
the study of phase transitions and critical phenomena
models of complex systems is done using Monte Ca
methods.4–6 In this paper we use Monte Carlo methods
study the critical properties of models which we have p
posed for describing the complex weak ferromagnet yttri
orthoferrite (YFeO3).

Models describing the critical properties of YFeO3 are of
interest because the presence of a Dzyaloshinski�–Moriya
interaction and single-ion anisotropy of the easy-axis ty
against the background of strong exchange interactions l
to a complex pattern of critical behavior on account of
change in its character~crossover! which is brought about by
additional weak interactions. The presence of crossover c
plicates the experimental study of the critical region cons
erably and makes a clear determination of the critical par
eters of this material difficult. For that reason the existi
experimental data are contradictory, and it has been imp
sible to make an unambiguous determination of the univ
sality class of the critical behavior of YFeO3 on the basis of
those data.7 On the other hand, this leads to considera
diversity in the features of the critical behavior of the ma
1391063-777X/2005/31(2)/4/$26.00
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rial and makes its study interesting from a physical point
view.

2. PROPERTIES OF YFeO3 NEAR THE CRITICAL
TEMPERATURE

Yttrium orthoferrite has a distorted perovskite structu
in which the antisymmetric Dyzaloshinski�–Moriya ex-
change creates transverse weak ferromagnetism with a
configurationGxFz or GzFx ~Ref. 8!.

Over a rather wide range of temperatures below the c
cal the weak-ferromagnetic momentF and the antiferromag-
netic vector G are directed along theZ and X axes,
respectively.8 The antiferromagnetic exchange interaction o
ders the magnetic moments in the plane perpendicular to
Z axis,9,10 and accordingly yttrium orthoferrite can be cla
sified with magnets having critical behavior of theXY uni-
versality class. The values of the critical parameters11,12 cal-
culated on the basis of the experimental data also attest t
XY character of the critical behavior. This fact is at od
with the expected Ising-like critical behavior. The tempe
ture interval in which the Ising critical behavior should b
dominant can be calculated theoretically by determining
crossover temperaturetcr5(Da /uJu)1/f ~Ref. 7!, where t
5(T2Tc)/Tc , and f 51.25 for crossover fromn53 to n
51 (n is the number of components of the order paramet!.
It follows from these data thattcr53.3831022 and, conse-
quently, fort!tcr Ising critical behavior should be observe
Although the interval of reduced temperaturest,3.38
31022 for YFeO3 is easily accessible experimentally, th
expected character of the critical behavior is not observ
Thus there is a contradiction between the theoretically p
dicted and experimentally observed pictures.

3. MICROSCOPIC MODEL OF YTTRIUM ORTHOFERRITE

In constructing models of yttrium orthoferrite we hav
taken into account the following magnetic and crystal
graphic features of this material:8,13 in YFeO3 the Y ions are
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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diamagnetic, and their contribution to the critical propert
can be neglected; then the magnetic properties are d
mined solely by the Fe31 ions. One can distinguish two sub
lattices in yttrium orthoferrite, in which the magnetic m
ments are oriented in theXY plane by the antiferromagneti
exchange; the Dzyaloshinski�–Moriya interaction leads to
canting of the magnetic moments of the sublattices and to
appearance of a weak-ferromagnetic moment directed a
the Z axis; YFeO3 has single-ion anisotropy directed alon
theZ axis; the sublattice of the Fe31 ions in YFeO3 is nearly
cubic.

With these features taken into account, one can write
Hamiltonian of this system in the form

H52
1

2
J(

i , j
~Si•Sj !2

1

2
DDzd(

i , j
@Si3Sj #2Da(

i
~Si

z!2,

~1!

where the first term takes into account the antiferromagn
exchange interaction (J,0) of each of the Fe31 ions with
all of its nearest neighbors, the second term is
Dzyaloshinski�–Moriya interaction~d is a unit vector di-
rected along theZ axis!, and the third term is the single-io
anisotropy, which is directed along theZ axis.8

According to the data obtained on the basis of molecu
field theory,7,8 the Dzyaloshinski�–Moriya interaction param-
eter DDz and the anisotropy parameterDa have the values
DDz /uJu52.031022 andDa /uJu57.031023.

To explain the character and features of the critical
havior of YFeO3 we have considered three models. Mod
Y1 takes into account the exchange interaction of each F31

ion with its nearest neighbors and the single-ion anisotro
model Y2 takes into account the exchange interaction of
Fe31 ions with their nearest neighbors and t
Dzyaloshinski�–Moriya interaction; model Y3 takes into ac
count the exchange interaction, the single-ion anisotropy,
the Dzyaloshinski�–Moriya interaction.

4. METHOD OF INVESTIGATION AND FINITE-SIZE SCALING

The calculations were done for a system of cubic sha
with linear dimensionsL3L3L (L58, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18
20, 22, 24, 26, 28, and 30!. The effective number of spins in
the system,Neff , ranged from 512 to 27000. Periodic boun
ary conditions were imposed in the modeling, and all
calculations were done using the standard Metrop
algorithm.6

Markov chains up to 1.03106 MCsteps/spin in length
along which the average was done, were generated on a
To bring the system to a state of thermodynamic equilibri
the nonequilibrium segments up to 4.03104 MCsteps/spin
were truncated.

For direct calculation of the critical parameters we us
the relations of finite-size scaling~FSS! theory ~see the ref-
erences cited in Refs. 6 and 14!.

The basic idea of FSS theory is to take into account
influence of the finite (L!`) size of the systems studied b
Monte Carlo methods. According to that theory, the free
ergy of a sufficiently large system (L@1) with periodic
boundary conditions at a temperature close toTc(T→Tc)
scales as follows:
s
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F~T,L !5L2dF~ tL1/n!, ~2!

whered is the space dimension,Tc5Tc(L5`), andn is the
static critical exponent of the correlation length of an in
nitely large system.

As a consequence of relation~2! the heat capacity, sus
ceptibility, and magnetization per spin have the followin
dependence:

C~T,L !'La/nC0~ tL1/n!, ~3!

x~T,L !'Lg/nx0~ tL1/n!, ~4!

m~T,L !'L2b/nm0~ tL1/n!. ~5!

Relations~3!–~5! describe the critical behavior of infinitely
large systems fort!1 andL→`.

The value of the FSS theory has grown since the Bin
cumulant method15 has come to be used for calculating th
critical temperature. According to FSS theory, the cumula
UL ,

UL512^m4&/3^m2&2, ~6!

for systems with different sizeL intersect at the critical poin
Tc . Thus, having constructed the temperature curves ofUL

for systems with finite sizeL, one can calculate the critica
temperatures to a high degree of accuracy.

5. STATIC CRITICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MODELS

The temperature dependence of the heat capacity
susceptibility is described by the expressions16

C5~NK2!~^U2&2^U&2!, ~7!

x5~NK!~^m2&2^m&2!, ~8!

where K5uJu/kBT, U is the internal energy, andm is the
sublattice magnetization.

The temperature curves of the heat capacity, suscept
ity, and magnetization calculated with the use of model
are presented in Figs. 1–3. The same curves were obta
for the other two models. It is seen in the figures that all
the temperature curves for the different quantities have p
nounced maxima, and these maxima all occur at the s
temperature, within the error limits. The absence of a shif
the maxima of the heat capacity and susceptibility w
changingL and their good agreement with each other

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the heat capacityC in the Y2 model.
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respect to temperature and with the values obtained by
Binder cumulant method attest to the reliability of the det
mination of the critical temperature.

The characteristic temperature dependence of the Bin
cumulants for systems with different linear dimensions
shown in Fig. 4. The point of intersection of these curves
the critical point. The temperatures thus determined for m
els Y1, Y2, and Y3 have the respective valueskBTc /uJu
51.440(2), 1.573~2!, and 1.563~2!, respectively. These val
ues are in good agreement with the temperaturesTc deter-
mined from the maxima of the temperature curves of the h
capacity and susceptibility.

For calculating the critical parameters of the suscepti
ity and magnetization we have used relations~4! and ~5!. It
follows from these expressions that forT5Tc and suffi-
ciently large values ofL

m;L2b/n, ~9!

x;Lg/n. ~10!

Thus the slope of the straight line in the logarithm
plots of x andm versusL gives the values ofg/n andb/n.
Knowing the values ofn for the corresponding models, on
can easily determineg andb. The characteristic dependenc
of the susceptibility onL for the Y2 model is shown in Fig
5. This and analogous data for the models Y1 and Y3
also for the magnetization in all three models were used
calculation of the exponentsg andb.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the susceptibilityx in the Y2 model.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the magnetizationm in the Y2 model.
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A surprising fact is that relations of the type~9!, ~10! do
not hold for the heat capacity; this situation had been
countered previously17 but was given no special significanc
as it was thought to have been inherent only to certain m
els. Later it was convincingly shown4 that such behavior of
the heat capacity is inherent to a much broader class of m
els. Therefore, in practice for calculating the critical exp
nenta we have used the relation

Cmax~L !5Cmax~L5`!2aLa/n, ~11!

wherea is some coefficient. Another important question ar
ing in the use of expressions~9!–~11! is the choice ofn. The
reason is that after concrete values ofg/n, b/n, anda/n have
been determined, the values of the exponentsa, b, andg will
depend on the value chosen forn. In simple models~Ising,
XY, or Heisenberg! the problem is solved simply: for thes
models one must use the valuesn50.63, n50.67, andn
50.71, respectively.18,19 The situation is different in com-
plex models in which crossover transitions can occur. T
question is rather interesting and requires some explana

In processing the data for complex models, one gen
ally uses the value corresponding to the leading term in
Hamiltonian; e.g., for Hamiltonian~1! this is the term de-
scribing the strong isotropic exchange interactions, and fo
n50.71 ~the Heisenberg model!. In our case, however, fo
calculating the critical exponents the data obtained aT
5Tc are used. Consequently, in this case the character o
critical behavior is determined by additional interactio
~e.g., the Dzyaloshinski�–Moriya interaction, the anisotropy

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the Binder cumulantsUL in the Y2
model.

FIG. 5. Logarithmic dependence of the susceptibilityx on the linear dimen-
sionsL of the system for the Y2 model.
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etc.!, and the choice ofn should correspond to the characte
istic of these interactions. Thus for all three models stud
here one should use the valuen50.63, corresponding to th
Ising model, since all the additional interactions in mod
Y1, Y2, and Y3 give Ising critical behavior atTc . On the
basis of expressions~9!–~11! we obtain the following values
for the models studied: Y1 model:a/n50.162(2), g/n
51.874(4), b/n50.473(4); Y2 model: a/n520.073,
g/n51.972, b/n50.443; Y3 model: a/n50.151, g/n
51.932,b/n50.451.

For n50.63 these data give the following sets of exp
nents: for Y1: a50.10(2), g51.21(4), b50.30(2); for
Y2: a520.04, g51.24, b50.32; for Y3: a50.09, g
51.22, b50.30.

The values of the critical exponents obtained for mod
Y1 and Y3 correspond to the Ising model and agree with
theoretical values to within the error limits (a50.108,g
51.24,b50.326).18,19The Ising character of the critical be
havior of these models agrees with the character expe
from the form of the Hamiltonian, since for both models t
Hamiltonian includes the single-ion anisotropy, which giv
the corresponding behavior atTc . The data for the Y2 mode
disagrees with all of the known models. For complex mod
with crossover transitions this can occur in two cases: ei
the exponents are calculated in the crossover region, w
does not reach the asymptotic critical region, or the chara
of the critical behavior ofC, x, andm for this model differs
from the expected, and it is necessary to recalculate the c
cal parameters.

The first case can apparently be ruled out, since the
and Y3 models studied in the same regimes do not con
any contradictions. A recalculation of the data usingn
50.67 (XY model! and n50.71 ~Heisenberg model! gives
the following sets of exponents:a520.04(2), g
51.32(4), b50.32(2) for n50.67; a520.05(2), g
51.39(4), b50.35(2) forn50.71.

It is clear that the values of the exponents from the s
ond set, although close to the theoretically predicted val
for the Heisenberg model, do not coincide with them. Ho
ever, the values ofa, b, andg obtained forn50.67 are in
good agreement with the results for theXY model, coincid-
ing with them within the experimental error.

Behavior characteristic for theXY universality class has
been observed experimentally11,12,20in YFeO3. In the papers
cited the critical behavior of yttrium orthoferrite was studi
mainly by the method of Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy, which a
lows one to study the character of the fluctuations of
sublattice magnetization, the magnetic moments of which
oriented antiferromagnetically in the plane perpendicular
theZ axis. The values obtained for the critical exponents
model Y2 and the experimental values indicate that the fl
tuations of the magnetic moments of YFeO3 occur mainly in
the XY plane. In model Y3, which takes the single-ion a
isotropy into account along with the Dzyaloshinski�–Moriya
interaction, the critical behavior has Ising character, since
direction of the weak-ferromagnetic moment and the unia
anisotropy coincide. This is not seen in experiments, si
the asymptotic critical regime is extremely hard to reach
laboratory studies because of a number of serious difficu
encountered in that kind of experiment.7
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion we note that the Y1 and Y3 models,
which the single-ion anisotropy is taken into account alo
with other interactions, belong to the Ising universality cla
(d53,n51).

Model Y2, in which the Dzyaloshinski�–Moriya interac-
tion is taken into account in addition to the exchange,
longs to theXY universality class (d53,n52). It is clear
that in spite of the weak magnetic moment directed along
Z axis, the critical fluctuations in this model have a tw
dimensional character, and for that reason one observes
critical behavior characteristic for theXY model.
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Dynamic magnetic susceptibility in the t – J model
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The t –J model with a prohibition of ‘‘doubles’’~doubly occupied sites! in the lower Hubbard
band and holes in the upper band is considered in the regime of strong electron
correlations. The specific features of the electronic states are described. An expression is
obtained for the transverse dynamic susceptibilityx as a function of wave vectorq and frequency
v in the random phase approximation~RPA! in the metallic state of the system, and the
static susceptibility (v50) is analyzed in the limitsq50 andq5Q5(p,p) in a square lattice
as a function of the electron densityn. The insulating limit (n→1) is described as a spin
liquid ~SL! state. An expression for the magnetic susceptibility is proposed which unifies the RPA
and the SL concept in the presence of site percolation. It is shown that in a certain
concentration region the static susceptibility is negative~i.e., a diamagnetic effect!, which
indicates the possibility of a superconducting state with an exchange mechanism of
pairing. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1820560#
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INTRODUCTION

The physical properties of systems with strong elect
correlations have been the subject of intensive experime
and theoretical research for more than a quarter century n
Interest in such systems increased sharply after the disco
of high-temperature superconductivity~HTSC! in cuprates.
In the majority of cases the theoretical studies have b
done using the Hubbard model and modifications of it.
deed, in the complex energy structure of many substan
one can single out the region in which the main electro
events occur: narrow bands in which the Fermi level lies
is this situation that is characteristic for the Hubbard mo
in the regime of strong electron correlations, when
‘‘bare’’ band is split into two~upper and lower! bands sepa-
rated by a large one-site Coulomb repulsionU. Depending
on the electron densityn, the Fermi level is found either in
the lower Hubbard band (n512x) or in the upper (n51
1x).

Each of these bands can be described in the framew
of the t –J model, wheret is a parameter characterizing th
tunneling ~hopping! of the electrons between neares
neighbor sites of the lattice andJ is the antiferromagnetic
exchange interaction parameter between the nearest n
bors ~the sum of the direct and kinetic exchanges!. For x
Þ0 the system is found in a metallic state, while forx50
the system is an insulator with localized spins and is
scribed by the Heisenberg model.

Many physical properties of the system~depending on
the ratio between parameterst andJ, the dopant concentra
tion x, and the temperature! are reflected in the dynami
magnetic susceptibilityx(q,v), whereq is the wave vector
and v is the frequency. Divergence ofx is evidence of the
existence of long-range magnetic order, and negativity ox
~diamagnetism! indicates the possibility of superconducti
ity. It is worth noting that antiferromagnetism is observed
1431063-777X/2005/31(2)/11/$26.00
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x!1, while HTSC exists in the interval 0.1<x<0.4 ~cu-
prates!.

In the present paper we propose an expression for
transverse dynamic susceptibilityx(q,v) in the entire con-
centration interval. It is proved thatx is symmetric~with
respect to the value ofx) in the upper and lower bands. Th
limit x→0 is described as a spin liquid~SL! with highly
developed correlations of the antiferromagnetic type. In
case of a metal there is a substantial contribution to the
ceptibility calculated in the random phase approximat
~RPA!. Since in thet –J model the same electrons take pa
in the hopping and in the exchange, this dualism leads
peculiar combination of metallic and SL properties: in a c
tain concentration interval the susceptibilityx(Q,0), where
Q is a point of the Brillouin zone boundary, becomes neg
tive. The observed diamagnetic effect confirms the possi
ity of superconductivity arising due to an exchange pair
mechanism.

The theory is based on the Green function method,
the results are obtained in the framework of a linear seco
order theory.

1. HAMILTONIAN OF THE t – J MODEL

The Hamiltonian of the well-knownt –J model1

H5Ht1HJ2mN̂e , ~1!

Ht52t(
f Ds

Xf
s0Xf 1D

0s , HJ5
J

2 (
f D

Sf•Sf 1D ,

N̂e5(
f s

Xf
ss ~2!

is specified on an ideal lattice of dimensionalityd with pe-
riodic boundary conditions, wheref represents the vecto
coordinates of the sites,N in number,D represents the vec
tors connecting thez nearest neighbors,m is the chemical
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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potential,N̂e is the electron number operator,Ne is the num-
ber of electrons, andN2Ne5N0 is the number of holes
Ne /N5n is the electron density (0<n<1).

The model is defined in the so-called lower Hubba
band, i.e., in a reduced Hilbert space containing at each
tice site f either unoccupied electron statesu f 0)—holes—or
one-electron statesu f s) with projectionss5↑ and ↓. The
condition prohibiting two-electron states~doubles! at a site,
having the form

Xf
001Xf

↑↑1Xf
↓↓51, ~3!

is the condition of completeness in this model, and from
physical standpoint it means that the Coulomb repulsion
the electrons at a site is infinite:U5`. The electronic states
and transitions between them are described by the Hub
operators

Xf
pq5u f p)~ f qu, Xf

pqXf
q8p85dqq8Xf

pp8 , p,q50,s. ~4!

Because of condition~3! the algebra of the Hubbard oper
tors X differs from those for Fermi and Bose operators;
particular, the anticommutator of the quasi-Fermi operat
is given by

$Xf
s0,Xm

0s8%5d f m~Xf
ss81dss8Xf

00!.

The HamiltonianHt describes hops~tunneling! of elec-
trons from filled sites to nearest-neighbor empty sites,t.0 is
the tunneling integral. HamiltonianHJ describes an antifer
romagnetic exchange interaction (J.0) between nearest oc
cupied sites, where the spin operatorSf5(Sf

1 ,Sf
2 ,Sf

z) at site
f has the representation

Sf
15Xf

↑↓ , Sf
25Xf

↓↑ , Sf
z5

1

2
~Xf

↑↑2Xf
↓↓!. ~5!

In the nonmagnetic state

^Xf
↑↑&5^Xf

↓↓&5
1

2
~12x!, ^Xf

00&5x, n512x, ~6!

wherex is the density of holes.
The physical properties of the model will be investigat

as functions of the electron densityn and the ratiog5J/t,
which, according to the estimates of Ref. 2, does not exc
0.25. Hamiltonian~1! acts on the wave function of the sy
tem, which can be represented as a linear combination o
possible spatial configurations for a specified number
electronsNe . Clearly the number of such configuration
~even when the spin states are not taken into accoun! is
factorially large. We shall assume that the system is on
erage spatially homogeneous and that clusterization
cesses can be neglected. Indeed, the minimum ofHt is
reached for a maximal number of particle–hole pairs, a
therefore the electrons~holes! are distributed over lattice
sites on average homogeneously. On the other hand, a m
mum of HJ can occur for a maximal number of particle
particle pairs. Thus in this model there is a competition
tween electron hops and their exchange interaction
substantial role in this is played by the electron density.

In the region of low densities (n!1) the electrons can
be assumed to be ‘‘nearly free.’’ The exchange interacti
begin to play a substantial role whenn.nc , wherenc is the
t-
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site percolation concentration above which there exists
infinite cluster of strengthP(n), ensuring connectedness o
the system via the exchange interactions.3 For n→1 ~making
the system insulating! the exchange interaction becom
dominant, and forn51 there are no electron hops, and t
t –J model goes over to the Heisenberg model for localiz
spins (S51/2).

Since the hops of the electrons and their exchange in
actions occur betweenz nearest neighbors, we pass to t
dimensionless Hamiltonian

h5
H

zt
5hkin1ghex, g5J/t, m85m/zt. ~7!

Henceforth all energy parameters will be measured in u
of zt.

For describing the metallic and collective spin propert
of the system it is natural to use the momentum represe
tion and the Fourier transforms for the quasi-Fermi a
quasi-Bose operators:

Xks5
1

AN
(

f
eik fXf

0s , Xf
0s5

1

AN
(

k
e2 ik fXks , ~8!

Xq
ss85

1

AN
(

f
eik fXf

ss8 , Xf
ss85

1

AN
(

q
e2 iq fXq

ss8 ,

~9!

where the vectorsk andq belong to the first Brillouin zone,
the summation is over lattice sitesf and over all states in the
Brillouin zone. Using~7!, we represent the kinetic energ
operator in the form

hkin5(
ks

~vk2m8!Xks
1 Xks ,

vk52gk , gk5
1

z (
D

eikD. ~10!

We write the Hamiltonian of thet –J model in theupper
Hubbard bandin the form

H ~Up!5Ht* 1HJ2mNe* , ~11!

Ht* 52t* (
f Ds

Xf
2sXf 1D

s2 , HJ5
J

2 (
f D

Sf•Sf 1D ,

Ne* 5(
f

Xf
22. ~12!

The zero of energy is the large quantityU that separates the
Hubbard bands. Heret* is the hopping integral of an elec
tron between singly occupied sites,Ne* 5N̂2 is the number
operator for the additional~in excess of the number of sites!

electrons, i.e., for the ‘‘doubles,’’̂N̂2&/N5x is the concen-
tration of additional electrons~or the electron doping con
centration!, 0<x<1, m is the chemical potential in the uppe
band, and the exchange interactions are exactly the sam
in the lower band. In the strong correlation regime we
sume that the condition forbidding the appearance of hole
satisfied:

Xf
↑↑1Xf

↓↓1Xf
2251. ~13!
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In the nonmagnetic state

^Xf
↑↑&5^Xf

↓↓&5
1

2
~12x!, ^Xf

22&5x. ~14!

The dimensionless Hamiltonian~in units ofzt* ) is simi-
lar in appearance to~6!. Using the Fourier transformation

Xk
s25

1

AN
(

f
eik fXf

s2, Xf
s25

1

AN
(

k
e2 ik fXk

s2, ~15!

we obtain

hkin* 5(
ks

~vk2m* !Xk
2sXk

s2, m* 5m/zt* . ~16!

The expression for the exchange Hamiltonian remains
changed except for a possible renormalization of the inte
tion parameterg5J/t* .

The Hamiltonian of the system commutes with all co
ponents of the total spin operator and with its square. T
operatorsH, Sz, and S2 have common eigenfunctions an
are classified according to the value of the total spinS of the
system. The ground state is the singlet state of the sys
with total spinS50. Relations~6! and~4! attest to the pres
ence of symmetry with respect to the doping concentra
x: hole ~in the lower band! and electron~in the upper band!.

2. EQUATIONS FOR THE QUASI-FERMI OPERATORS
AND THE SPECIFICS OF THE ELECTRONIC STATES

Using the Hamiltonianh of Eq. ~7! and theX-operator
algebra, we write the equation of motion for the quasi-Fe
operator~here and below we take\51):

iẊ f
0s5@Xf

0s ,h#52
1

z (
D

Xf 1D
0s 2

1

z (
D

@Xf
s̄sXf 1D

0s̄

2Xf
s̄s̄Xf 1D

0s #1g
1

2z(
D

@Xf 1D
s̄s Xf

0s̄

1h~s!Sf 1D
z Xf

0s#2m8Xf
0s . ~17!

The nonlinearity of the equation of motion is due to t
algebra of the Hubbard operators~including the forbidden-
ness condition! and the presence of the exchange excitati
As a rule, one isolates the linear term in the equation
replacing the diagonal Hubbard operators by their avera
i.e.,Xf

s̄s̄'^Xf
s̄s̄&[ns̄ and^Sf

z&[m. In the nonmagnetic stat
of the system (ns5n/2, ^Sf

z&50) the equation of motion
after Fourier transformation, takes the form

iẊks5jkXks1Yks , Yks5Rks2Lks , ~18!

Rks5
1

AN
(

p
S vp2

g

2
vk2pDXk2p

s̄s Xps̄ ,

Lks5
g

2
h~s!

1

AN
(

p
vk2pSk2p

z Xps ,

jk5«k2m8, «k5cvk , c512n/2,

s̄52s, h~↑ !51, h~↓ !521. ~19!
n-
c-

-
e

m

n

i

.
y
s,

The linear part of Eq.~18! with the spectrumjk corre-
sponds to the well known ‘‘Hubbard I’’ approximation. I
this case the single-particle anticommutator Green func
has the form

^̂ XksuXks
1 &&v5

^$Xks ,Xks
1 %&

v2jk
5

c

v2jk
. ~20!

Using ~20! and the spectral theorem, we obtain the distrib
tion function of the Hubbard electrons in the nonmagne
state:

^Xks
1 Xks&[nks5nk5c f~jk!,

f ~jk!5 f k5@exp~jk /t!11#21, ~21!

where f (jk) is the Fermi function, andt5kBT/zt is the di-
mensionless temperature.

The electron concentration is by definition equal to

n5^N̂e&/N5
1

N (
f s

^Xf
ss&5

1

N (
ks

^Xks
1 Xks&,

0<n<1. ~22!

For the Hubbard electrons Eqs.~21! and~22! imply an equa-
tion describing the interrelationship between the concen
tion n and the chemical potentialm8:

n

22n
5

1

N (
k

f ~jk!. ~23!

The Hubbard electrons have the following specific prope
at temperaturet50 at a specified concentrationn in each
‘‘occupied’’ k state with energy«k5cvk<m85«F there are
(12n/2) electrons with spin ‘‘up’’ and the same numb
with spin ‘‘down,’’ i.e., thek state contains (22n) electrons.
For n!1 the Hubbard electrons are nearly free, but forn
→1 there will be fewer than 0.5 electrons with each sp
projection in an occupiedk state. Obviously, forn51 all the
k states are occupied, i.e.,@ f (jk)#n5151 for all k. This
means that the Fermi degrees of freedom vanish.

In the upper Hubbard band the equation for the qua
Fermi operator has the form

@Xk
s̄2,h~Up!#5jkXk

s̄21
1

AN
(

p
S vp1

g

2
vk2pDXk2p

s̄s Xp
s2

1
g

2
h~s!

1

AN
(

p
vk2pSk2p

z Xp
s̄2, ~24!

where jk5Cvk2m* , C(x)5(11x)/2. The linear term
separated off in this equation corresponds to the ‘‘Hubb
I’’ approximation. The Green function for Hubbard electro
in the upper band is equal to

^̂ Xk
s2uXk

2s&&v5
^$Xk

s2,Xks
2s%&

v2jk
5

C~x!

v2jk
. ~25!

According to the spectral theorem we find

^Xk
2sXk

s2&5C~x! f ~jk!,

wheref (jk) is the Fermi distribution function of the double
Since
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1

N (
k

^Xk
2sXk

s2&5
1

N (
f

^Xf
22&5x,

we find from these relations an equation for the chem
potentialm:

x

C~x!
5

1

N (
k

f ~«k2m!,

«k5C~x!vk , C~x!5
1

2
~11x!. ~26!

The indices on the chemical potential will henceforth
dropped.

3. DYNAMIC MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY AND THE
GREEN’S FUNCTIONS

If the system is acted upon by periodic nonuniform ma
netic field }exp(2ivt), the Fourier componentsH(q,v) of
this field and the Fourier components of the magnetic m
ment M (q,v) caused by them are connected in the line
approximation by the relation

Ma~q,v!5(
b

xab~q,v!Hb~q,v!,

where xab(q,v) is the dynamic magnetic susceptibilit
a,b5x,y,z or 1,2,z. The susceptibility is a function o
temperature and of the parameters of the system and is
pressed in terms of the commutator Green function, c
structed on the basis of the Fourier components of the m
netic moment operator:4

xab~q,v!52 ^̂ Ma~q!uMb~2q!&&v1 i« , «→10. ~27!

Below we shall consider the transverse and longitudinal
mensionless susceptibilities

x12~q,v!52 ^̂ Sq
1uS2q

2 &&v1 i« ,

xzz~q,v!52 ^̂ Sq
zuS2q

z &&v1 i« , ~28!

constructed on the basis of the Fourier components of
spin operators.

In the t –J model~lower band! at an electron concentra
tion n,1 the system is a metal, while forn51 it is an
insulator with localized spins. In the metallic state the el
tron component of the spin density

~Sq
1!el5

1

AN
(

k
Xk↑

1 Xk1q↓ ~29!

is formed by the action of quasi-Fermi creation and ann
lation operators on the wave function of the system in thk
representation. The summation in~29! is over all thek states
in the first Brillouin zone. Since a Fermi surface exists
nonzero result of the action of operator~29! on the wave
function obtains when~at zero temperature! the statesuk
1q,↓) are occupied and the statesuk,↑) are empty. In the
limit n51 all thek states are occupied and from a physic
standpoint the action of operator~29! on the wave function
of the completely filled Brillouin zone gives zero.

In the representation of localized spins we have the F
rier transform of the spin operator
l

-

-
r

x-
-

g-

i-

e

-

i-

l

-

~Sq
1! loc5

1

AN
(

f
eiq fSf

1 , ~30!

where the summation is over all lattice sitesf , although in
the general case forn,1 there are holes—empty sites. Th
operator acts on the wave function in the configuration r
resentation. Obviously in the limitn51 the contribution~30!
is maximum and the susceptibility of the system is that of
localized spins.

Representations~29! and ~30! differ formally in their
‘‘genetic origin,’’ but it should be kept in mind that thes
operators describe thesameelectrons that take part in bot
the hopping (t) and exchange (J) processes. It is easy t
show that the two representations are equivalent. Inde
since

Xk↑
1 5

1

AN
(
m

e2 ikmXm
↑0,

Xk1q↓5
1

AN
(

f
ei ~k1q! fXf

0↓ ,

after substitution of these expressions into~29! and the use
of the sum rules we obtain

~Sq
1!el5~Sq

1! loc5Sq
1 .

In the upper Hubbard band the electron representatio
the spin operator has the form

~Sq
1!el5

1

AN
(

k
Xk1q

↑2 Xk
2↓ ~31!

and as before is equivalent to the localized representatio

4. RANDOM PHASE APPROXIMATION

The magnetic susceptibility of a metal is usually calc
lated in the random phase approximation~RPA!. Here we
shall use representation~29! for the Fourier transform of the
spin operator in the lower band. The RPA is standard:
equation for the operator of an individual excitation invol
ing a spin flip

i
d

dt
~Xk↑

1 Xk1q↓!5~jk1q2jk!Xk↑
1 Xk1q↓1Xk↑

1 Yk1q↓

2Yk↑
1 Xk1q↓ ~32!

is linearized by pairings of the ‘‘external’’ operatorsXk↑
1 and

Xk1q↓ . In in the calculations of the transverse Green fun
tion in this approximation only the contribution of theR
operator is given~taking theL operators into account goe
outside the framework of the RPA!. Then the equation for the
Green function

v^̂ Xk↑
1 Xk1q↓uS2q

2 &&v5^@Xk↑
1 Xk1q↓ ,S2q

2 #&

1 K K i
d

dt
~Xk↑

1 Xk1q↓!US2q
2 L L

v

has the approximate solution
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^̂ Xk↑
1 Xk1q↓uS2q

2 &&v
RPA

5
1

AN

~nk2nk1q!1Ekq^̂ Sq
1uS2q

2 &&v

v2~«k1q2«k!
, ~33!

where

^Xks
1 Xks&5nk5c fk , «k5cvk ,

Ekq5vknk2vk1qnk1q1
g

2
~nk1q2nk!vq . ~34!

After summation in accordance with~29! we obtain

^̂ Sq
1uS2q

2 &&v
RPA5

G0~q,v!

12G1~q,v!
[GRPA~q,v!, ~35!

G0~q,v!5
1

N (
k

nk2nk1q

v2~«k1q2«k!
,

G1~q,v!5P~q,v!2
g

2
vqG0~q,v!,

P~q,v!5
1

N (
k

«kf k2«k1qf k1q

v2~«k1q2«k!
. ~36!

It should be noted that as a result of the use of the RP
closed expression~35! is obtained for the transverse Gree
functions with the representation of the spin density in
form ~29!. In the RPA exchange effects are partially tak
into account—they come in through the expression forG1 .
The functionP(q,v) reflects the presence of the kinema
interaction in the system.

In the calculation of the longitudinal Green function wi
the z component of the spin density

~Sq
z!el5

1

AN
(

k
Sk,k1q

z ,

Sk,k1q
z 5

1

2
~Xk↑

1 Xk1q↑2Xk↓
1 Xk1q↓!

the equation of motion is constructed for the opera
Sk,k1q

z , which is then localized by pairings. In this case on
the ‘‘longitudinal’’ nonlinear L operators contribute in the
RPA. It can be shown that in the nonmagnetic state

^̂ Sq
zuS2q

z &&v
RPA5

1

2
^̂ Sq

1uS2q
2 &&v

RPA. ~37!

This relation for the averages means that the system
sesses spin isotropy.

Calculation of the susceptibility in the upper Hubba
band is done in an analogous way: we construct the equa
for the operatorXk1q

↑2 Xk
2↓ , which is then linearized accordin

to the scheme indicated above. As a result we obtain

^̂ Sq
1uS2q

2 &&v
RPA5

G0~q,v!

12 P̃~q,v!1
g

2
vqG0~q,v!

[GRPA
~Up!~q,v!, ~38!
a

e

r

s-

on

G0~q,v!5C
1

N (
k

f k2 f k1q

v2~«k1q2«k!
,

P̃~q,v!5
1

N (
k

«k~12 f k!2«k1q~12 f k1q!

v2~«k1q2«k!
, ~39!

whereC5C(x)5(11x)/2, «k5Cvk , f k5 f («k2m).
Analysis of the susceptibility in the RPA. In the lower

Hubbard band the transverse dynamic susceptibility ca
lated in the RPA is written in accordance with~35! and~36!
in the following form (x052G0):

xRPA~q,v1 ia!5
x0~q,v1 ia!

12P~q,v1 ia!2
g

2
vqx0~q,v1 ia!

,

a→10. ~40!

The static susceptibility (v50) is analyzed in two lim-
its: 1! q→0 and 2! q5Q in the presence of the conditio
«k1Q52«k ~e.g., in a square latticeQ5(p,p)). The tem-
perature is assumed to be zero, and we drop the parameta,
with the idea that some of the sums~integrals! that arise will
be understood in the principal value sense.

1. In the limit q→0 we expand the functions«k1q and
f («k1q2m) in series in the small quantityq, with the result

lim
q→0

x0~q,0![x05c
1

N (
k

S 2
] f ~jk!

]«k
D

5c
1

N (
k

d~«k2m!5cD~m!5D~meff!,

~41!

lim
q→0

xRPA~q,0![xRPA~0,0!

5
D~meff!

12n

12n/2
1S meff1

g

2DD~meff!

;

c5
12x

2
. ~42!

HereD(v) is the density of states corresponding to the d
persion relationvk , meff5m/c is the effective chemical po
tential, which varies over the limits21<meff<1, like the
bare spectrumvk . Since «k5cvk , we have mD(m)
5meffD(meff). The concentration dependence of the susce
bility is established by virtue of relation~23!, which is rep-
resented in the form

n

22n
5J~meff!5E

21

meff
D~v!dv, n5n~meff!

5
2J~meff!

11J~meff!
. ~43!

2. In the limit q5Q we obtain

xRPA~Q,0![x̃RPA52
x̃0~meff!

12n

12n/2
2

g

2
x̃0~meff!

,
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x̃0~meff!5PE
umeffu

1 D~v!

v
dv. ~44!

In the upper Hubbard band the RPA susceptibility h
the form

xRPA
~Up!~q,v!5

x0~q,v!

12 P̃~q,v!2
g

2
vqx0~q,v!

. ~45!

The static susceptibility and its limits forq→0, q5Q and
the concentration dependence are calculated in an analo
way.

Figure 1 shows the results of the calculation of the c
centration dependence of the susceptibilityxRPA(0,0)
[xRPA andxRPA(Q,0)[x̃RPA in the lower Hubbard band in
a square lattice~the density of statesD(v) has a logarithmic
divergence atmeff50). We note that there is particle–ho
symmetry: the expressions for the susceptibility in the up
band have reflection symmetry about the vertical correspo
ing to the electron concentrationn51, i.e., x (L)(12x)
5x (Up)(11x). In both cases the concentrationx51/3 corre-
sponds to a zero value of the chemical potential,m5meff

50.

5. SUSCEPTIBILITY OF THE LOCALIZED SPINS

At an electron concentrationn51 we have a system o
localized spins (s51/2), which is described by the Heisen

FIG. 1. Static susceptibility~in the RPA! for q50 ~a! andq5Q5(p,p) ~b!
in the lower Hubbard band in a square lattice as a function of the elec
concentrationn.
s

ous

-

r
d-

berg Hamiltonianhex with antiferromagnetic exchange inte
actions between nearest neighbors. In a three-dimensi
alternant lattice an antiferromagnetic~AF! ground state is
realized. In previous papers5–7 by the author such a system
was described as a spin liquid with a singlet ground sta
That approach is quite general, for it is applicable both t
square lattice~in which long-range magnetic order is abse
at TÞ0) and to an fcc lattice~where frustration and quantum
fluctuations destroy the antiferromagnetism! and even to al-
ternant three-dimensional sc and bcc lattices~for which the
spin-liquid state turns out to be energetically favorable o
the AF state!. In the SL state the spin correlation function
alternate in sign as in an antiferromagnet but they decay w
distance, so that a short-range AF order exists in the s
liquid.

If the system has holes with a concentrationx ~the lower
Hubbard band! or additional electrons with a concentrationx
~doubles in the upper Hubbard band!, then, generally speak
ing, we have a magnetically ordered system with the sy
bolic formula M12xOx , whereM is the symbol of a mag-
netically active~singly occupied! site with spins51/2, and
O is a hole or double. Electron hops are equivalent to
motion of holes~doubles!. In the model under consideration
because of the forbiddenness condition, new holes
doubles are not formed, so thatx is a specified macroparam
eter of the system.

In the construction of a theory of disordered system
configurational averaging is performed over all possi
states. Owing to the motion of holes~doubles!, which is
described by the Hamiltonianhkin , these magnetic ‘‘defects’
are distributed on average in a spatially homogeneous m
ner. For this reason we can assume that the physical qu
ties to be calculated are self-averaging.

Below we present a description of the model in the low
band with a concentration of magnetically active sitesn in
the ‘‘virtual crystal’’ approximation, in which the scatterin
of collective spin excitations on defects~holes! is neglected.
Global connectedness of the system via exchange inte
tions exists fornc,n<1 and is characterized by the streng
of the infinite clusterP(n) ~Ref. 3!. The characteristicsn and
P(n) will be used for a self-consistent calculation of th
properties of the spin system.

To eliminate the need of referring to Refs. 5–7, w
present here the main equations and results of the spin-li
theory. The first-order equations for the spin operators
standard:

iṠf
15@Sf

1 ,ghex#5gAf ,

Af5
1

z (
D

~Sf
zSf 1D

1 2Sf 1D
z Sf

1!,

iṠf
z5@Sf

z ,ghex#5g
1

2z(
D

~Sf
1Sf 1D

2 2Sf 1D
1 Sf

2!. ~46!

Since in the SL state one has^Sf
a&50, a56,z, for construc-

tion of the theory we need the second-order equations:

@@Sf
1 ,ghex#,ghex#5g@Af ,ghex#5g2Bf , ~47!

n
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Bf5
1

z2 (
DD8

H 1

2
~Sf

1Sf 1D8
2

2Sf 1D8
1 Sf

2!Sf 1D
1

2Sf 1D
z ~Sf

zSf 1D8
1

2Sf 1D8
z Sf

1!1Sf
z~Sf 1D

z Sf 1D2D8
1

2Sf 1D2D8
z Sf 1D

1 !2
1

2
~Sf 1D

1 Sf 1D2D8
2

2Sf 1D2D8
1 Sf 1D

2 !Sf
1J . ~48!

Performing the Fourier transformation of the operators,
obtain equations for the Green functions

v^̂ Sq
1uS2q

2 &&v5g^̂ AquS2q
2 &&v ,

v^̂ AquS2q
2 &&v5^@Aq ,S2q

2 #&1g^̂ BquS2q
2 &&v

or

v2^̂ Sq
1uS2q

2 &&v5g^@Aq ,S2q
2 #&1g2^̂ BquS2q

2 &&v , ~49!

where

^@Aq ,S2q
2 #&5K1~12gq!,

1

2
K152^Sf

1Sf 1D
2 &52

1

z (
D

^Sf
1Sf 1D

2 &.0. ~50!

Linearization of the operatorBq ~see Appendix 1!

Bq'~Bq! lin5Vq
2Sq

1 ,

Vq
25l2~12gq!~11gq1d! ~51!

leads to closure of the chain of equations, and, as a resul
obtain the Green function in the form

^̂ Sq
1uS2q

2 &&v
SL[GSL~q,v!5

gK1~12gq!

v22g2Vq
2 . ~52!
ve
es

a

a

e

e

we

This function depends on three parameters unknowna priori,
namely,K1 , l, andd, which are functions of the concentra
tion and temperature. They must be calculated s
consistently.

On the basis of the spectral theorem we find the Fou
transform of the correlation function

^Sq
1S2q

2 &[
1

2
K~q!, ~53!

K~q!5
K1

l

12gq

Eq~d!
cothS glEq~d!

2t D ,

where the spectrum is written in the formVq5lEq(d), and
t5Q/zt is the temperature in dimensionless units.

The self-consistent calculation of the parameters is ba
primarily on the sum rule

K05n5
1

N (
q

K~q!, R50, ~54!

wheren is the concentration of magnetically active sites. W
shall now postulate that the spatial correlation functions m
reflect the connectedness of the system via exchange i
actions through the strength of the infinite clusterP(n), i.e.,

KR5P~n!
1

N (
q

eiqRK~q!, RÞ0 ~55!

~we recall thatf andR are vectors and thatKR5K2R). We
do the calculation at zero temperature~hyperbolic cotangent
equal to unity!. According to Ref.~55!, we obtainR5D and
we form the correlation functionK1 in accordance with the
definition ~50!. Then from~54! and ~55! we obtain the sys-
tem of equations
5 n5
K1

l
I 0~d!, I 0~d!5E

21

1

D~g!
12g

E~g,d!
dg, E~g,d!5A~12g!~11g1d!,

K15P~n!
K1

l
I 1~d!, I 1~d!5E

21

1

D~g!~2g!
12g

E~g,d!
dg.

~56!
the
r

n
In
at-
tant.
In these formulas we have gone over from summation o
the Brillouin zone to integration with a density of stat
D(g) corresponding to the dispersion relationgq .

The solution of this system of equations is

K15nP~n!
I 1~d!

I 0~d!
, l5P~n!I 1~d!. ~57!

For the self-consistent calculation of the parameterd a
method of moments was proposed in Refs. 5–7. It w
shown that forn51 a solutiond50 exists in alternant lat-
tices. Then the spectrum of excitationsVq relative to the
singlet ground state is analogous to the spectrum of AF m
nons and differs only in the ‘‘stiffness’’ parameterl. For n
Þ1 we limit consideration to a phenomenological mod
r

s

g-

l

~rather than carrying out a self-consistent calculation of
parameterd(n), which goes beyond the scope of this pape!,
assuming thatd(n)}(12n)b.

The static susceptibility of the SL is equal to

xSL~q,0!52GSL~q,0!5
gK1~12gq!

g2Vq
2

5
1

gI0I 1

n

P~n!

1

11gq1d~n!
. ~58!

The divergence of the susceptibility of the SL atn51 (d
50) for the valueq5Q is evidence of the existence of a
infinite correlation length of the antiferromagnetic type.
the vicinity of the percolation threshold a more careful tre
ment is needed, since scattering process become impor
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Nevertheless, the divergence in~58! for n→nc , P(n)→0 is
completely reasonable from a physical standpoint: at the
colation threshold the spin system is a set of independ
clusters and individual spins, and the susceptibility of suc
system atT50 tends to infinity.

6. SUSCEPTIBILITY OF THE STABILITY IN THE SECOND-
ORDER THEORY

In this Section we calculate the transverse susceptib
of the system in the concentration regionnc,n<1. The
presence of electron hops from occupied sites to empty s
does not alter the global properties of the infinite cluster t
provides the connectedness of the system via sites. We
sume as before that the system is found in the nonmagn
~singlet! state, when̂ Sf

a&50, a56,z.
First-order equations. The equation for the localized

spin operatorSf
1 has the form

iṠf
15@Sf

1 ,hkin1ghex#

5
1

z (
D

~Xf 1D
↑0 Xf

0↓2Xf
↑0Xf 1D

0↓ !1gAf . ~59!

It follows from ~59! that the operatorhkin ‘‘collapses’’ the
localized spin operator into a product of quasi-Fermi ope
tors. On the basis of Eq.~59! ~after its Fourier transforma
tion! we obtain an exact equation for the Green function:

v^̂ Sq
1uS2q

2 &&v5
1

AN
(

k
~vk1q2vk!^̂ Xk↑

1 Xk1q↓uS2q
2 &&v

1g^̂ AquS2q
2 &&v , ~60!

whereAq is the Fourier transform of the operatorAf . The
Green function in the summand in Eq.~60! has been found
previously in the RPA. Consistency of the calculations
achieved~as one can see by taking the limit to the caseg
50) when

~vk1q2vk!^̂ Xk↑
1 Xk1q↓uS2q

2 &&v'~«k1q

2«k!^̂ Xk↑
1 Xk1q↓uS2q

2 &&v
RPA, ~61!

where«k5cvk and the Green function in the RPA is give
by formula ~33!. After substituting~61! and ~33! into ~60!
and performing some straightforward transformations we
tain

v^̂ Sq
1uS2q

2 &&v'v@G0~q,v!1G1~q,v!^̂ Sq
1uS2q

1 &&v#

1g^̂ AquS2q
2 &&v . ~62!

Second-order equation. Since the operatorAf is not lin-
earized in the nonmagnetic state we have postulated,
must write the equation of motion for it:

iȦ f5@Af ,hkin#1g@Af ,hex#[M f1gBf . ~63!

Here

M f5
1

z2 (
DD8

$F f 1D8, f
z Sf 1D

1 2Sf 1D
z F f 1D8, f

1

1Sf
zF f 1D2D8, f 1D

1
2F f 1D2D8, f 1D

z Sf
1%, ~64!
r-
nt
a

y

es
t

as-
tic

-

s

-

e

where

F f m
1 5Xf

↑0Xm
0↓2Xm

↑0Xf
0↓ ,

F f m
z 5

1

2
@~Xf

↑0Xm
0↑2Xm

↑0Xf
0↑!2~Xf

↓0Xm
0↓2Xm

↓0Xf
0↓!#,

~65!

and the operatorBf is given by formula~48!. As we see from
~64! and~65!, the operatorM f is an operator of mixed form
and contains products of localized spin operators and qu
Fermi operators, whereas the operatorBf is the product of
only localized spin operators. We take the Fourier transfo
of Eq. ~63! and on the basis of it obtain an equation for t
Green function:

v^̂ AquS2q
2 &&v5K1~12gq!1 ^̂ MquS2q

2 &&v

1g^̂ BquS2q
2 &&v . ~66!

Equation~66! is the second in a chain of coupled equation
To break the chain and close the system we have to linea
this equation. The linearization procedure for the operat
Bf andM f is set forth in Appendices 1 and 2. After Fourie
transformation of these operators we obtain the Green fu
tions in the form

^̂ MquS2q
2 &&v'^̂ ~Mq! linuS2q

2 &&v'
uPu
z

~12gq!

3@G02~12G1!^̂ Sq
1uS2q

2 &&v#, ~67!

^̂ BquS2q
2 &&v'^̂ ~Bq! linuS2q

2 &&v5Vq
2^̂ Sq

1uS2q
2 &&v , ~68!

whereuPu5uP(n)u is the modulus of the kinetic energy o
the electrons~at the lattice sites!, P(0)5P(1)50, andVq

is the spectrum of collective spin excitations relative to t
singlet ground state~see Sec. 5!. The Green function
^̂ (Mq) linS2q

2 &&v is the connecting link between the results
the RPA and the results for a spin liquid.

Using results~67! and ~68!, we rewrite Eq.~66! in the
form

v^̂ AquS2q
2 &&v'K1~12gq!1

uPu
z

~12gq!G01FgVq
2

2
uPu
z

~12gq!~12G1!G ^̂ Sq
1uS2q

2 &&v .

~69!

Combining~62! and ~69!, we obtain the solution

^̂ Sq
1uS2q

2 &&v[G~q,v!

1

Fv21g
uPu
z

~12gq!GG0~q,v!1gK1~12gq!

Fv21g
uPu
z

~12gq!G~12G1~q,v!!2g2Vq
2

. ~70!

The static (v50) susceptibility has the form

x~q,0!52G~q,0!5
bx0~q,0!2K1

b~12G1~q,0!!2gl2~11gq1d!
,

b5
uPu
z

, gÞ0. ~71!
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The inverse static susceptibility can be written as a com
nation of the inverse static susceptibilitiesxRPA

21 5(1
2G1)/x0 andxSL

215gl2(11gq1d)/K1 :

x215
bx0xRPA

21 2K1xSL
21

bx02K1
5

xRPA
21

12~K1 /bx0!

1
xSL

21

12~bx0 /K1!
. ~72!
a-
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e

i-Equations~71! and~72! give x215xRPA
21 in the limiting case

in which spin correlations are neglected (K150) andx21

5xSL
21 for n51, when the kinetic energy goes to zero (b

50). We recall that in this theoryK15l[0 below the per-
colation threshold (n,nc'0.5), so that in this regionx
5xRPA.

The static susceptibility in the two limiting casesq50
andq5Q is written in explicit form as
x~0,0!5
b~n!D~meff!2nP~n!I 1~n!/I 0~n!

b~n!F 12n

12n/2
1S meff1

g

2DD~meff!G2gP2~n!I 1
2~n!~21d~n!!

, ~73!
ent
he

in-
le

n-
pro-
ups
-

tron
x~Q,0!5
x0~Q,0!2@nP~n!I 1~n!/I 0~n!#/b~n!

F 12n

12n/2
2

g

2
x0~Q,0!G2gP2~n!I 1

2~n!
d~n!

b~n!

, ~74!

where all the functions depend on the concentrationn, in-
cluding the effective chemical potentialmeff .

The numerator of Eq.~73! changes sign at a concentr
tion n1 and remains negative forn.n1 ; the denominator
goes to zero at a concentrationn2 and remains negative fo
n→1; in the regionn1,n,n2 the susceptibilityx(0,0)
,0 ~diamagnetic effect!. The behavior of the susceptibilit
~74! is analogous except that the region of diamagneti
wherex(Q,0),0, is different:ñ1<n<ñ2 .

For calculation of the susceptibilities we have used
following model representations:

P~n!512S 12n

12nc
D 4

, nc50,5, d~n!512n.

Figure 2 shows plots of the static susceptibilityx(0,0)
andx(Q,0) in a square lattice~the density of statesD(meff)
has a logarithmic divergence at a chemical potentialmeff50
and the corresponding concentrationn52/3); the features of
the density of states are reflected in the behavior of the
ceptibility. For n→1 the susceptibilityx(Q,0)}1/(12n),
and its divergence attests to the presence of long-range
correlations of the antiferromagnetic type.5,7 It should be
noted that the observed diamagnetic effect is the reactio
the system with a singlet ground state to a spatially nonu
form ‘‘jumping’’ magnetic field with amplitude}exp(iQf),
where f is a lattice site.

CONCLUSION

Strong electronic correlations are manifested in thet –J
model primarily under conditions where the appearance
doubles in the lower band and holes in the upper ban
forbidden; this leads the specific features of the electro
states~the character of the occupation of the bands, the p
ence of a kinematic interaction!. It is assumed that the sys
tem is found in a nonmagnetic~singlet! ground state at al
electron concentrations. The presence of the antiferrom
netic exchangeJ and the kinematict interactions causes th
,

e

s-

pin
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transverse dynamic susceptibility to be substantially differ
from the Pauli susceptibility of free electrons and from t
susceptibility of independent localized spins.

There are two branches of excitations in the system:
dividual excitations with the formation of electron–ho
pairs relative to the Fermi surface~both with and without a
spin flip!, and collective spin excitations relative to the si
glet ground state. The same electrons take part in these
cesses, and the electrons cannot be divided into two gro
~collectivized and localized! in the general case. Their prop

FIG. 2. Total static susceptibilityx(q,0) for q50 ~a! andq5Q5(p,p) ~b!
in a square lattice in the lower Hubbard band as a function of the elec
concentration forg50.2; the susceptibilityxRPA(q,0) ~m! is shown for
comparison.
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erties are in a certain sense ‘‘intermingled,’’ leading to pe
liar behavior of the susceptibility. It is in this intermedia
region, where the collectivization–localization dualism
most strongly manifested, that the diamagnetic effect ari

While the calculations in the RPA are quite standard,
theory of the spin liquid with mobile holes is still in th
initial stage of development. In this paper we have postula
a version wherein the collective spin excitations exist in
case of site percolation. In this step of the description
have adopted the ‘‘virtual crystal’’ approximation with sca
tering processes neglected. For this reason it will be ne
sary to construct a more rigorous theory of the spin liq
and its organic incorporation into the description of the s
ceptibility of the t –J model.

APPENDIX 1

Linearization of the operator B f

In the operatorBf we separate the summand into term
with D5D8, which lead to a two-center term, and the r
maining terms withDÞD8, which give three-center opera
tors, i.e.,

Bf5Bf
~2!1Bf

~3! . ~A1.1!

In the calculation ofBf
(2) we setXf

↑↑1Xf
↓↓'n, wheren is

the electron concentration; this gives

Bf
~2!'

1

2

n

2

1

z (
D

~Sf
12Sf 1D

1 !. ~A1.2!

The product of the three-center operators is localized acc
ing to the scheme

Sf
1Sf 1D8

2 Sf 1D
1 →a uD2D8u^Sf 1D8

2 Sf 1D
1 &Sf

1

5
1

2
aD2D8KD2D8Sf

1 ,

Sf
zSf 1D

z Sf 1D2D8
1 →aD^Sf

zSf 1D
z &Sf D2D8

1

5
1

4
aDKDSf 1D2D8

1 . ~A1.3!

The correlation functions and the parametersa j , which cor-
rect the decoupling~linearization!, depend on the modulus o
the difference of the coordinates of the corresponding op
tors. It is assumed that the correlation functions are isotro
i.e.,

^Sf
zSf 1R

z &5
1

2
^Sf

1Sf 1R
2 &5

1

4
KR . ~A1.4!
-

s.
e

d
e
e

s-

-

d-

a-
c,

After a procedure of the type in~A1.3! we obtain

Bf
~3!'

1

2

1

z2 (
DÞD8

$aD2D8KD2D8~Sf
12Sf 1D

1 !

2aDKD~Sf 1D
1 2Sf 1D2D8

1
!%

5
1

2 F S K̃1
11a1K12n

z D 1

z (
D

~Sf
12Sf 1D

1 !

1a1K1

1

z2 (
D,D8

~Sf 1D
1 2Sf 1D2D8

1
!G . ~A1.5!

Here we have introduced the notation

1

z (
D8ÞD

aD2D8KD2D85K̃.0, aD5a1 ,

KD52K1 , K1.0. ~A1.6!

Combining~A1.2! and~A1.5! and doing a Fourier trans
formation, we obtain

~Bq! lin5
1

AN
(

f
eiq f~Bf

~2!1Bf
~3!!5

1

2
~12gq!

3F S K̃1
11a1K1

z D1a1K1gqGSq
1[Vq

2Sq
1 .

~A1.7!

Further, we assume

a1K1

2
5l2,

K̃11/z

a1K1
1

1

z
511d, d>0 ~A1.8!

and thenVq
25l2(12gq)(11gq1d). The parametersK1 ,

l, andd are found self-consistently from the correspondi
system of equations for the averages~see Refs. 5–7!.

APPENDIX 2

Linearization of the operator Mf

The operatorM f is defined by relations~66! and ~67!.
The sum~66! vanishes forD5D8, so thatM f contains prod-
ucts of operators at three different sites. Linearization is
fected by the following scheme. The first term in~66! under
the summation sign is rewritten in the form
~A2.1!
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Here the spin operator is written in the form of a product
quasi-Fermi operators at one site and then a pairing is ca
out. Since we are considering a nonmagnetic state, the q
Fermi correlation functionsCR are independent of the spi
projection and are functions of the difference of the coor
nates. All the other terms are linearized in an analogous w
As a result, the terms containingCD2D8 cancel each othe
out, and the linearized operator has the form

~M f ! lin5
1

z2 (
DÞD8

CD$~Xf
↑0Xf 1D2D8

0↓
1Xf 1D2D8

↑0 Xf
0↓!

2~Xf 1D8
↑0 Xf 1D

0↓ 1Xf 1D
↑0 Xf 1D8

0↓
!%. ~A2.2!

In a spatially homogeneous systemCD[C1 ~it is indepen-
dent of the direction of the vectorD!. The sum in~A2.2! is
transformed to

~M f ! lin5
C1

z2 (
D,D8

$...%2
C1

z2 (
D

$...%D5D8

5C1F 1

z2 (
D,D8

$...%2
2

z2 (
D

~Sf
12Sf 1D

1 !G .

~A2.3!

A Fourier transformation of~A2.3! leads to

~Mq! lin5C1F 1

AN
(

k
~vk1q2vk!

2Xk↑
1 Xk1g↓

2
2

z
~12gq!Sq

1G . ~A2.4!

Here the calculation of the Green functio
^̂ (Mq) linS2q

2 &&v we use the RPA result~33!, and then

^̂ ~Mq! linuS2q
2 &&v'C1

1

N (
k

~vk1q2vk!
2

v2~«k1q2«k!

3@~nk2nk1q!1Ekq^̂ Sq
1uS2q

2 &&v#

2C1

2

z
~12gq!^̂ Sq

1uS2q
2 &&v

5C1H G21FG32
2

z
~12gq!G ^̂ Sq

1US2q
2 &&vJ ,

~A2.5!

where

G25G2~q,v!5
1

N (
k

~vk1q2vk!
2

nk2nk1q

v2~«k1q2«k!
,

f
ed
si-

-
y.

G35G3~q,v!5
1

N (
k

~vk1q2vk!
2

Ekq

v2~«k1q2«k!
.

~A2.6!

Further simplification of expression~A2.5! is possible. If in
~A2.6! we perform an averaging over the Brillouin zone,

~vk1q2vk!
2→ 1

N (
k

~vk1q2vk!
25

2

z
~12gq!,

then

G2→
2

z
~12gq!G0 , G3→

2

z
~12gq!G1 .

In this case

^̂ ~Mq! linuS2q
2 &&v'C1

2

z
~12gq!

3@G02~12G1!^̂ Sq
1uS2q

2 &&v#.

~A2.7!

It should be noted that the correlation function

C15
1

N (
f

1

z (
D

^Xf 1D
s0 Xf

0s&52
1

N (
k

vk^Xks
1 Xks&

5
1

2
uPkin~n!u[uPu/2, ~A2.8!

i.e., it is equal to one-half the modulus of the electron kine
energy~per site! and depends on the electron concentration
(Pkin(1)50).
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Phonons and magnons in stripe-ordered nickelates. A Raman scattering study
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Electronic correlation effects in La22xSrxNiO4 (x51/3 and 0.225! lead to spontaneous phase
separation into microscopic spin/charge stripes with commensurate and incommensurate
order, respectively. Raman scattering experiments on such single-crystalline materials show a rich
phenomenology of phonon and magnon anomalies due to the new, self-organized
periodicities. These effects are observable as function of temperature but can also be induced by
cooling in seemingly small magnetic fields leading to a reorganization of stripe
structure. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1820563#
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INTRODUCTION

Stripe ordering of charge and spin in transition-me
oxides has been of intense interest in condensed-matter p
ics from the theoretical and experimental point of view as
example of a nontrivial ordering phenomenon that origina
from the interplay between charge hybridization and inter
tion. Historically, the first evidence for unusual magnetic c
relations was obtained in a doped nickel oxide, namely o
single crystal of La1.8Sr0.2NiO3.96 in a neutron diffraction
study;1 similar magnetic ordering has also been observed
La2NiO4.125 ~Ref. 2!. A second set of superlattice peaks, i
dicative of charge order, was detected in a series
La22xSrxNiO41d samples by electron diffraction.3 Neutron
diffraction studies4,5 on a crystal of La2NiO41d with d
50.125 were the first to detect the magnetic and cha
order superstructure peaks simultaneously. The observe
perstructure provided clear evidence for a highly correla
state in which the dopant-induced holes segregate into p
odically spaced stripes that separate antiferromagnetic
mains. Later a static form of this modulation has been clea
identified in the system La1.62xNd0.4SrxCuO4 ~Ref. 6!, where
an anomalous suppression of superconductivity was fo
for x;1/8. A model of a dynamical form of this modulatio
1541063-777X/2005/31(2)/7/$26.00
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was exploited for interpreting the spin correlations
La22xSrxCuO4 ~Ref. 7! with xÞ1/8 and YBa2Cu3O61d ~Ref.
8!.

Here we will focus mainly on the La22xSrxNiO41d sys-
tem, which exhibits stripe ordering over a wide range of h
concentration.3,4 Before continuing, it may be useful to re
view briefly some of the basic knowledge, notation, and r
evant work. The structure of the parent compound La2NiO4

consists of NiO2 planes separated by La2O2 layers. Within a
NiO2 plane, Ni ions form a square lattice with oxygen atom
bridging the nearest-neighbor sites. The unit-cell vectorsa1

anda2 are parallel to nearest-neighbor NiuO bonds within
the planes, anda3 is perpendicular to the planes. There a
two NiO2 planes per unit cell, and they are related by t
basic vector1

2a11 1
2a21 1

2a3 . For each Ni ion there is one
out-of-plane oxygen atom directly above and one atom
low ~along thea3 axis!, effectively completing a tetragonally
distorted octahedron of oxygen ions. La ions sit above a
below the centers of the squares formed by the Ni ions. T
simple structure described above is known as the hi
temperature tetragonal~HTT! phase of the K2NiF4 structure.
Upon cooling, La2NiO4 undergoes two structural phase tra
sitions at 650 and 75 K. Thus, with decreasing temperat
the phase transitions~and space groups! are

HTT ~ I4/mmm!→LTO ~Abma!→LTT ~P42 /ncm!.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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The NiO2 planes can be doped with holes both by
substitution and by addition of excess oxygen. Howev
contrary to conventional expectations, the material rema
nonmetallic up to quite large hole concentrations.9–11 The
insulating behavior occurs because the dopant-induced h
tend to order themselves in periodically spaced stripes. N
ertheless, these is considerable evidence for one-dimens
charge transport along the charge rows in the static str
ordered phase both for La22xSrxNiO41d and
La22x2yNdySrxCuO4 systems.12,13 These charge stripes ru
diagonally relative to the square lattice defined by
Ni– O– Ni bonds. In the essentially undoped regions betw
the stripes the Ni spins can order antiferromagnetically, w
the charge stripes acting as antiphase domain walls.1,2,4,5The
analysis of results on stripe order for a number of dop
La2NiO4 crystals shows that the charge orders at a hig
temperature (Tco) than the spins (Tm) and that bothTco and
Tm increase systematically with increasing ho
concentration.14 This fact indicates the primary role o
charge in driving the ordering.

The average structure of the compositions under st
remains in the high-temperature tetragonal~HTT! phase
~space groupI4/mmm) down to at least 10 K.15 The charge
and spin order are more easily described in a unit cell s
&a3&a3c. Then, the charge density modulation is ch
acterized by the wave vectorg2«5(2«,0,0), and the charac
teristic wave vector for the spin-density modulation isg«

5(11«,0,0) ~in real space the modulation periods area/2«
anda/«, respectively!. In the first studies of La22xSrxNiO4 it
was suggested that ordering of the dopant-induced holes
curs only commensurately at special values ofx, such as 1/2
and 1/3.3,16 Later it was found that a single crystal withx
50.2, although not at a special value ofx, shows commen-
surate order,17 albeit with a short in-plane correlation leng
of ;40 Å. In contrast, the stripe order in La2NiO41d ~Refs.
4, 5! and La1.775Sr0.225NiO4 ~Ref. 15! was found to be incom-
mensurate, with the wave vector varying significantly w
temperature. Since the stripes are charged, they will re
each other. As a result, the stripes will arrange themselve
as to maintain the maximum possible spacing, with the c
straint that each stripe is centered on a Ni~site-centered
stripes! or O ~bond-centered stripes! site. For the case ofx
51/3, it was shown18 that in the temperature rangeTco.T
.Tm the domain walls are bond-centered. ForT,Tm the
density of stripes decreases, and the stripes become inc
ingly site-centered. The stripe models forx51/3 are illus-
trated in Fig. 1. In the real case, the spins are collinear

FIG. 1. Ni-centered domain walls~a!; O-centered domain walls~b!. Stripe
models for 1/3 doping.18 Arrows indicate correlated Ni magnetic moment
circles indicate oxygen sites; filled circles indicate locations of doped h
on oxygen sites. Bold dashed lines indicate positions of domain walls, w
bold solid lines outline a magnetic unit cell. The two-magnon Raman p
cess is shown also: bold arrows demonstrate spins on adjacent site
curved lines indicate broken magnetic bonds.
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are shifted by an anglew relative to the stripe direction.19,20

It was found thatw553° atT514 K in La5/3Sr1/3NiO4 ~Ref.
21!. For the incommensurate stripe order, direct evidence
alternating site- and body-centered stripes within the N2
plane was presented in a transmission-electron-microsc
study of a La1.725Sr0.275NiO4 crystal.22

Despite very intense studies in the stripe physics field
is somewhat surprising that there are only a few Raman s
tering ~RS! studies of this exotic form of order,12,23–26and
some deficiencies in our knowledge of light scattering
striped phases are now evident. For example, the questio
RS from spin waves is under discussion. Another proble
which has not been studied yet, is phonon dynamics in
direction perpendicular to the NiO2 planes.

EXPERIMENT

In our RS experiments two La22xSrxNiO4 (x51/3 and
0.225! samples were studied. Single crystals were grown
rf induction melting.27 Measurements were performed in
backscattering configuration using a DILOR XY Ram
spectrometer with 5145 Å laser light of 20 mW. The incide
laser beam was focused onto a spot 0.1 mm in diamete
the mirrorlike polished and chemically cleaned crystal s
face. The spectra were recorded on a liquid nitrogen-coo
CCD. The laboratory coordinate system was locked to
axes of the crystal (xia,yib,zic). The x8 and y8 axes are
rotated by 45° fromx and y. The a, b, and c crystallo-
graphic axes in theI4/mmm setting were determined b
Laue x-ray diffraction. The measurements were performed
an optical cryostat in helium gas atmosphere. For the m
surements in a magnetic field, the crystal was mounted
cryostat with a horizontal-field superconducting magnet. T
@110# axis of the crystal was aligned parallel to the magne
field.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the tetragonal K2NiF4 structure, of the total twelve
zone-center phonon modes, four (2A1g12Eg) are Raman
active. Figures 2 and 3 show the room temperature RS s
tra in x8x8 scattering geometry for both samples under stu
In this geometryA1g lines are allowed. The first of them, a
around 230 cm21, was assigned to the La stretchin
mode.28–31 The second one, at around 450 cm21, was iden-
tified as the oxygen stretching mode.28–31Above the charge-
ordering temperature all the observed modes are weak;
230 and especially 450 cm21 modes are broad, indicatin
strong polaronic effects and inhomogeneous cha
distribution.23,32 Notable changes in the RS spectra are o
served belowTco . The charge ordering gives rise to supe
lattice formation, multiplies the unit cell size, and lowers t
crystal symmetry. It leads to the appearance of newG-point
Raman-active phonon modes in the spectra. The origin of
extra lines in the stripe-ordered state and their assignm
were made in Ref. 26.

We now turn to the measurements in thezz polarization
configuration. For the crystal withx51/3 two lines ofA1g

symmetry, at 232 and 448 cm21, are observed at room tem
perature, as shown in Fig. 4. The disadvantage of the
doped La2NiO4 system is that the dopant positions are fix
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at relatively high temperature and may be random. At ro
temperature we do not see any dopant-induced extra fea
in the low-frequency part of the spectra. It is possible also
assume a regular order of the Sr ions within the crystal st
ture in the special cases of doping (x51/2, 1/3, or 1/4!, like
the interstitial order in the oxygen-doped La2NiO4 . The line
shape of the Ni– O2 bond stretching mode at 448 cm21 is

FIG. 2. Thex8x8 Raman spectra of single-crystal La5/3Sr1/3NiO4 at 5 and
295 K.

FIG. 3. Thex8x8 Raman spectra of single-crystal La1.775Sr0.225NiO4 at 5 and
295 K.
res
o
c-

asymmetric. This asymmetry can be explained by a rand
distribution of holes on oxygen aboveTco .

The changes in phonon spectra are observed be
Tco—new phonon peaks at approximately 130, 145, 1
285, 330, 386, 488, and 520 cm21 appear. To explain this
we ought to analyze the stripes alignment in the neighbor
NiO2 layers. As it was supposed in earlier publications,5 the
charge stripes align themselves from one layer to the nex
as to minimize the long-range part of the Coulomb inter
tion. However, the pinning of the charge stripes to the latt
means that the shift of the stripe pattern from one layer to
next can only occur in increments of the lattice spacing. F
this sample, with the stripe spacing of 3/2a it is possible to
have a perfectly body-centered stacking. Such a symme
stacking of the layers of stripes can lead to forbidden sup
lattice peaks corresponding to the charge order. Inset on
4 shows the possible arrangement of the charge stripes in
neighboring layers for thex51/3 crystal. In this case an
additional periodicity along thec axis can also lead to for
bidden superlattice peaks that are most likely observed in
experiments.

Let us now analyze the situation for thex50.225 com-
position~see Fig. 5!. Whereas thex8x8 andx8y8 spectra are
very similar in the two compounds, pronounced differenc

FIG. 4. Temperature-dependent Raman spectra inzzpolarization for single-
crystal La5/3Sr1/3NiO4 . The inset shows an idealized structure of the strip
ordered phase in the plane perpendicular to the charge domain walls fo
doping. The open circles indicate Ni21-site spins correlated in the NiO2
layers. The filled circles show locations of doped holes on Ni sites.

FIG. 5. Temperature-dependent Raman spectra inzzpolarization for single-
crystal La1.775Sr0.225NiO4 .
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are observed in thezz scattering geometry. In contrast to th
x51/3 sample, the spectra of thex50.225 sample even a
room temperature have very complicated shape. With
creasing temperature the shape does not change, with
exception of a continuum, the low-frequency portion
which decreases in intensity with decreasing temperature
explain this, we are obliged to suppose that other than
special cases~such asx51/2, 1/3, or 1/4! the random distri-
bution of dopant ions~and holes! leads to breaking of the
long-range order in thec direction. In this casek conserva-
tion is not required, and the first-order Raman spectrum
measure of the density of vibrational states. If this assum
tion is correct, stripe ordering belowTco should not result in
the occurrence of new features in the spectra. Moreover
our sample with an average stripe spacing of about 1.82a, it
is not possible to have a perfectly body-centered stackin
similar conclusion was first reached in a neutron diffract
study33 of a sample with an average stripe spacing of ab
1.75a (x50.275) and was subsequently confirmed in a hig
resolution transmission-electron-microscopy study.22

For both La5/3Sr1/3NiO4 and La1.775Sr0.225NiO4 two rela-
tively strong bands at;720 cm21 (740 cm21) and
;1110 cm21 (1130 cm21) were observed at low tempera
ture in thex8y8 polarization.23,24,26These bands were inter
preted as two-magnon scattering.23,24,26What was the reason
for this attribution? Two-magnon scattering involves a sim
taneous excitation of a pair of magnons with equal and
posite momentak on each of the sublattices. In total, excit
tions from the entire Brillouin zone lead to a band of Ram
frequencies that reflects the magnon density of states. S
the density is sharply peaked at the zone boundary, Ra
scattering probes preferentially localize antiferromagnetic
der. If two spin deviations are created on sites far apart,
excitation frequency is 2(JSz1gmBBA), where z is the
number of nearest neighbors,BA is the effective anisotropy
field, andJ is the exchange interaction constant. In the c
of two spin deviations created on adjacent sites, the exc
tion frequency is onlyJ(2Sz21)12gmBBA , because the
presence of the first spin deviation leads to a reduction in
energy required for the second spin deviation. The undo
La2NiO4 antiferromagnetic insulator was studied by Sug
et al.34 The B1g spectra exhibit a band peaked
;1640 cm21 that has been assigned to scattering by t
magnons. The estimatedJ was 240 cm21 on the assumption
that the peak energy is 6.7J for the S51 nickel oxide.

For doped La22xSrxNiO4 the band near 1640 cm21 was
not observed in Raman experiments at any temperatures
stead, two broad peaks in thex8y8 polarization appear in the
high-frequency region as the temperature is lower
Temperature-dependent Raman spectra in thex8y8 polariza-
tion for single crystals of La22xSrxNiO4 (x51/3 and 0.225!
are shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 7 the temperature dependenc
the integrated intensity for both bands in thex50.225 crystal
is given. The first band was assigned to two-magnon exc
tion within the antiferromagnetic domain and the seco
band to excitation across the domain wall23,26or to excitation
on the Ni21 – Ni31 bond.24 Accurate account of the spin-
system gives peak positions ofv1'3J andv2'4J for the
x51/3 Ni-centered stripes. Thus, the peak positions for
two-magnon excitations within the antiferromagnetic dom
e-
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and across the domain wall arev15720 cm21 and v2

5960 cm21, respectively, for a value ofJ5240 cm21. At
first glance this seems consistent with experiment.

This assignment was criticized in Ref. 35. It was d
closed that the band at;730 cm21 is due to one-phonon
excitation and only the;1120 cm21 excitation is due to the
magnetic excitation related to the stripe structure. T
685 cm21 band, which appears in La2NiO4.15 with decreas-
ing temperature, was attributed to phonon excitation25 be-
cause its energy coincides with the one-phonon peak
La2NiO4.0. There are some doubts about this last attribut
for the following reasons.

1. The bands at;730 cm21 in La22xSrxNiO4 and at
685 cm21 in La2NiO4.15 are much broader than one-phono
lines observed in lightly doped cuprates36 and nickelates.25,34

2. The temperature dependences of the frequency p
tion and integrated intensity for the;730 cm21 peak differ
from those of the one-phonon peak at 684 cm21 in undoped
La2NiO4.0 and of one-phonon peaks at lower frequencies
doped nickelates and are similar to the corresponding de
dences for the second wide band at;1120 cm21.

3. In our RS spectra two sharp lines at 580 a
630 cm21 are superposed on the broad band~see Fig. 6!.
Moreover, the Fano line shape seen for the 580 cm21 line is

FIG. 6. Temperature-dependent Raman spectra inx8y8 polarization for
La5/3Sr1/3NiO4 ~a! and La1.775Sr0.225NiO4 ~b! single crystals.

FIG. 7. The temperature dependence of the scattering intensity integ
above the charge-carrier background for the 740~h! and 1130~j! cm21

bands in La1.775Sr0.225NiO4 .
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clearly seen in Fig. 8. The Fano effect in Raman scatterin
observed as a characteristic change in the usually Lorent
line shape of phonon peaks in the spectra — the phonon
shape becomes asymmetric. This means that a coheren
teraction exists between the two scattering sources. We
lieve that the observed effect is connected with an interac
between the phonon, which shows a Fano effect, and
charge-carrier excitations12 ~dashed line in Fig. 8! causing
the background. However, we do not exclude the possib
of an interaction with the excitation causing the wide band
;730 cm21. The probability of the latter assumption is no
analyzed theoretically.

In Ref. 35 only one band was attributed to two-magn
scattering in the case where the spin exchange occurs
the diagonal charge domain wall. However, it was examin
the case of one domain wall without taking into account
width of the antiferromagnetic domain, and that led to inc
rect calculation of the number of nearest neighbors.

Also, no feature was observed in the single-magnon
persion that would correlate with the lower-energy tw
magnon peak in the inelastic neutron scattering meas
ments of the stripe-ordered nickelate La1.69Sr0.31NiO4 ~Ref.
37!.

Next we have tried to analyze the two-magnon scatter
theoretically. A simple square plane array of paramagn
ions was assumed in the calculations. The site-cente
model of charge ordering was used, and thus no param
netic ions inside the domain walls were considered to
frustrated. Thus the pattern of spins for approximation of

FIG. 8. Fano line shape of the phonon at 580 cm21 in x8y8 polarization for
single-crystal La5/3Sr1/3NiO4 at T55 K. The solid line is a theoretical fit to
the experimental curve using a Lorentzian line shape of phonon peak.
inset shows the experimental spectrum in the frequency reg
500– 1200 cm21. The dotted lines represent a fit with Lorentzian lin
shapes, the dashed line represents charge-carrier scattering.12
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La5/3Sr1/3NiO4 magnetic structure was similar to thos
shown in Fig. 1a or in Ref. 21. Four exchange integrals
tween nearest and next-nearest neighbors were taken
account. Two of them are found to be identical to the e
change integrals labeledJ andJ8 introduced in Ref. 21. The
exact solution for two-magnon the light scattering line sha
was obtained with the following restrictions:~i! zero tem-
perature or a temperature much smaller thanTN ; ~ii ! a
Heisenberg character of the spin exchange;~iii ! a small
single-ion anisotropy in comparison with the exchange
ergy. Two-magnon band shape was calculated in the
change approximation of the Moriya theory using real pol
izability tensors connected with the respective excha
integrals.

Before the appearance of Ref. 21 the values of the
change integrals were unknown. We only made estima
using the value for undoped La2NiO4 for the exchange inte-
gral which couples spins inside a single antiferromagne
domain. By the way, our previous attempts to approxim
both bands failed. The calculated shapes cannot be fitte
the experimental spectra at any values of the exchange
grals and respective values of the polarizability constants
used.

Recent experimental data from inelastic neutr
scattering21 have just supplied the needed exchange integ
values. Using those we have obtained a reasonably good
scription of the band at;1110 cm21 with the following
values of the exchange integrals and ratio of the respec
polarizability constants: J5242 cm21 ~30 meV!, J2

5109 cm21 ~13.5 meV!, P2 /P520.75. Our values of the
exchange integrals are a factor of two higher than the res
tive values ofJ andJ8 from Ref. 21 due to a different kind
of summation over the spin pairs in the Hamiltonians. T
result of the best fit is shown in Fig. 9. It is clear that t

FIG. 9. Theoretical approximation of the Raman spectra inx8y8 polariza-
tion for single-crystal La5/3Sr1/3NiO4 at T55 K. The solid line is the experi-
mental spectrum, the dashed line is the calculated two-magnon band
triangles represent a sum of some reasonable spectral shapes to fit the
at ;720 cm21 and the wide background, and the open circles represent
total fitting spectrum.
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narrow decrease of intensity at;1200 cm21 in the theoret-
ical two-magnon band~dashed curve in Fig. 9! if of an in-
terference nature and probably is a result of the abo
mentioned restrictions connected with the real type
polarizability constants. Because of the absorption at the
citing laser wavelength in the RS experiments
La5/3Sr1/3NiO4 , it is reasonable to use a complex form
these constants. Such calculations are now in progress.

These results show evidence that the band
;730 cm21 is not of a simple two-magnon nature. It may b
necessary to take into account possible effects conne
with the interaction between spin excitations and the coll
tive motion of the charge domain walls.21,38

As was shown in the neutron diffraction experiments18

the application of a magnetic field in the regimeT.Tm in-
duces a staggered magnetic order of period 3a due to the net
magnetic moment of the high-temperature bond-cente
stripes, together with the odd number of Ni spins across
antiferromagnetic domain. To test the effect of a magne
field on stripe ordering, we performed RS experiments o
piece of the same La1.775Sr0.225NiO4 crystal that has been
characterized in detail elsewhere.12,15,26 In this sample the
hole density per Ni site along a stripe is significantly le
than 1 ~electron filling fractiond.0) in contrast to thex
51/3 sample, where the density is exactly 1. The sample
cooled from 295 K to 5 K in a magnetic field of 0.5 T, an
after the field was switched off, RS experiments in qua
backscattering geometry were performed.

Representative scans are shown in Fig. 10. As is s
from Fig. 10a, freezing in a magnetic field does not affect
spectra measured in thex8x8 scattering geometry.

A surprising result was obtained in thex8y8 scattering
geometry~Fig. 10b!. The second band at;1130 cm21 dis-
appears nearly completely~some excess Raman signal abo
the background is still visible! after freezing the sample in

FIG. 10. Raman spectra inx8x8 ~a! andx8y8 ~b! polarization configurations
for the La1.775Sr0.225NiO4 crystal cooled in zero and 0.5 T magnetic field.
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the magnetic field. It is clear that applied magnetic field lea
to a reorganization of the stripe structure. However, to
derstand fully the observed effects, further experimental
theoretical efforts are needed. It is proposed, for example
examine the following situations:

i! Low-temperature bond-centered stripes with a per
of 2/3a. In this state the domains are 3 spins wide, and
uncompensated moment appears. Adjacent spins acros
domain wall are ferromagnetically aligned.

ii ! In-phase domain walls. As has been established
perimentally, neighboring antiferromagnetic domains, se
rated by a charge stripe, have an antiphase relationship.
in contrast with common folklore, it was recently show
theoretically39 that the hole-rich stripes are not necessary
tiphase domain walls of antiferromagnetic spin domains, a
a phase transition from the antiphase to the in-phase dom
wall configuration has to occur as a function of increas
electron filling fraction of the domain wall. Moreove
‘‘empty’’ domain walls are always antiphase.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Although the basic nature of the charge and associa
spin order in cuprates and nickelates has now been fa
well established, many questions concerning this order
main to be answered. One of our goals here was to eluci
some problems that are under discussion at present. Unq
tionably, Raman scattering will continue to be an essen
tool as we try to improve our understanding of stripe ord
ing and other complex correlation effects.

This work was supported by NATO Collaborative Link
age Grant PST.CLG.977766, INTAS Grant 96-0410, a
Ukrainian Grant No. 3-026.
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Influence of structural disorder on magnetic and transport properties
of „La0.7Sr0.3…0.5„Pr0.65Ca0.35…0.5MnO3 films
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Magnetic and transport properties of (La0.7Sr0.3)0.5(Pr0.65Ca0.35)0.5MnO3 films prepared by a
‘‘co-deposition’’ utilizing the laser-ablation technique are investigated in a wide temperature
range. The film deposited at 300 °C has a nanocrystalline disordered structure and exhibits a
paramagnetic temperature dependence of the magnetization with a narrow peak (DT
.10 K) atTG.45 K, which can be interpreted as a paramagnetic→superparamagnetic transition.
A short-term annealing of the as-deposited film at 750 °C leads to the formation of a high-
textured polycrystalline microstructure and to the appearance of ferromagnetic~FM! and
metal–insulator~MI ! transitions atTC.240 K andTP.140 K, respectively. The observed
discrepancy betweenTP andTC values can be ascribed to a percolating nature of the MI transition,
with an exponent of 5.3 for the percolating conductivity. The film deposited atTsub.740 °C
is composed of lattice-strain-free and the lattice-strained crystallites with different lattice
parameters andTC’s, and is consistently described in the framework of the Millis model@A. J.
Millis, T. Darling, and A. Migliori, J. Appl. Phys.83, 1588~1998!#. For a single-phase
crystalline film the valuesTC.270 K andTP.260 K are obtained. ©2005 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1820566#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Half a century ago, Volger1 found that a bulk sample o
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 exhibited a large magnetoresistance n
room temperature. The recent discovery of colossal mag
toresistance~CMR! in thin films of the general formula
R12xAxMnO3, where R is a rare-earth cation and A is
alkali or alkaline-earth cation,2,3 initiated numerous investi
gations not only because of their interesting fundamental
ence but because of possibilities for device application4,5

Most of the early theoretical works on manganites focu
on the relationship between the transport and magnetic p
erties and explained the coexistence of ferromagnetism
metallic behavior within the framework of the ‘‘double ex
change’’ model, which considered the magnetic coupling
tween Mn31 and Mn4 ions, resulting from the motion of an
electron between two partially filledd shells governed by the
strong on-site Hund’s coupling.6–8 In spite of considerable
scientific efforts, the complex interplay of charge, lattic
spin, and orbital degrees of freedom in these systems is
completely understood. The situation is complicated sign
cantly by the fact that the magnetic and transport proper
of the manganites are strongly dependent on the cation
lattice strain, and microstructure.

As the CMR effect develops more strongly near the C
rie point (TC), i.e., near the metal–insulator~MI ! transition,
1611063-777X/2005/31(2)/7/$26.00
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-
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which, in turn, reflects the electron–phonon coupling and
antiferromagnetic superexchange and the FM exchange in
actions, an analysis of the influence of the crystal structu
on TC is very useful. A unified phase diagram as a functi
of the electronic transfer integral, which could be determin
mainly by MnuO bond length and MnuOuMn angle, was
presented recently.9 The final result forTC can be written
approximately in the following form:10,11

TC.x~12x!W;cosw/dMnuO
35 ,

where x is the concentration of a divalent ion,W is the
bandwidth,w is the tilt angle in the plane of the bond, an
dMn– O is the Mn– O bond length. Therefore, any perturbati
in the translation symmetry of the crystal lattice can lead
the variation ofw anddMn– O and, consequently, results in
change ofTC .

One way to control the stress exerted on the crystal
tice is a replacement of the rare-earth or the alkali ions
other ions with a different size. It is well known tha
Pr0.65Ca0.35MnO3 ~PCMO!, owing to the small Pr-ion radius
remains an insulator in both the paramagnetic and
states,12 while La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 ~LSMO! shows a metallic be-
havior of the electrical resistance in the whole temperat
range.13 It was recently found that the substitution of th
small-size Pr ion by La in the compound Pr0.7Ca0.33MnO3 led
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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to the appearance of a MI transition at low temperature o
ing to the melting of a charge-ordered insulating state.14 On
the other hand, the substitution of Sr for Ca
Pr0.7Ca0.32xSrxMnO3 induces the formation of the low
temperature metallic state, as well.15 The influence of a lat-
tice strain ~and stress! accumulated during film depositio
was intensively investigated, and it was shown that the
tice strain played an important role in the formation of sp
and charge-ordered states.16–19 However, the influence o
structurally quenched disorder on the magnetic ordering
still poorly understood.

In this paper we report our experimental results
(La0.7Sr0.3)0.5(Pr0.65Ca0.35)0.5MnO3 films prepared by a ‘‘co-
deposition’’ utilizing the laser-ablation technique from tw
independent PCMO and LSMO targets. Several films w
different structural order were prepared to investigate the
fluence of the different types of crystal disorder on the m
netic and transport properties of the films.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

A cross-beam laser-ablation technique was employed
preparation of the films. A detailed description of the tec
nique has been presented elsewhere.20 The deposition was
carried out simultaneously from both LSMO and PCMO t
gets. We used two Nd-YAG lasers with a wavelength of 10
nm, a pulse duration of 7.8–10.5 ns, a pulse-repetition
of 20 Hz, and an energy of 0.3 J/pulse. The power densit
the laser beam focused on the target was 9.53108– 2
31010 W/cm2. The targets were prepared from the PCM
and LSMO powders of the stoichiometric composition
hot pressing and heating at 1200 °C for 4 days in air. T
oxygen pressure in chamber was 200 Torr during deposi
and 600 Torr during cooling. Under these conditio
(La0.7Sr0.3)0.5(Pr0.65Ca0.35)0.5MnO3 films were grown atTsub

5300 ~LPM1! and 740 °C~LPM2!. In addition, the LPM1
and LPM2 films were annealed atTann5750 ~LPM1A! and
900 °C ~LPM2A! for 1 h in air, respectively. All the films
were deposited on a LaAlO3 ~001! single crystal and have
thickness ofd.200 nm.

The u–2u x-ray diffraction ~XRD! patterns were ob-
tained using a Rigaku diffractometer with CuKa radiation.
The lattice parameters evaluated directly from the XRD d
were plotted against cos2 u/sinu. With an extrapolated
straight line to cos2 u/sinu50, a more precise lattice param
eter was obtained. The high-resolution electron-microsc
~HREM! studies were carried out by using a Phili
CM300UT-FEG microscope with a field emission gun op
ated at 300 kV. The point resolution of the microscope w
of the order of 0.12 nm. The cross-sectional specimens w
prepared by the standard techniques using mechanical
ishing followed by ion-beam milling at a grazing incidenc
The microstructure analysis was carried out at room temp
ture. The resistance measurements were performed by u
the four-probe method in a temperature range of 4.2–30
and in magnetic fields up to 5 T. The in-plane field-cool
~FC! and zero-field-cooled~ZFC! magnetization was mea
sured using a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer
temperature range of 4.2–300 K.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Microstructure of the films

Figure 1a presents the~002! Bragg peaks for the LPM1
~curve1! and the LPM1A~curve2! films. It is seen that there
is no crystalline phase in the LPM1 film and only the Bra
peak of the substrate is observable. This indicates the for
tion of an amorphous or a fine-crystalline disordered mic
structure in the film. The LPM1A film displays only th
high-intensity (00l ) peaks, demonstrating that a short-ter
annealing at 750 °C results in a highlyc-oriented film with
an out-of-plane lattice parameter ofc.0.3855 nm. The
value obtained for the lattice parameter is in between that
the bulk LSMO (ac50.3876 nm)13 and PCMO (ac

.0.3843 nm)21 compounds with cubic symmetry. Figure 1
shows that the LPM2 film manifests a split~002! Bragg peak
~curve1! and indicates the presence of two crystalline pha
with c.0.3961 and 0.3888 nm. An additional annealing
900 °C results in a single-phase crystal structure~curve2! in
the film with c.0.3873 nm.

More-detailed information about the microstructure
the films can be obtained from the analysis of the HRE
images. Figure 2 shows the cross-sectional HREM ima
for the LPM1 ~a! and LPM1A~b! films across the interface
between film and substrate~indicated by white dashed lines!.
The electron diffraction pattern, displayed in the inset of F
2a, demonstrates that the LPM1 film is not completely am
phous, as had been inferred from the XRD data, but cons
of small (D.5.5 nm) disordered crystallites. Figure 2
shows that annealing of the LPM1 film leads to the form

FIG. 1. ~a! The ~002! XRD peaks for the LPM1~1! and the LPM1A~2!
films. LAO denotes the substrate peaks.~b! The ~002! XRD peaks for the
LPM2 ~1! and the LPM2A~2! films.
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tion of a columnlike high-textured microstructure with gra
boundaries containing edge dislocations and regions o
uncrystallized phase. The inset of Fig. 2b shows the
Fourier transform~FFT! of the HREM image for the LPM1A
film. The FFT produces a rectangular pattern of almost
cular spots. The measurement of a large number of inte
spacings allows us to obtain the average values of the la
parameters from the HREM images. Upon the analysis,
can conclude that the LPM1A film has a pseudocubic cry
structure withc.a.0.386 nm, which is in good agreeme
with the XRD data; herea is the in-plane lattice paramete

Figure 3 shows the cross-sectional HREM images for
LPM2 ~a! and the LPM2A~b! films. Inset A of Fig. 3a pre-
sents the FFT of the HREM image for the LPM2 film, di
playing slightly split and elongated spots in both thec ~out-
of-plane! and a ~in-plane! directions. These peculiarities o
the FFT pattern indicate the presence of two crystall
phases with different lattice parameters. Inset B of Fig.
shows a high-magnification HREM image of a small regi
of the LPM2 film. The measurement of a large number
interdot spacings for regions of this kind located in differe
areas of the film allows us to obtain the average values of
lattice parameters from the HREM images. Upon analy
one can conclude that the LPM2 film consists of two cr
talline phases with the following lattice parameters:c.a
.0.388 nm, andc.0.396 nm anda.0.385 nm, respec
tively. It is seen that these results nicely coincide with t
XRD data for the LPM2 film. We will show below that thes

FIG. 2. Cross-sectional HREM images for LPM1~a! and LPM1A~b! films.
The white arrows indicate the edge dislocations and the regions with
uncrystallized phase. The inset in~a! is the electron-diffraction pattern fo
LPM1, and that in~b! is the FFT of the HREM image for LPM1A.
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two crystalline phases represent regions of the film with d
ferent levels of lattice strain. Nonuniformly distributed la
tice strains of this kind have been observed in CMR films19

Figure 3b shows that an additional annealing leads to
removal of lattice strains in the LPM2 film and to the form
tion of a perfect crystal structure. The FFT, presented in
inset of Fig. 3b, produces a rectangular pattern of circu
and unsplit spots. A more detailed analysis of the HRE
images of LPM2A shows that the film has a pseudocu
crystal structure with lattice parametersc.a.0.387 nm.
Therefore, (La0.7Sr0.3)0.5(Pr0.65Ca0.35)0.5MnO3 films with dif-
ferent kinds of crystal structure—nanoscale disorde
~LPM1!, columnlike polycrystalline ~LPM1A!, nonuni-
formly strained ~LPM2!, and single-crystalline strain-fre
~LPM2A! films—were prepared, and their magnetic a
transport properties were investigated.

3.2. Magnetic and transport properties

Figure 4 presents both the FC~filled dots! and ZFC~un-
filled dots! temperature-dependent magnetization curves
the LPM1 ~a!, the LPM1A ~b!, the LPM2 ~c!, and the
LPM2A ~d! films. The LPM1 film deposited at low substra
temperature shows a typical paramagneticM (T) dependence
with a negligible splitting between the FC and ZFC curves
a magnetic field of 500 Oe and with a rapid growth ofM as
T→0. On the other hand, a narrow peak in the magnetiza
was found atTG.45 K. A slight negative contribution to the
magnetization of the film is provided by the substrate ow

n

FIG. 3. Cross-sectional HREM images for LPM2~a! and LPM2A~b! films.
Inset A is the FFT of the HREM image and inset B is the high-magnificat
HREM image for LPM2. The inset in~b! is the FFT of the HREM image for
LPM2A.
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to its diamagnetism, with an estimated value of the susc
tibility xdia.25.631024 cm3/g for our case. Figure 4b
shows that annealing of the film at 740 °C leads to the f
mation of a FM state withTC.240 K. The LPM2 film ex-
hibits theM (T) dependence typical for two-phase magne
systems~see Fig. 4c! and represents a superposition of tw
magnetic transitions atTC1.270 K andTC2.180 K.

It is worth noting that both transition temperatures a
significantly different from those for bare PCMO (TN

.130 K)20 and LSMO (TC.340 K) films.16 The results are
coincident with the XRD and HREM data, and confirm t
presence of two different crystalline phases in the film. A
nealing at 900 °C leads to homogenization of these pha
and to the formation of the FM state in the whole film wi
TC.270 K. Figure 4d shows that the value of the sponta
ous magnetization for the LPM2A film is significantly larg
than that for the LPM2 film.

Unfortunately, we could not measureR(T) for the LPM1
film, since our setting was limited to 107 V and the resis-
tance was larger than 107 V at room temperature. Figure
displaysR(T) for the LPM1A ~a!, LPM2 ~b!, and LPM2A
~c! films without ~1! and with ~2! an applied magnetic field
of 5 T. The magnetic field was directed perpendicular to
transport current and parallel to the film surface. Figure
demonstrates that the MI transition in the LPM1A film o
curs atTP.140 K, which is far belowTC for this film ~see
Fig. 4b!. The R(T) curve displays a resistance minimum
low temperature, which is very often observed in polycry
talline CMR films.22,23 The position of the resistance pea
for the LPM2 film is shifted toward higher temperature,TP

.180 K, and is equal to the temperature of the second m
netic transition in this film,TC2.180 K ~see Fig. 4c!.

Figure 5b shows that the random resistance oscillati
appear on theR(T) curve in a low-temperature range and a
slightly suppressed under the applied magnetic field of 5
Annealing of the LPM2 film at 900 °C, as is demonstrated
Fig. 5c, leads to an increase ofTP.260 K and to the disap
pearance of the low-temperature resistance oscillations.
ure 5d exhibits the temperature dependence of the neg
magnetoresistance~MR! for the films LPM1A ~1!, LPM2
~2!, and LPM2A ~3!. The MR value is defined as 100%
•@R(0)2R(H)#/R(0), whereR(0) andR(H) are the resis-

FIG. 4. The FC~filled dots! and ZFC~unfilled dots! magnetization curves
for the LPM1~a!, the LPM1A~b!, the LPM2~c!, and the LPM2A~d! films.
The solid lines are a guide to the eye.
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tances with and without a magnetic field of 5 T, respective
It is seen that the increase ofTP is accompanied by a de
creasing MR effect, which is typical for the CMR
compounds.4,5

4. DISCUSSION

Let us first consider the magnetic behavior of the na
crystalline disordered LPM1 film. Figure 6 shows the i
plane FCM (T) dependence measured under an applied m
netic field of 500 Oe. It is seen that the observed narrow p

FIG. 5. The temperature-dependent resistance without~1! and with ~2! an
applied magnetic field of 5 T for the LPM1A~a!, LPM2 ~b!, and LPM2A~c!
films. ~d! The MR ratio for the LPM1A~1!, LPM2 ~2!, and LPM2A~3! films
in an applied magnetic field of 5 T.

FIG. 6. M versusT21 plot for the LPM1 film under an applied field ofH
5100 Oe. The solid line represents the CW-type paramagnetic approx
tion. The inset displays the same plot aboveT>TG . The solid line repre-
sents a Langevin function describing the magnetic behavior of SPM
ticles.
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at TG.45 K divides theM (T) curve into two temperature
ranges with differentM (T) behavior. BelowTG the M (T)
curve can be described in the framework of the Curie–We
~CW! approximation24

M PM~T,H !5S x01
CCW

T1u DH,

wherex0 is a temperature-independent susceptibility, and
second term is the CW-type susceptibility with a const
CCW and a characteristic temperatureu. Figure 6 demon-
strates that the experimental data for LPM1 can be ex
lently described by the CW expression with following p
rameters:x0.3.331024 cm3/g, CCW.1.0131022 cm3/g,
and u55 K. The effective moment estimated fromCCW

turns out to bemeff.4.2mB /Mn, which is almost coinciden
with the theoretical value,meff

theor.4.6mB /Mn, obtained from
following expression:24

meff
theor5g$0.5@xS1~S111!1~12x!s2~S211!

1yS1~S111!1~12y!S2~S211!#%1/2.

Herex andy are the Ca and Sr concentrations,S153/2 and
S252 are the spin values of the Mn41 and Mn31 ions, re-
spectively, andg52 is the Lande factor. Therefore, one c
conclude that the nanocrystalline disordered LPM1 film i
typical paramagnet in the temperature range belowTG , with
a free motion of the individual Mn spins. On the other han
the magnetization decreases sharply and deviates from
CW-type straight line atT>TG . Such nonlinear behavior o
M (T21) is rather typical for superparamagnetic~SPM! par-
ticles and can be described by a Langevin function as24

MSPM~T,H !5Ms
SPMFcothS mH

kBTD2
kBT

mH G ,
where Ms

SPM is the saturation magnetization of the SP
phase andm is the average magnetic moment of the SP
particles. The solid line in the inset of Fig. 6 represent
Langevin function giving the best fit to the experimental d
aboveTG . This line corresponds to the magnetization co
tribution of SPM particles having an average momentm
.7500mB . By taking 3.4mB /Mn atom25 and assuming a
spherical shape of the SPM clusters, with a volume
pD3/6, we estimated their average diameter asD.6 nm.
Because the estimated diameter is very close to the crysta
size revealed by the electron diffraction, one can concl
that these nanoscale disordered crystallites play the rol
the superparamagnetic particles. The narrow peak foun
the M (T21) curve manifests a phase transition from t
SPM to the PM state, andTG can be interpreted as the tem
perature for spin-glass~or cluster-glass! freezing.

Figure 4b shows that the annealing of the nanocrystal
disordered LPM1 film leads to its recrystallization and to
recovery of the FM state. On the other hand, the large
ference between the ZFC and FC magnetization curves a
significant discrepancy between the MI and FM transit
temperatures manifest the coexistence of the FM meta
and PM insulating clusters belowTC .26,27 A similar
metastable-phase mixture was observed recently in the
ent (La12xPrx)0.7Ca0.3MnO3 compound and explained by th
phase separation effect.14,25 However, in our case the phas
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mixed state has a metallurgical rather than an electronic
ture and is related to the presence of dislocation netwo
and regions of an uncrystallized phase in the LPM1A fil
Therefore, the MI transition cannot be treated as a real e
tronic one but is governed by the percolation of the F
metallic domains.28

According to percolation theory, the conductivity can
expressed ass;(p2p0) t, wherep is the concentration of
the metallic phase,p0 is its threshold value in the vicinity o
0.4–0.5,28 where metallic filaments are created that perm
current transmission across the sample, andt is the exponent.
Figure 7 shows the temperature dependence for both the
malized resistancer 5R(T)/R(TP) and spontaneous magne
tizationm5M (T)/M (0) for the LPM1A film. It is seen that
the temperature location of the resistance peak,TP , corre-
sponds tom.0.4, which is coincident with the percolatin
threshold value and allows us to use the magnetization
percolating parameter for the conducting phase. The inse~b!
of Fig. 7 represents the log(1/r ) versus log(m2m0) plot,
where m050.4. The solid lines are the fitted curves wi
following exponents for the percolating conductivity:t
.5.3 ~curve 1! and 3.6 ~curve 2!. Although the valuet
.3.6 was obtained recently from an analysis of the MI tra
sition at high magnetic field for Pr0.63Ca0.37MnO3 ~Ref. 29!,
in our caset.5.3 is more appropriate for the description
the experimental curve. This value oft is very close to that
obtained by a numerical calculation for a three-dimensio
system with spin effects.30 Therefore, one can conclude th
the MI transition in the LPM1A film has a percolating natur

Inset~a! of Fig. 7 displays the lnR versusT21/2 plot for
the LPM1A film without ~curve 1! and with ~2! an applied
magnetic field of 5 T. This plot manifests exponential grow
of the resistance at low temperatures, which is described
an expressionR(T);expAD/T. It noteworthy that a similar

FIG. 7. r (T) and m(T) for the LPM1A film. The circle on them(T) plot
indicates the critical volume of the FM phase (m0) for the percolating tran-
sition. Inset ~a! displays the lnR versusT21/2 plot for the LCP1A film
without ~1! and with ~2! an applied magnetic field of 5 T. The inset~b!
displays the log(1/r ) versus log(m2m0) plot. The solid lines correspond to
fitting with the percolating exponentst.5.3 ~1! and.3.6 ~2!.
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expression with an energy gapD;EC , where EC is the
charging energy~or Coulomb barrier!, has been predicted fo
the conductivity in granular metals31 and used to explain the
low-temperatureR(T) behavior in ceramic La2/3Sr1/3MnO3

manganite.32 Because the crystalline phase in LPM1A w
grown from the nanocrystalline disordered phase under e
librium thermodynamic conditions, the GBs of this film co
tain a higher concentration of edge dislocations and se
gated impurities than those usually observed in epitaxi
grown films, and this results in the formation of an addition
small Coulomb barrier. The value of the charging ene
estimated from the slope of the lnR versusT21 plot is EC

.0.0233 MeV for both cases~without and with an applied
magnetic field!.

The fact that the value obtained for the charging ene
of the LPM1A film is significantly smaller than that for ce
ramic manganites32 attests to a better electronic transparen
of GBs in this film. On the other hand, the insensitivity ofEC

to the applied magnetic field proves that just a Coulo
barrier is formed in the GBs.

The magnetization data show that the as-depos
LPM2 film demonstrates the temperature behavior typical
two-phase systems~see Fig. 4c!. It is also confirmed by the
XRD and the HREM data. However, a short-term anneal
at 900 °C leads to formation of a single-phase crystal str
ture ~see Figs. 1b and 3b!. Our recent investigations o
Pr0.65Ca0.35MnO3 films show that annealing at 900 °C for u
to 10 hours does not change the chemical composition of
film ~including the oxygen content! but leads only to relax-
ation of the lattice strains.20

Therefore, one can suggest that the main difference
tween the LPM2 and the LPM2A films is a different conce
tration of the lattice strains only. It is believed that, owing
a significant lattice mismatch between the substrate and
film, lattice strains are accumulated in the film during dep
sition. As reported recently, under a compressive bia
strain the film grows in the islands mode, and the strains
distributed nonuniformly through the sample.19 The edge of
an island is a region of high strain, while the top of an isla
is a region of low strain. Consequently, the LPM2 film re
resents a composition of compressed biaxially strainedc
.0.396 nm and a.0.385 nm) and strain-free (c.a
.0.388 nm) crystallites. This is also confirmed by the fa
that the lattice parameters of the strain-free regions rem
practically unchanged after annealing (c.a.0.387 nm).
Therefore, the observed two-phaseM (T) behavior of LPM2
~see Fig. 4c! can be explained by the existence of these d
ferently strained crystallites. Let us prove this conjecture
be true on the basis of modern theoretical approaches.
weaker strains and a cubic symmetryTC can be expressed
according to the Millis model, by:33

TC~«!5TC~«50!S 12a«B2
1

2
D«JT

2 D ,

where «B5(2«1001«001) is a bulk strain, «1005(afilm

2abulk)/abulk is the in-plane biaxial compressive strai
«0015(cfilm2cbulk)/cbulk is the out-of-plane uniaxial tensil
strain,afilm , abulk , cfilm , andcbulk are the in-plane and out
of-plane lattice parameters for the film and the bulk, resp
tively, «JT5A2/3(«0012«100) is the Jahn–Teller strain,a
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5(1/TC)(dTC /d«B), and D5(1/TC)(d2TC /d«JT
2 ). The

magnitudes ofa andD represent the relative weights for th
symmetry-conserving bulk and the symmetry-break
Jahn–Teller strains, respectively. According to the theoret
model of Ref. 33,a.10 for a reasonable electron–phono
coupling (0.5<l<1) in these compounds, wherel is the
electron–phonon interaction constant. If only the relative d
ference in the lattice strain between the strain-free and
strained crystallites is considered, the strain-free phase
be treated as a bulk withcbulk.abulk.0.388 nm. The lattice
parameters estimated from the HREM image~Fig. 3a! are
used for the strained phase. UsingTC for the strain-free
phase asTC15TC(«50).270 K and the values obtaine
for «100 and «001 and TC2.180 K for the strained phase i
the LPM2 film, we can obtainD.1500, which is almost
coincident with the prediction of the theoretical model
Ref. 33. Therefore, one can conclude that the observed m
netic phase separation in the as-deposited LPM2 film is g
erned by the nonuniform distribution of the lattice strains

A comparison of theM (T) and R(T) curves for the
LPM2 film ~see Figs. 4c and 5b! demonstrates that the M
transition occurs at a temperatureTP.180 K, which is co-
incident with TC for a lattice-strained phase,TC2.180 K.
This can be explained by a large difference in their volum
in the film, which is confirmed by the sharp increase in t
magnetization~almost four times! at T<TC2 . Therefore, the
concentration of the FM metallic phase, which appears at
first magnetic transition atTC1.270 K, is insufficient for
the formation of an infinite percolating network in the film
and only a single MI transition is observed on theR(T)
dependence.

The observed random oscillations of the resistance in
LPM2 film at low temperature are probably due to the pr
ence of the lattice strain, because this effect disappears
annealing~see Fig. 5!. Unfortunately, we did not carry out a
detailed investigation of this phenomenon in this work, bu
is worth noting that a similar effect has recently been o
served by us in nanocrystalline twinned La0.65Ca0.35MnO3

films.34

Figures 4d and 5c demonstrate that the annealed LPM
film undergoes the FM and the MI transitions atTC

.270 K and TP.260 K, respectively. The magnetic an
transport characteristics for thi
(La0.7Sr0.3)0.5(Pr0.65Ca0.35)0.5MnO3 film are significantly bet-
ter than those observed for the La0.4Pr0.27Ca0.33MnO3 film
deposited on LAO,14 although in our case the concentratio
of Pr is slightly larger~La:Pr is 0.52:0.48!. We may argue
that observed enhancement of the FM and MI transition te
peratures is closely related to the substitution of the Ca i
by the Sr ones. A similar effect was observed recently
ceramic Pr0.65(CaySr12y)0.35MnO3 compounds.35 Therefore,
one can conclude that the Sr ions play a more positive r
leading to an increase ofTC , in these compounds as com
pared to the Pr ions, which should suppress the FM order

5. CONCLUSIONS

(La0.7Sr0.3)0.5(Pr0.65Ca0.35)0.5MnO3 films with different
crystal structure have been prepared by a ‘‘co-depositi
utilizing the laser-ablation technique from two independe
PCMO and LSMO targets. XRD and HREM analysis reve
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that the film deposited at a substrate temperature of 300
has a nanocrystalline disordered structure and does no
dergo the FM transition in the whole temperature range
narrow peak (DT.10 K) in the temperature-depende
magnetization was observed atTG.45 K, which was inter-
preted as a PM→SPM transition. It was shown that th
nanoscale crystallites play the role of the superparamagn
clusters in the film. The annealing at 750 °C for 1 h in air
leads to a recrystallization of the film and to the appeara
of the FM and MI transitions atTC.240 K and TP

.140 K, respectively. The observed discrepancy betw
TP andTC values is explained by a percolating nature of t
MI transition. The film deposited atTsub.740 °C is com-
posed of lattice-strain-free and lattice-strained crystall
with different lattice parameters andTC’s. The strain-driven
change inTC was consistently described on the basis of
Millis model.33 Annealing at 900 °C leads to the formation
a single-phase crystal structure withTC.270 K and TP

.260 K.
This work was supported by the KOSEF through t
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Influence of phase transitions on the excitonic absorption spectrum of K 2CdI4
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The absorption spectrum of thin films of K2CdI4 in the energy interval 3.6–5.1 eV is
investigated on heating and cooling in the temperature range 90–430 K. The temperature
dependence of the spectral positionEm(T) and half-widthG(T) of the long-wavelength exciton
band in K2CdI4 reveals the presence of second-order phase transitions at 400 and 220 K
and a first-order transition at 320 K. The sequence of phase transitions in K2CdI4 is like those in
the similar compounds Rb2CdI4 and Cs2CdI4 . © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
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According to the early thermographic studies, the co
pound formed in the KI–CdI2 system is K4CdI6 , while in
the corresponding rubidium and cesium systems the c
pounds Rb2CdI4 and Cs2CdI4 are formed.1 However, x-ray
studies of fused powders of the molar composition K4CdI6
do not confirm the formation of such a compound.2 It was
shown by the present authors in Ref. 3 that the compo
formed in the KI–CdI2 system is K2CdI4 . We reached tha
conclusion on the basis of a comparison of the absorp
spectra of thin films of the given molar composition with t
spectra of the other two compounds mentioned.3

The absorption spectrum of thin films of K2CdI4 ~Ref. 3!
is similar in structure and in the spectral position somew
main absorption lines to the absorption spectra of the c
pounds Rb2CdI4 and Cs2CdI4 with theb-K2SO4 structure,4,5

which are proper ferroelastics with an incommensur
phase. The following sequence of phase transitions has
established for those compound
paraphase↔ incommensurate phase at Tc1 ,
incommensurate↔I ferroelastic~monoclinic! phase atTc2 ,
and I↔II ferroelastic atTc3 ~Refs. 6 and 7!. The phase tran-
sitions in these compounds have a substantial influence
the exciton spectrum,4,5 and one can therefore use th
method of exciton spectroscopy to reveal the phase tra
tions and investigate their character.

In this paper we report a study of the absorption sp
trum of the new compound K2CdI4 in the region of the long-
wavelength exciton band over a wide temperature range
cluding the temperatures of possible phase transitions
the goal of revealing the phase transitions and investiga
their influence on the exciton spectrum.

EXPERIMENT

Thin films of K2CdI4;100 nm thick were obtained b
vacuum evaporation of a mixture of pure CdI2 and KI pow-
ders of specified stoichiometric composition onto quartz s
1681063-777X/2005/31(2)/3/$26.00
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strates heated to 100 °C; the technique is described in Re
and 5. The powder mixture was first fused under a shield,
liquid fraction of the melt was evaporated off, and the r
maining crystalline residue was evaporated onto the subs
at a higher temperature. The samples were annealed for
hour atTann5120 °C.

Because of their high hygroscopicity, the K2CdI4 films
removed from the vacuum and cooled in air to room te
perature exhibited strong light scattering. To avoid this,
hot samples were transferred to a vacuum cryostat havin
copper finger that had been heated to 70 °C. The cryo
was pumped down and the samples were held in vacuum
an extended period.

The absorption spectrum was measured on an SF
spectrophotometer in the spectral region 3.6–5.1 eV
temperature interval 90–430 K, which includes the tempe
tures of the possible phase transitions. In the interval 90–
K the spectra were measured in the vacuum cryostat, whi
the higher temperatures the measurements were made
ordinary thermostatic chamber. The sample was held a
each measurement temperature for 20 min.

With increasing temperature the shape of the exci
band changes from almost purely Lorentzian at 90 K
purely Gaussian atT>290 K on account of the exciton–
phonon interaction. For this reason the band was appr
mated in the interval 90 K<T<290 K by a linear combina-
tion of Lorentzian and Gaussian contours. In th
approximation the line shape is close to the Voigt contour.8 A
change of the exciton band shape with increasing temp
ture from purely Lorentzian at 90 K to purely Gaussian
T5290 K has been established by the authors for a num
of compounds, both binary~including CuCl, CuBr, CuI,
AgI!9 and complex ~including Ag2CdI4 , RbCu4Cl3I2 ,
Cs2CdI4).4,10 The parameters of the long-wavelength excit
band~the spectral positionEm , the half-widthG, and«2m)
were determined by approximating the experimental dep
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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dence by a symmetric one-oscillator contour consisting o
linear combination of a Lorentzian and a Gaussian.8

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE PARAMETERS OF
THE LONG-WAVELENGTH EXCITON BAND IN K 2CdI4

In the spectral region 3.6–5.1 eV an intenseA0 band is
observed at 4.612 eV and a weakerA1 band at 4.97 eV~Fig.
1!. With increasing temperature theA0 andA1 bands shift to
longer wavelengths, broaden, and weaken on account o
exciton–phonon interaction; this indicates that these ba
are due to excitonic excitations. The spectral position of
A0 band~4.612 eV! in the coordinatesEm(x), wherex is the
molar concentration in the system (2KI)12x(Cd0.5I) x , lies
on a straight line connecting theEm exciton peak in KI~5.84
eV! and theX1 peak in CdI2 ~4.04 eV! at x52/3, indicating
that the bands belong to the compound K2CdI4 . The possible
compound K4CdI6 (x50.5) would have a long-wavelengt
peak at 4.94 eV. That the spectrum belongs to the compo
K2CdI4 is also indicated by the proximity of theA0 band to
the corresponding bands in Rb2CdI4 ~4.63 eV! and Cs2CdI4
~4.65 eV!.4,5

The sharp long-wavelength edge of theA0 band and its
high intensity indicate that K2CdI4 is a direct-gap insulator.

The parameters of theA0 band ~the positionEm , the
half-width G, and «2m) were determined at 23 temperatu
points on heating and cooling of the sample.

The Em(T) andG(T) curves taken on heating and coo
ing are substantially different~Fig. 2! because of the therma
memory effects displayed by ferroelastics. The tempera
curvesEm

↑ (T) taken on heating have kinks atTc3'220 K,
Tc2'320 K, andTc1'400 K. Near those temperatures o
also sees features in the reverse pathEm

↓ (T) and on theG(T)
curves taken on heating and cooling; evidently there
phase transitions in this temperature region. Assuming
the same sequence of phase transitions occurs in K2CdI4 as
in the isomorphic compounds Rb2CdI4 and Cs2CdI4 , let us
analyze theEm(T) and G(T) curves for the forward and
reverse paths ofT.

With increasing temperature theA0 band is shifted lin-
early to long wavelengths at a rate ofdEm /dT525.68
31024 eV/K in the temperature interval 90–220 K. AtTc3

'220 K a kink is observed on theEm
↑ (T) curve, while in the

FIG. 1. Long-wavelength excitonic absorption bands in K2CdI4 at different
temperatures. The spectra were obtained on heating of the sample.
thickness 145 nm.
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interval 220–300 K the temperature coefficient of the shif
somewhat smaller:dEm /dT524.031024 eV/K. In the vi-
cinity of Tc2'320 K one observes a kink inEm

↓ (T), and in
the interval 320–400 KdEm /dT526.831024 eV/K. A
still larger valuedEm /dT521.531023 eV/K is observed
in the paraphase atT.400 K. It should be noted that th
phase transitions are weakly manifested and smeared in
perature on theEm

↑ (T) curves, taken on heating; this is ap
parently due to the thermal inertia of the sample, becaus
which the II ferroelastic phase partially persists in the ex
tence region of the I ferroelastic phase (220 K,T
,320 K), and the I ferroelastic phase in the existence reg
of the incommensurate phase (320 K,T,400 K).

The half-width of theA0 band on heating increases lin
early in the whole temperature region by the law

G~T!5G~0!1aT,

wherea5dG/dT, andG(0) is the residual width determine
by the defect state of the lattice. In the existence regions
the different phases the values ofdG/dT are as follows:

II ferroelastic (90 K,T,220 K)
dG/dT56.2331024 eV/K, G(0)50.122 eV;

I ferroelastic phase (220 K,T,320 K)
dG/dT55.831024 eV/K, G(0)50.120 eV;

incommensurate phase (320 K,T,400 K)
dG/dT57.1431024 eV/K, G(0)50.08 eV.

ilm

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the positionEm ~a! and half-widthG ~b!
of the A0 band in K2CdI4 , obtained on heating~1! and cooling~2! of the
sample.
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In the region of the paraphase (T.400 K) the G(T)
curve goes to saturation, apparently because of the proxi
of the temperatures in this interval to the melting point
K2CdI4 (210 °C).1 The linear trend ofG(T) indicates a low
dimensionality of the excitons in K2CdI4 . According to a
theory developed for the exciton–phonon interaction in cr
tals of different dimensionality,11 a linear dependence o
G(T) is characteristic of 2D excitons. The larger value of t
residual broadening in the low-temperature ferroela
phases characterizes their higher defect density as comp
to the incommensurate phase.

Because of the high thermal inertia of the samples
reverse pathEm

↓ (T) does not coincide with the forward pat
even in the existence region of the paraphase, although
values of the coefficients of the temperature shift are clo
dEm

↓ /dT521.1731023 eV/K. On the reverse path in th
incommensurate phase theEm

↓ (T) andG↓(T) curves have a
jump at Tc2 , indicating a first-order phase transition. Su
behavior of Em

↓ (T) in the region of the incommensura
phase is apparently due to the formation of solitons and t
pinning as the temperature approachesTc2 , this pinning par-
tially persisting in the polar phase atT,320 K. The increase
of G in the lower-temperature ferroelastic phasesT
,320 K) in comparison with the incommensurate pha
(320 K,T,400 K) indicates the presence of an addition
broadening mechanism in those phases. The contributio
the broadening from the exciton–phonon interaction is cl
in value in the incommensurate and ferroelastic phases
can be inferred from the close values ofdG/dT in those
phases. The additional broadening of the exciton band in
ferroelastic phases is apparently due to scattering of exci
by domain walls.

Thus a study of theEm(T) andG(T) curves in K2CdI4
has established the presence of second-order phase t
ity
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tions at Tc1'400 K and Tc3'220 K and a second-orde
transition atTc2'320 K. The temperature trend ofEm(T)
andG(T) in the interval 320 K,T,400 K is typical for an
incommensurate phase: stronger temperature hysteres
the low-temperature region nearTc2 and weaker hysteresi
near Tc1 . Based on what we have said above, it can
concluded that K2CdI4 apparently exhibits the same s
quence of phase transitions as do Rb2CdI4 and Cs2CdI4 .

*E-mail: Vladimir.K.Miloslavsky@univer.kharkov.ua
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It is shown that the new fractional values of the filling factor observed experimentally in the
fractional quantum Hall effect~FQHE! regime,n54/11, 4/13, 5/13, 5/17, 6/17, 3/8, and 3/10~and
also the complementary fractions 5/8 and 7/11!, which do not fit the standard composite
fermion model, can be described in the framework of an expanded systematics of the quantum
states of the FQHE, based on Halperin’s conjecture of the coexistence of free electrons
and bound electron pairs in two-dimensional~2D! systems in the thermodynamic limit. The
possibility of existence of bound triplet ‘‘Cooper’’ pairs in a completely polarized state at the
lowest spin Landau level may be due to the electron–phonon interaction of 2D electrons
with 2D surface acoustic and optical phonons localized near the interface in semiconductor
heterostructures. The proposed expanded systematics includes as particular cases the
Laughlin model, the early hierarchical models of the FQHE, and the composite fermion model,
including certain generalizations of it, and permits a description of absolutely all of the
observed fractional values ofn, including fractions with even denominators~in particular,n53/8
and 3/10! and also predicts the possibility of existence of new ‘‘exotic’’ fractions~e.g.,n
55/14, 5/16, and 3/20!. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1867312#
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is customarily assumed that all the features of the H
resistanceRH5Rxy ~plateau! and transport magnetoresi
tanceRxx ~minima! of two-dimensional~2D! electron sys-
tems as functions of the magnetic fieldB in the fractional
quantum Hall effect~FQHE! regime are described by th
composite fermion~CF! model. The composite fermions ar
formed on the basis of bound states~composites! of spin-
polarized 2D electrons with an even number of magnetic fl
quantaF05hc/e per electron~hereh is Planck’s constant,c
is the speed of light, ande is the electron charge!.

In this sense the CF model1 would seem to contradict th
initial Laughlin model2 for the FQHE, according to which
there is an odd number of flux quanta for each electronm
52n11 (n51,2,3,...). Nevertheless, the simple Laughli
fractions for the filling factor of the lowest spin Landa
level, n51/3,1/5,1/7,..., are contained in the CF scheme
which leads to the following two-parameter relation forn:

n5
Ne

NF
5

n

2kn61
~k,n51,2,3,...!, ~1!

whereNe andNF are the total numbers of electrons and fl
quanta in the 2D system,k determines the number of pairs o
flux quanta per composite fermion, andn labels the new
filled Landau levels in the effective magnetic field,1 so that
the FQHE can be treated as the integer quantum Hall ef
~IQHE! in a system of noninteracting composite fermions

However, experiments done on ultraclean samples wi
record electron mobilityme'107 cm2/(V•s) at ultralow
temperaturesT'35 mK have revealed new features ofRxx

at fractional values of the filling factorn which are not de-
scribed by the standard CF model.1 These new fractions
never before observed, lie in the intervals between the w
1711063-777X/2005/31(2)/8/$26.00
ll

x

ct

a

ll-

known fractionsn52/7, 1/3, and 2/5 and correspond to th
following values of the filling factor:n55/17, 3/10, 4/13,
6/17, 4/11, 3/8, and 5/13~see Ref. 3! and also the comple
mentary values (12n)55/8 and 7/11, due to the electron
hole symmetry of the 2D states at the Landau levels.

As was noted in Ref. 3, all of the new fraction with od
denominators can be described formally by the early hie
chical model of anyons,4,5 although it is assumed that som
of these states are unstable~compressible!5,7 or incompletely
spin polarized.8,9 Furthermore, the anyon model does not d
scribe the fractions with even denominators.

For this reason the authors of Ref. 3 conjectured tha
new FQHE phenomenon had been observed in their exp
ments, occurring for weakly interacting composite fermio
in the case of partially filled higher Landau levels. In such
case the numbern in relation ~1! should be replaced by a
certain parametern* :

n5
n*

2kn* 61
, ~2!

wheren* is a set ofk-dependent noninteger numbers, whi
can be denoted asn2K . In particular, it was shown in Ref. 3
that the fractionn54/11 corresponds to a valuen* 5n251
11/3, the fractionn55/13→n25112/3, n56/17→n251
11/5, n53/8→n25111/2, n54/13→n45111/3, n
55/17→n45112/3, andn53/10→n45111/2. ~We note
that errors were made in calculating the fractionsn54/13,
n55/17, n57/11, andn55/8 in Ref. 3.!

Replacing the integern51 in ~1! by improper fractions
n* .1 corresponds to the FQHE for composite fermion
though not on the lowest but on the next partially filled La
dau level in the space of composite fermions, by analo
with the FQHE for the usual 2D electrons on the high
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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Landau levels in the IQHE regime~for example, for states o
the typen54/3, n55/3).

An attempt was recently undertaken10 to construct a the-
oretical foundation for the ideas expressed in Ref. 3 ab
the next generation~hierarchy! of FQHEs for interacting
composite fermions in order to explain the unusual fractio
in the framework of an expanded CF model with such
valuen* .11 n̄ in Eq. ~2! for k51, leading to the following
expression for the filling factor in the interval 1/3,n,5/3:

n5
3n11

8n63
~n51,2,3,...!. ~3!

This result was obtained in Ref. 10 with the aid of
numerical diagonalization of the Coulomb Hamiltonian o
system ofNe electrons (Ne58,12,16,20,24) arranged on th
surface of a sphere centered around a Dirac magnetic m
pole of ‘‘charge’’ Q ~the Haldane configuration!.5 A special
Monte Carlo technique9 was used to obtain the value of th
total magnetic flux through the sphere, 2QF0 , as a function
of Ne , and then, from the ratioNe/2QF0 , relation ~3! was
obtained in the thermodynamic limitNe→`.

However, such a model can explain the existence of o
two of the unusual fractions,n54/11 andn55/13, out of the
seven new features.

Meanwhile, all the new features3 of Rxx and also abso-
lutely all of the features ofRxx andRxy observed previously
in the FQHE regime, including fractions with even denom
nators (n51/2,1/4,1/6,...), which are the limiting states o
the CF model1 for n→` for the differentk51,2,3,..., are
described by the formula proposed in Ref. 11 for the filli
factor:

n5
4m1p24r

mp2r 2 ~4!

or its complement:

ñ5
4r 2p24m

r 22mp
, ~5!

wherem is an odd number,p is an even number, andr is a
number of arbitrary parity. Formula~4! is obtained in Ref. 11
on the basis of the assumption that in addition to the free
electrons on the lowest spin Landau level there can e
bound electron pairs which coexist~interfere! with the elec-
trons and participate equally in the interaction with fl
quanta.

It should be emphasized that relation~4! was obtained
with the aid of a trial wave function that is antisymmetr
~odd! with respect to permutation of completely polariz
electrons found on the lowest spin Landau level, and sy
metric ~even! with respect to permutation of bound electro
pairs in the triplet state with spins51. In other words, the
approach taken in Ref. 11 was the usual approach to
description of fermions and bosons characteristic for thr
dimensional~3D! systems, although it is known4 that in 2D
quantum systems, indistinguishable particles or quasip
cles ~e.g., anyons! obey anomalous statistics and can fo
mally have arbitrary spin.

Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind that in real cr
tals, electrons localized in a quantum well near an interf
as a result of the size quantization of the spectrum are
ut
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strictly two-dimensional, since their wave function
‘‘smeared’’ along the third dimension over a certain region
finite width. That means that the operation of permuting t
electrons, in spite of the two-dimensional character of th
quantum motion in the lowest 2D subband, can be reali
via an infinitely large number of different 3D trajectorie
which are topologically different from planar 2D trajectorie
For this reason the division into fermions~electrons! and
bosons~bound pairs! in the construction of the Halperin
wave function11 is entirely justified. However, in Ref. 11 no
assumptions were made as to the dynamic mechanism
formation of the bound electron pairs in semiconductor h
erostructures in a quantizing magnetic field.

In Ref. 12 it was shown that the bound pairs of dege
erate electrons can arise in the lowest quantum 2D subb
~which we shall call 2D electrons!, both on the lowest spin
Landau level and on the partially filled higher Landau leve
by a mechanism analogous to the formation of Cooper p
in superconductors, owing to the electron–phonon inter
tion with 2D surface phonons localized near the interfa
between the different crystals~GaAs and AlGaAs! in semi-
conductor heterostructures. The effective electron–elec
attraction due to the exchange of virtual acoustic and opt
‘‘interface’’ phonons, with a low phase~group! velocity in
the plane of the interface, can exceed the Coulomb repul
e2/« l H ~where« is the dielectric constant of the crystals an
l H5A\c/eB is the quantum magnetic length!.

Moreover, as was shown in Ref. 13, the Coulomb int
action between 2D electrons on the same spin Landau l
is antisymmetric with respect to a certain integral transf
mation in the momentum representation, so that at su
ciently high momenta the antisymmetrized Coulomb mat
element changes sign, i.e., corresponds to a certain effe
attraction in momentum space. This effect is due to
strong~infinite for r→0) repulsion between the complete
polarized electrons with parallel spins on account of
Pauli principle, which is much more important than the Co
lomb repulsion in the formation of the states of a so-cal
‘‘incompressible’’ 2D Laughlin electron liquid.2 The change
in sign of the Fourier component of the Coulomb potentia
large momenta can be interpreted as magnetic ‘‘overscre
ing’’ of the Coulomb interaction by electrons on the sam
Landau level.13 In this paper we derive the Halperin relatio
~4! and its complement~5! on the basis of a many-particl
wave function of the Laughlin type2,11 and devise a genera
universal algorithm for calculating any proper fractionsn
5q/k with q,k corresponding to the features ofRxx and
Rxy in the FQHE regime, in the model of a 2D system wi
a superposition of free electrons and bound pairs on the l
est Landau level.

2. BOUND ELECTRON PAIRS AND THE HALPERIN WAVE
FUNCTION

Halperin’s hypothesis11 of the existence of bound pair
of electrons on the lowest spin Landau level of a 2D elect
system in the FQHE regime was justified in Ref. 12, wher
concrete mechanism of formation of such pairs was p
posed: the interaction of 2D electrons with 2D surface aco
tic and optical phonons localized near the interface in
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure. The wave functions of su
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surface phonons, which propagate with relatively low ph
~group! velocities in the plane of the interface, are known
be exponentially damped with distance from the interfa
;e2kx, with a characteristic distancek215l/2p ~where is
the wavelength of the phonon andk is the wave vector along
the surface of the interface!.

At the same time, the characteristic scales for degene
2D electrons in semiconductor heterostructures are as
lows: the distanced from the interface to the maximum o
the density of electrons localized in the quantum well,
inverse Fermi wave numberkF

215(2pne)
21 for the mean

2D electron densityne , and the quantum magnetic leng
l H . For B'10 T andne'10211 cm22 we obtain the esti-
matesl H<1026 cm andkF

21>1026 cm. The distanced is of
the same order of magnitude. This means that, on the
hand, the wave numbers of the virtual 2D phonons that
be excited by 2D electrons at the interface on account of
electron–phonon interaction and whose exchange can
vide the attraction necessary for pairing will be of the sa
order askF and l H

21 . On the other hand, this means that t
2D electrons found at distancesd<1026 cm from the inter-
face can interact quite efficiently with surface phonons,
amplitude of which falls off insignificantly~by less than a
factor of e) over the lengthd.

In Ref. 12 both the matrix elements of the electro
phonon interaction with surface nonpolar acoustic and o
cal phonons and the matrix elements of the Coulo
interaction13 were calculated for the first two lowest Landa
levels, and it was shown that an effective attraction betw
2D electrons arises in certain regions of momentum sp
and can lead to their ‘‘Cooper’’ pairing. Such a pairing
electrons found on the same spin Landau level is triplet w
a total pair spins51. Because of the finite width of th
region over which the electron wave functions in the 2
quantum well are smeared into the third dimension a
hence, the finite probability of a permutation of identic
particles along different nonplanar trajectories preserves
usual 3D-space relationship between spin and statistics
fermions and bosons. The bound electron pairs can there
be considered bosons, and the spatial part of the total w
function of the 2D system, by analogy with the Laugh
function,2 can be represented in the form11

CH; )
m,n

~M ,M !

~Zm2Zn!m )
i , j

~N,N!

~Ri2Rj !
2u )

i ,m

~2N,M !

~Zi2Zn!w

3 )
j ,n

~N,M !

~Rj2Zn!q)
j

~N!

~Zj2Zj 21!2t, ~6!

whereM is the number of free electrons,N is the number of
bound pairs,Zm and Zn are complex 2D coordinates of th
free electrons,Zi andZi 21 are the coordinates of those ele
trons that form pairs, andRi5(Zi1Zi 21)/2 are the coordi-
nates of the centers of mass of the bound electron pairs
virtue of the symmetry properties of the wave functions
the particles with half-integer spin~fermions! and of the
bound pairs with integer spin~bosons! the exponents in the
products~6! have different parity. In the first product, whic
describes the exchange correlations of free electrons, th
nomial exponentm is an odd integer, as are the exponentsw
andt, which correspond to the correlations between the f
e
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and bound electrons~with coordinatesZm and Zi) and be-
tween bound electrons of the same pair~with coordinatesZj

andZj 21). At the same time, in the second product the e
ponent will always be even, 2u (u is an arbitrary integer!
owing to the symmetry of the wave function with respect
permutations of bound pairs, and the exponentq correspond-
ing to permutations of the pairs and free electrons has a
trary parity (q is any integer!.

We write the square modulus of the function~6! in the
form of an effective Gibbs canonical distribution2

uCHu25exp$2bFH%, ~7!

where

2bFH;2H m (
m,n

~M ,M !

ln~Zm2Zn!12u (
i , j

~N,N!

ln~Ri2Rj !

1w (
i ,m

~2N,M !

ln~Zi2Zm!1q (
j ,n

~N,M !

ln~Rj2Zn!

2t(
i

~N!

ln~Zi2Zi 21!J . ~8!

Here FH plays the role of an effective ‘‘free energy’’ of a
many-component 2D classical ‘‘charged plasma’’ with
logarithmic ‘‘Coulomb interaction’’ between particles~see
Ref. 2!. Since the spin plays no role below~the problem is
effectively ‘‘spinless’’!, we shall assume that the electro
and pairs on the lowest Landau level are equivalent, so
Eq. ~8! can be rewritten in the form

2bFH;2H m (
m,n

~M ,M !

ln~Zm2Zn!12u (
i , j

~N,N!

ln~Zi2Zj !

1~2w1q! (
i ,m

~N,M !

ln~Zi2Zm!

2t(
i

~N!

ln~Zi2Zi 21!J . ~9!

The next step is to fix one of the coordinates in ea
logarithmic term at the same pointZ0 , so that one of the
summations in the double sums is replaced simply by a n
ber M or N, and expression~9! then takes the form

2bFH;2H mM(
m

~M !

ln~Zm2Z0!12uN(
i

~N!

ln~Zi2Z0!

1~2w1q!N(
m

~M !

ln~Zm2Z0!

2t(
i

~N!

ln~Zi2Z0!J . ~10!

Here one can immediately pass to the thermodynamic lim
letting M→` andN→`, so that to good accuracy one ca
neglect the last term in~10!. As a result, collecting terms in
the sums overm and overi , with allowance for the fact tha
the total number of electrons in the 2D system is equal t

Ne52N1M , ~11!

we write ~10! in the following form:
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2bFH;2H @mM1~2w1q!N#(
m

~M !

ln~Zm2Z0!

1uN(
i

~2N!

ln~Zi2Z0!J . ~12!

Hence it follows with allowance for~11! that the total num-
ber of magnetic flux quanta in the 2D system is equal to

NF5mM1~2w1q1u!N[mM1rN, ~13!

where the numberr 5(2w1q1u) has arbitrary parity, since
2w is an even number andq andu are numbers with arbi-
trary parity. The minimum odd valuew51, and the mini-
mum even valuesq5u50, so thatr>2.

Proceeding from the general definition, we write the fi
ing factor of the lowest Landau level, with allowance for~11!
and ~13!,0 in the form

n5
Ne

NF
5

2N1M

mM1rN
,

~m52n11, r 5n11, n51,2,3,...!. ~14!

3. ALGORITHM FOR CALCULATING THE FILLING FACTOR
IN THE FQHE REGIME

It follows from expression~14! that in the absence o
electron pairs, i.e., when their numberN50, the filling fac-
tors n at which features are observed in the conductiv
reduce to the simple Laughlin fractions:2

n5
1

m
[

1

2n11
5

1

3
,
1

5
,
1

7
,
1

9
,... . ~15!

On the other hand, if all of the electrons are bound in
pairs, i.e., the number of free electronsM50, then formula
~14! gives the Halperin fractions~for r>2):

n5
2

r
51,

2

3
,
1

2
,
2

5
,
1

3
,
2

7
,
1

4
,
2

9
,
1

5
,... . ~16!

Here the fractions with numerator 2, which are not contain
in the Laughlin theory2 but are described in the CF mode1

@see relation~1!#, should be separated out, as should the fr
tions with even denominatorsn51/2,1/4,1/8,..., which in
the CF model are limiting states atn→` for different k
51,2,3,... . In addition, we note that the Laughlin fractio
~15! are also contained in~16!.

In order to calculaten for arbitraryM andN, we write
expression~14! in the form

n5
21M /N

r 1mM/N
~17!

and take into account that the simple Laughlin fractions~16!
follow from ~14! or ~17! in two cases: forN50 and for r
52m. This means that in the general case one can seN
;(2m2r )>0 for r<2m ~but r>2) or N;(r 22m).0 for
r .2m.

On the other hand, forM50 one can formally setn
52/r[4/p, i.e., introduce a certain even numberp52r and
assume in the general case thatM;(p22r )>0 for p>2r
or M;(2r 2p).0 for p,2r .
o

d

-

As a result, assuming for simplicity that all the coef
cients of proportionality are identical, one can write the ra
of the number of free electronsM to the number of bound
pairsN in the form

M

N
5

p22r

2m2r
.0, or

M

N
5

2r 2p

r 22m
.0. ~18!

Substituting the first of these relations into~17!, we ob-
tain the Halperin expression4 for the filling factor ~4!, valid
for r<2m andp>2r , while the substitution of the second o
relations~18! into ~17! leads to the complementary relatio
~5!, valid for r .2m andp,2r .

Thus there exist a three-parameter set of values of
filling factor, determined by the formulas

n5
4m1p24r

mp2r 2 .0, or ñ5
4r 2p24m

r 22mp
.0 ~19!

depending on the values of the numbersm, p, and r in
relation to each other.

We note that the previously proposed10 generalization of
the standard two-parameter relation~1! of the CF model1,
obtained by replacingn with n* 5n1 ñ, actually corre-
sponds to the introduction of a three-parameter formula fon
at arbitraryk.

For r 52m for any p the first of expressions~19! or
formula ~4! degenerates into simple Laughlin fractions wi
odd denominatorsn51/m51/(2n11). We note that forp
52r 52m both expressions~19! contain an indeterminacy o
the type 0/0, the evaluation of which by l’Hoˆpital’s rule leads
to a valuen51/m. Since the conditionr 52m means the
absence of bound electron pairs (N50), we arrive at the
conclusion that the Laughlin states are realized on free
electrons (M5Ne).

For p52r for any m Eq. ~4! implies the Halperin frac-
tions n52/r , which arise in the absence of free electro
(M50) in a system of coupled pairs (N5Ne/2). However,
if one proceeds by analogy with Cooper pairs in superc
ductors, then it becomes clear that the state withM50 can
be realized only at a temperature of absolute zero (T50). At
finite temperatures (TÞ0) the numbers of particles and pai
are nonzero,MÞ0 andNÞ0, and they can change only in
discrete manner on changes inT ~just as in the case of a
continuous variation of the magnetic fieldB). The relative
numbers of electronsne5M /Ne and pairsnp5N/Ne can
take on the following values:

ne5
p22r

4m1p24r
.0 or ne5

2r 2p

4r 2p24m
.0; ~20!

np5
2m2r

4m1p24r
.0 or np5

r 22m

4r 2p24m
.0; ~21!

Formulas~19! or ~4! and~5! in the general case describ
a set of different proper fractionsn5q/k,1 with arbitrary
integer numeratorsq and denominatorsk. However, the sim-
plest fractional values ofn, and which are most often ob
served, are, as a rule, obtained from~19! as a result of many
cancellations of numerators and denominators, i.e., for a h
degree of multiplicity of the numbersq andk

Since the numerator and denominator of the filling fac
n correspond to the number of electronsNe and number of
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TABLE I. Main fractional valuesn5q/k for m53.
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aNote: The fractions are obtained on the basis of relation~4! in the region 2< r < 6 andp > 2r and on the basis of relation~5! in the
region 7<r<14 andp<2r . The horizontalr 56 for anyp corresponds to the Laughlin state withn51/3 ~for M5Ne andN50). The
diagonalp52r corresponds to the Halperin state withn52/r ~for N5Ne/2 andM50), which are inaccessible atTÞ0. Fractions with
large incommensurate numerators and denominators are not given~are indicated by dashes!. The empty cells correspond to states that
are not described by relations~4! and ~5!.
flux quantaNF , such multiplicity means that a large numb
of particles~electrons and pairs! simultaneously form coher
ent bound states~or composites! with the same number o
quanta~not necessarily even!! per electron. As a result o
this, the experimentally observed features appear in the m
rocharacteristics~e.g., inRxx andRxy) of all 2D systems.

To find such fractionsn5q/k with q,k and a high mul-
tiplicity of the numerator and denominator we propose
following simple algorithm. Equate the numerator of expre
sions~19! to a product of numberslq and the denominator to
a productlk ~wherel is an integer!, and solve the two equa
tions for p and r at fixed values ofm52n11. From the
condition for obtaining a solution in the form of integers w
find the desired multiplicityl of the number and denomina
tor. Indeed, from the two equations based on the first
relations~19! or relation~4!:

4m1p24r 5 lq; mp2r 25 lk ~22!

we obtain a quadratic equation forr , the lesser root of which
is equal to

r 52m2Al ~qm2k!<2m. ~23!

Then the parameterp is determined by the relation

p5~4r 24m1 lq !>2r . ~24!

For an arbitrary positive number (qm2k) the square
root in ~23! is calculated exactly from the condition

l ~qm2k!5n2, ~25!

i.e., for l 5(qm2k) or for l equal to the cofactor of (qm
2k) that completes the square on the left-hand side.

If the number (qm2k) itself is a complete square, the
l is equal to 1 or to any complete square, and the only
strictions onl are the conditions 2<r<2m and p>2r and
the condition on the parity of the numberp.
c-

e
-

f

-

Let us give several examples. We start with three typi
fractions described by formula~1!: n53/7, 4/9, and 5/11.
Substituting the corresponding valuesq53, 4, 5 andk57, 9,
11 into ~23! and then into~24!, we find the corresponding
values of the parameters for these fractions form53: l 1

52, r 154, p1510; l 253, r 253, p2512; l 354, r 352, p3

516 ~see Table I!. Other values ofl do not satisfy the re-
quirements 2<r<6 andp>2r .

We note that the fractionn53/7 is also realized form
55, l 58, r 52, p512 ~Table II!.

Let us now consider the exotic fractions observed in R
3 which do not fit into the CF scheme.1

First we take the fractionn54/11. Substituting the cor-
responding valuesq54 and k511 into ~23! and ~24!, for
m53 we find four ways in which the given fraction is rea
ized: l 151, r 155, p1512; l 254, r 254, p2520; l 359, r 3

53, p3536; l 4516, r 452, p4560. In addition, the fraction
4/11 is realized form55, l 54, r 54, andp512. We note
that the fractionn57/11, complementary ton54/11, ob-
served in Ref. 3 owing to the electron–hole symmetry of
spectrum, cannot be obtained from relations~23! and ~24!.

The next fractionn54/13 is realized form55, l 57, r
53, andp520, and the fractionn55/13 is realized form
57, l 52, r 54, andp514. We note that the complementa
fraction n59/13 is realized form55, l 52, r 52, and p
56, while the fractionn58/13 does not satisfy relations~23!
and ~24!.

The fractions 5/17 and 6/17 have two sets of paramet
n55/17 is realized form155, l 152, r 156, p1514 and for
m257, l 258, r 252, p2520, andn56/17 is realized for
m153, l 151, r 155, p1514 and form257, l 254, r 254,
p2512 ~see Tables I, II, and III!.

Finally, the most exotic new fractions with even denom
nators among those observed in Ref. 3, viz.,n53/8 andn
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TABLE II. Main fractional values ofn5q/k for m55.
F

aNote: In the region 2<r<10 andp.2r the fractions are obtained using Eq.~4!, while in the region 11<r <14 andp , 2r they are
obtained using~5!. The horizontalr 510 is the state withn51/5. The diagonal is the state withn52/r (r>2).
53/10, are realized first atm53, l 54, r 54, andp516 for
relations~4!, ~23!, and ~24! ~the fractionn55/8 is comple-
mentary!, and the second form53, l 54, andr 5p58, but
on the basis of the second of relations~19! or formula~5!, for
which r andp are determined by the expressions

r 52m1Al ~k2mq!.2m, ~26!

p5~4r 24m2 lq !,2r . ~27!

We note that the fractionsn54/13 andn55/17 can also
be obtained using relations~5!, ~26!, and~27!. For example,
for m53 the valueñ54/13 corresponds tol 51, r 57, p
512 or l 54, r 58, p54, while the valueñ55/17 is ob-
tained forl 51, r 58, p510 ~see Table I!. The same relations
give the known fractionsn52/7 andn52/9, which for m
TABLE III. Main fractional valuesn5q/k for m57.a

Note: All fractions in the region 2<r<14 andp>2r are obtained
53 correspond tol 54, r 58, p512 or l 59, r 59, p56 ~for
ñ52/7) and l 512, r 5p512 ~for ñ52/9). For m55 the
fractionn52/9 is realized according to~4!, ~23!, and~24! at
l 59, r 57, p526 andl 59, r 58, p520, while the fraction
n52/11 form55 is given by relations~5!, ~26!, and~27! for
l 54, r 512, p520 or l 59, r 513, p514, or l 516, r
514, p54 ~see Table II!.

With increasing numeratorq and denominatork and as
the fractionn5q/k approaches the valuen51/2, which is
the limiting value for the first series of fractions in the C
model,1 a tendency for the parametersl , r , andp to decrease
is observed. For example, the fractionn58/17 is realized
according to relations~4!, ~23!, and ~24! with m53 for l
57, r 513, p596 and withm55 for l 523, r 533, andp
a
 using relation~4!.
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5296. At the same time, the closest ton51/2 among the
observed fractions,3 n59/19 andn510/21, are realized ac
cording to ~4!, ~23!, and ~24! with m53: first for l 52, r
52, andp514, and the second forl 51, r 53, p510 ~the
fractionn510/19 is complementary ton59/19 and does no
satisfy relations~23! and ~26! itself.

In this way one can obtain in the given model any of t
known fractions or a prespecified proper fraction, includi
all the fractions that follow from the CF model,1 and also all
the new ‘‘anomalous’’ fractions observed in Ref. 3, which
not fit in with the standard scheme1 ~like the IQHE for com-
posite fermions! or with the refined scheme of Ref. 10~like
the FQHE for composite fermions on high Landau levels!.

It is of interest to follow the formation of simple frac
tions n51/m other than the ‘‘trivial’’ Laughlin states atr
52m and N50 or the special Halperin statesn52/r with
r 52(2n11) for p524 andM50 ~i.e., for T50).

We note, first of all, that for the fractionn5q/k51/m
the combination of numbersqm2k is identically equal to
zero, since for anym such fractions satisfy relations~4!,
~23!, and~24! for any evenl 52n, to ensure the parity of the
numberp. This means that the multiplicity of these states
restricted only by the total number of 2D electrons,Ne . In
particular, for an even number of electrons in the 2D syst
all the electrons~or electron pairs! can participate simulta
neously in the formation of Laughlin statesn51/m, which
accounts for their maximal stability~‘‘incompressibility’’!. It
is those quantum states which correspond to the macrosc
coherence of a large number of particles that are chara
ized by the deepest~all the way to zero! and broadest minima
in the magnetoresistanceRxx and, accordingly, a broad pla
teau in the Hall resistanceRH5Rxy .

We note that the fractionsn51/m can be realized for
other parameters also. For example, the fractionsn51/3 at
m25 corresponds to three sets of parameters in relations~4!,
~23!, ~24!: l 158, r 158, p1514 ; l 2518, r 256, p2512; l 3

532, r 354 , p3514, and form57 by two sets:l 1516,
r 156, p1512 andl 2536 , r 252, p2516.

At the same time, many fractions with larger but no
multiple ~incommensurate! numerators and denominator
which follow from relations~19! or ~4! and~5! are unobserv-
able ~virtual! because of the instability of the states cor
sponding to them~accidental configurations of the particle
and flux quanta!.

Finally, let us consider the appearance of simple fr
tions with even denominatorsn51/2n ~besides the Halperin
fractions withn52/r for r 54n and forM50). The fraction
n51/2 arises, e.g., form53, l 516, r 52, p512, according
to ~4!, ~23!, and ~24!, and the fractionn51/4 for m53, l
516, r 510, p512, according to~5!, ~26!, and ~27! or for
m55, l 516, r 56, andp520, according to~4!, ~23!, and
~24!, whereas the fractionn51/6 corresponds to relation
~5!, ~26!, ~27! with m55 for l 516, r 514, p520 or l
536, r 516, p58 ~see Tables I and II!.

It is seen that these states also have a high multipli
( l @1). The fact that the experimentally observed minima
Rxx at n51/2, 1/4, and 1/6 do not reach zero is due to
rising density~asn51/2n is approached! of the ‘‘forest’’ of
other states with close values ofn, the features of which are
weakened and become unresolvable even at the record
,
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igh

experimental accuracy achieved in Ref. 3, merging into
‘‘sea’’ of indistinguishable states.

The quantum states withn51/2n are in no way distinc-
tive in this model in comparison with other fractions wi
high multiplicity, unlike the case of the CF model,1 where
the states 1/2n are singular points at which the composi
fermions behave as quasiparticles in a Fermi liquid at z
magnetic field.14

In this connection we turn our attention to the puzzli
staten55/2 observed in the region of the IQHE but havin
all the properties of a state of the FQHE.15–17 In particular,
the Hall resistivityRxy in the vicinity of n55/2 has a pla-
teau, while the spectrum of excitations has an energy
corresponding to the ‘‘incompressible’’ state. It should
emphasized that the improper fractionn55/2 is not con-
tained in relations~4!, ~23!, and ~24! or ~5!, ~26!, and ~27!,
which describe only proper fractionsn5q/k,1 ~the substi-
tution of q55 andk52 into them leads to negative value
of r or to odd values ofp).

However, as was shown in Refs. 18 and 19, this state
be represented asn5211/2, i.e., as the half filling of a
higher Landau level in no way different from the staten
51/2; this confirms the conclusion we have reached abo

4. CONCLUSION

Thus on the basis of the single assumption that bo
electron pairs11 exist in addition to free electrons in 2D sys
tems in the FQHE regime, we have been able to const
three-parameter relations~19! or ~4! and ~5! for calculating
the fractional values of the filling factorn5Ne /NF of the
lowest Landau level, which include both the particular ca
of Laughlin model,2 the hierarchical model of anyons,4,5 and
the standard collective fermion model2 and also its
modifications.3,10

The possibility of formation of bound pairs was di
cussed previously in Ref. 20, and in Ref. 12 a concr
mechanism of ‘‘Cooper’’ pairing of 2D electrons owing t
the electron–phonon interaction with surface 2D phono
localized in the plane of the interface in semiconductor h
erostructures was proposed. We note that these ‘‘interfa
optical phonons have been observed by Raman scatterin
semiconductor superlattices.21

Relations~4! and~5! or ~19! allow one to describe abso
lutely all of the experimentally observed fractional values
the filling factor in the regionn,1 and also, possibly, to
predict certain new exotic fractions not yet observed, e
n55/14 ~for m53, l 54, r 54, p524), n55/16 ~for m55,
l 54, r 54, p516), or n53/20 ~for m57, l 54, r 512, p
532).

Here it should be taken into account that the intensity
an observed feature~the depth and width of the minimum o
Rxx , the width of the plateau ofRxy) under otherwise equa
conditions~the same electron densitiesne and electron mo-
bilities me and equal temperaturesT) increases with increas
ing degree of multiplicityl of the numerator and denomina
tor of the corresponding fractionn5q/k, evaluated on the
basis of relations~4!, ~23!, and ~24! or ~5!, ~26!, and ~27!.
This is because the multiplicityl determines the number o
coherent composites ofq electrons andk flux quanta, which
form the given quantum state. For example, the maxim
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possible multiplicity, restricted only by the number of ele
trons in the 2D system, is possessed by the Laughlin f
tions n51/m51/(2n11). This corresponds to the max
mally stable ‘‘incompressible’’ macroscopically cohere
quantum states which cannot be calculated numerically
the methods of diagonalization on a sphere9,10 nor on a disk22

because of the macroscopically large number of electr
and magnetic flux quanta taking part in their formation.

In this paper we consider a model of the coexistence
superposition of 2D electrons and bound electron p
which in the thermodynamic limit (Ne→`) describes com-
pletely spin-polarized states with any number of partic
and flux quanta and does not give preference to states
an even number of flux quanta per electron~i.e., states of the
composite fermion type1! over states with an odd number o
flux quanta per electron~states of the Laughlin type2!. In
particular, here simple fractions with even denominatorsn
51/2n are not separated into a special class, unlike the
model.1,14 Of course, the proposed model requires furth
theoretical development, and its conclusions and predict
must be checked experimentally.

The author is sincerely grateful to Walter Appel for fru
ful discussions and for providing information making it po
sible to completely this study during his stay at Physikalis
Technische Bundesanstalt~PTB!, Braunschweig, Germany
He acknowledges the Deutsche Forschungsgemeins
~DFG! for financial support of his stay at the PTB an
Michael Weyrauch personally for the invitation and arrang
ment of his visit at PTB and for support, assistance, a
helpful scientific discussions.
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Photon-stimulated recombination of self-trapped holes with electrons in pre-irradiated
solid Ar
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Spatially separated stable charge centers—trapped electrons and self-trapped holes—are
generated in Ar cryocrystals by a low-energy electron beam. A combination of the
cathodoluminescence and photon-stimulated luminescence methods has been used to probe
recombination reactions. Photon-stimulated vacuum ultraviolet intrinsic recombination
luminescence from pre-irradiated solid Ar was detected for the first time. The 1.96 eV laser light
has been demonstrated to release electrons from their traps, giving rise to the well-known
M band at 9.8 eV. Additional information on the photostability of charge centers at low
temperatures is obtained. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1867313#
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INTRODUCTION

Irradiation of solid insulators with vacuum ultraviole
~VUV ! light above the band gap energyEg or with fast par-
ticles results in the excitation of the electronic subsystem
the generation of electron-hole pairs, the creation of lat
defects, and the formation of metastable centers of gue
The subsequent relaxation represents a complex chai
branched processes and involves not only the electronic
system but the nuclear one as well. Various relaxation p
cesses have been under extensive investigation in diffe
classes of materials.1–4 Atomic cryocrystals with their well-
known electronic structure and simple crystal lattice are p
fect model solids for studying relaxation paths. The fin
stage of relaxation, i.e., the processes occurring on com
tion of the irradiation, is of special interest for understand
the radiation effects, dynamics of charge carriers, and sta
ity of radiation-induced centers. The primary states of
relaxation cascades in this case are states of self-trappe
trapped holes and electrons, as well as metastable leve
guests. A stimulating factor for these relaxation proces
could be the heating of the sample or irradiation by visi
light.

Charge recombination is one of the most important
laxation channels determining the carrier concentration
local electric fields in irradiated solids, which influence
number of processes such as emission of photons and
trons, energy conversion, desorption, etc. The method
activation spectroscopy are especially powerful tools for
vestigation of relaxation in solids, and the method of th
mally stimulated luminescence~TSL! is most common in
use.5 Indeed TSL from atomic cryocrystals has been stud
in several publications—after irradiation with x rays,6,7 elec-
tron beams,8–11 and synchrotron radiation.12 The total and
spectrally resolved yields6–13 of TSL were measured and th
activation energies of different electron traps were estima
Analysis of the thermally stimulated intrinsic recombinati
1791063-777X/2005/31(2)/3/$26.00
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luminescence in VUV range—the well-knownM
band1—has been performed for solid argon in the ran
15–30 K7 and in a wider range 5–30 K.9,13,14Recent experi-
ments revealed thermally stimulated exoelectron emiss
~TSEE! from solid Ne15 and Ar.13,14The latter studies clearly
demonstrated the correlation in the yields of exoelectr
and VUV photons of the intrinsic recombination emissi
from pre-irradiated solid Ar. An interesting interconnectio
between atomic and electronic relaxation processes
found. It was suggested16 and then demonstrated10,11,14 that
the thermally stimulated recombination of neutral guest o
gen atoms in the Ar matrix followed by O2* formation and
radiative decay of the oxygen molecule resulted in the em
sion of exoelectrons from solid Ar. This posed the quest
of the influence of visible light on relaxation paths in atom
cryocrystals.

This paper reports the first experimental results on
influence of visible-range photons on the intrinsic recom
nation in atomic cryocrystals pre-irradiated by an electr
beam. The experiments were performed with solid argon
ing the cathodoluminescence spectroscopy method comb
with the technique of photon-stimulated luminescence~PSL!.

EXPERIMENTAL

Some details of the experimental techniques have b
described elsewhere.17 Only the essential points and th
modification details are mentioned here. Samples of no
nally pure Ar ~99.99%! were grown from the gas phase b
deposition on a Cu metal substrate, cooled by a He-fl
cryostat. During the deposition the temperature was kept
enough~4.5 K! to prevent all thermally stimulated processe
The content of impurities such as O2, N2 , CO2, and H2O
did not exceed 1022%. The base pressure in the depositi
chamber was about 1027 mbar. The samples were deposite
for 5 min and their thickness~about 50–100mm! was deter-
mined by measuring the pressure decrease in the known
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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ume of a bulb in the gas inlet system. The temperature of
samples was measured by a calibrated GaAs diode fixe
the substrate. All the films were irradiated by a 1 keV elec-
tron beam after deposition. The irradiation time averaged
min, and a 1 mA/cm2 current density of electron beam wa
maintained. As was shown in Ref. 9, electrons of this ene
efficiently create stable Frenkel pairs—interstitials and
cancies.

The luminescence spectra of solid Ar were recorded
der irradiation using a normal-incidence VUV monochr
mator with a dispersion of 1.6 nm/mm. After irradiation w
tuned the monochromator to the wavelength of theM band
of solid Ar to register the spectrally resolved intrinsic reco
bination luminescence from the samples under a laser be
A He–Ne laser of low power~2 mW! in the CW mode was
used with a 1:4 neutral attenuator. The laser beam was d
cused to a diameter of 2.5 cm to cover the sample.
indicated temperature value did not change when the l
was switched on. All measurements were made at temp
ture ~4.5 K! lower than the threshold temperature for the
mally stimulated processes~10 K! to prevent thermally
stimulated release of electrons from their traps.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

On exposure to an electron beam, electron-hole pairs
generated quite efficiently because the ionization cross
tion for electrons is several orders of magnitude larger t
that for VUV photons. The holes generated under irradiat
are self-trapped in the lattice within 10212 s ~Ref. 1! due to
electron–phonon interaction and become immobile. As
been suggested theoretically1 and proved experimentally,18,19

the self-trapped holes~STH! have the configuration of a
dimer ion and can be considered as Rg2

1 centers in their own
matrix. In contrast, the electrons are not self-trapped in s
Ar and are characterized by freelike behavior.1 Because of a
negative electron affinityEa520.4 eV1 and hence prevail-
ing repulsive forces, the electron can be trapped only by s
kinds of lattice defects as vacancies, vacancy clusters
pores. Although these traps are thought to be relatively s
low, the trapped electrons nevertheless remain stable at
temperatures at least up to 10 K. An activation ene
needed to mobilize electrons can be transferred by heatin
photon irradiation. Solid Ar is a wide-band material with
conduction bandwidth of about 2.3–3.7 eV,20 and the long-
wavelength cutoff of the photoexcitation curve is defined
the trap depth. The depth of the most shallow trap was e
mated to be about 12 meV.8 The strongest peak at 15 K in th
TSL of nominally pure Ar related to the exciton-induced d
fects is characterized by an activation energy of 15 m
according to Ref. 8 and 36 meV according to Ref. 12. In fa
the photons in the range 331022 eV can be used to releas
electrons from their traps and promote their passage to
conduction band. Note that the intense exoelectron emis
from pre-irradiated solid Ar was observed under excitat
by laser light of 2.76 eV energy.16

When the electron starts to move through the latti
there are at least two possibilities for further relaxation:

to reach the surface and escape the sample~as was ob-
served in Refs. 10, 11, 14 and 16 for nominally pure a
doped solid Ar!;
e
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to recombine with positively charged intrinsic cente
such as Ar2

1 .
This recombination process can be presented by the

lowing reaction:

Ar2
11e→Ar2

1→Ar1Ar1hn~9.8 eV!. ~1!

Figure 1 shows a typical spectrum of solid Ar record
on irradiation by an electron beam. The main feature of
spectrum is the well-knownM band at 9.8 eV stemming
from the radiative decay of the Ar2* center, i.e., the transition
from the 1,3Su

1 state to a repulsive part of the ground sta
1Sg

1 . Note that the radiative state can be populated via b
the processes of exciton self-trapping and the recombina
of the STH with an electron~1!.

To check the influence of visible-range photons we p
formed an experiment on photon-stimulated luminescen
The pre-irradiated sample of solid Ar was exposed to la
light of energy 1.96 eV. The intensity of the intrinsic recom
bination emission due to reaction~1! was monitored during
the exposure. To prevent thermally stimulated release
electrons from the traps the sample was kept at a tempera
of 4.5 K. The result is shown in Fig. 2. We observed
initial sharp rise in the VUV recombination intensity afte
switching the laser on, followed by a much slower dec
with emptying of the traps. Blocking of the laser light re
sulted in disappearance of the signal. No such kind of eff
was observed either from the substrate or from samples
subjected to the electron beam. The experiment clearly d
onstrates a high efficiency of the VUV recombinatio
luminescence stimulation by low energy photons. The ene
of these photons is sufficiently high to release electrons a
from such a deep impurity trap as O2

2 , for example. The
binding energy of electronsEb at these centers is estimate
to beEb51.6 eV with a correction to the O2 electron affinity
Ea50.44 eV21 due to the polarization energy of Ar take
into account. Formation of negative ionic centers is poss
even in the case of low impurity concentration because of
large mean free path of electrons in solid Ar.22 However, the
contribution of this kind of deep traps to the photo
stimulated processes discussed above is relatively smal
has been demonstrated in experiments on photon-stimul
exoelectron emission.23

FIG. 1. Luminescence of solid argon, excited with an electron beam
keV at 4.5 K. The main feature of the spectrum is theM band at 9.8 eV.
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After the electron has been released from the trap, it
stay in the conduction band until the recombination even
until it escapes the sample surface. According to Ref. 24,
decay of the free-carrier densityNc for the case of no retrap
ping can be given by the simple exponential expression:

Nc5Neff gtc exp~2gt!, ~2!

whereg is the product of the density of photons irradiatin
the sample, and the effective interaction cross section of p
tons and electrons in the traps, andtc is the effective life
time of the electrons in the conduction band.Neff is the ef-
fective initial concentration of electrons in the traps. As o
can see from Fig. 2, the decay of the recombination lumin
cence can be described by~2! with a time t5g21, which
characterizes the interaction cross section of photons
electrons. The sharp rise and exponential decay of the la
induced intrinsic recombination luminescence observed
our experiment is quite similar to that measured
experiments10,11,14,16on photon-stimulated exoelectron emi
sion from nominally pure and doped solid Ar. Taking in
account these findings and the results of our experime
one can see two channels of relaxation processes in
irradiated solid Ar films. Energy absorbed and stored in s
ids can be liberated by visible-range photons via direct
lease of electrons from the traps followed by the escape
electrons from the sample and by recombination with po
tively charged centers accompanied by VUV luminescen

SUMMARY

The relaxation process of charge recombination in so
Ar pre-irradiated by an electron beam was studied. We u
the activation spectroscopy method—photon-stimulated
minescence in combination with cathodoluminescence s
troscopy. The experiments were performed at low tempe
tures to exclude a possible contribution from therma
stimulated processes. A spectrally resolved VUV lumin
cence in theM band of Ar, stemming from the recombina
tion of STHs and electrons, was found under irradiation
laser light in the visible range. Thus we have obtained dir

FIG. 2. Spectrally resolved luminescence from pre-irradiated solid argo
the M band, excited with laser light (hn51.96 eV). The decay part of the
curve shown in the inset is approximated by a first-order exponential c
with a characteristic time of 280650 s.
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proof of the supposition that in pre-irradiated Ar cryocrysta
the photon-stimulated relaxation processes include radia
recombination of STHs of dimer configuration Ar2

1 with
electrons. Additional information on the photo-bleaching
charged centers was obtained.
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Diagnostics of macroscopic quantum states of Bose–Einstein condensate in
double-well potential by nonstationary Josephson effect

E. D. Vol*
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of Ukraine, 47 Lenin Ave., Kharkov 61103, Ukraine
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We propose a method of diagnostics of a degenerate ground state of Bose condensate in a double-
well potential. The method is based on the study of the one-particle coherent tunneling
under switching of the time-dependent weak Josephson coupling between the wells. We obtain a
simple expression that allows one to determine the phase of the condensate and the total
number of the particles in the condensate from the relative number of particles in the two wells
Dn5n12n2 measured before the Josephson coupling is switched on and after it is switched
off. The specifics of the application of the method in the cases of the external and the internal
Josephson effect are discussed. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1820536#
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Ever since its first observation1 the Bose–Einstein con
densation~BEC! of atoms in alkali metal vapors has re
mained a source of new possibilities for the study of mac
scopic quantum phenomena. One of these phenomena i
coherent tunneling of atoms between two coupled Bose c
densates~BC!,2 which is analogous to the Josephson effec
superconductors. It is known3 that for the stationary case
when the total number of atoms in the trapN5n11n2 is
conserved and the trap is symmetric relative to the two B
the average relative number of atomsn12n25^Cun̂1

2n̂2uC& is equal to zero in the ground state and in a
excited state. Therefore, one can expect that in such a s
tion the study of nonstationary coherent tunneling~which is
realized when one or several parameters of the system
pends on time! is more informative for the diagnostics of th
macroscopic wave functions of the condensates than is
study of the stationary case. In the nonstationary case
average value of the relative number of atomsn12n2 mea-
sured at a timet0 is generally nonzero and depends on t
history of the systems at allt,t0 . In this paper we show tha
nonstationary Josephson effect can be used for the diag
tics of a macroscopic state of BC and the total number of
atoms in the condensate.

We consider a simple model of coherent tunneling
tween two BC, described in Ref. 4~see also reference
therein!. The model is based on the two-mode approxim
tion, which implies that each of N bosons can be in one
two states, and the dynamical coupling between these s
allows the bosons to jump from one state to the other. Su
model is applicable for a description of the external as w
as the internal Josephson effect in Bose systems. The e
nal Josephson effect5 can be realized if the Bose gas is co
fined in a double-well trap and the tunneling between th
two wells is small. In this case two modes correspond
self-consistent ground states in each well. The internal
sephson effect6 can be realized in a Bose gas with two ma
971063-777X/2005/31(2)/3/$26.00
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roscopically occupied hyperfine states~e.g., theuF51,mF

521& and uF52,mF51& states of87Rb atoms!. The dy-
namical coupling between the two states is settled by a re
nant laser field applied to the system. At the beginning
specify the simplest case of the external Josephson effe
T50.

The Hamiltonian of the symmetric two-mode model h
the form

H5H0
s1H1~ t ![

K

8
~ n̂12n̂2!22

EJ~ t !

2
~a1

1a21h.c.!,

~1!

whereai
1 (ai) are the creation~annihilation! operators for

well i , and n̂i5ai
1ai are the number operators. The para

eterK is determined by the interaction between the atoms
the well. Here we consider the caseK.0, corresponding to a
repulsive interaction. The value ofEJ is determined by the
overlap of the wave functions of the two modes and can
controlled by a variation of the height and~or! width of the
barrier. For the external Josephson effect one can with
loss of generality choose the Josephson couplingEJ(t) to be
real.

Let us consider the situation when the dynamical co
pling between two condensates is switched on att5t i50
and switched off att5t f . At t,0 and t.t f the coupling
parameterEJ(t)50 and the occupation numbers operato
n̂1 and n̂2 as well as the relative number operatorn̂12n̂2

commute with the Hamiltonian and do not depend on tim
During the time when the coupling is switched on, the o
erator n̂12n̂2 is changed. Suppose that att50 the wave
function of the two-mode Bose condensate isC(0) and that
at t5t f it becomesC(t f). The task we consider is how t
find the characteristics of the functionC(0) from measure-
ments of the mean relative number^Cun̂12n̂2uC&. Let us
specify the case of an odd total number of particles~the case
of an evenN is discussed below!. At N52M11 and Ej
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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50 the ground state of the Hamiltonian~1! is doubly degen-
erate. The minimum of the energy, equal toK/8, is reached
for the orthogonal statesug1&5uM11,M & and ug2&5uM ,M
11& as well as for an arbitrary superposition of these sta
ug&5aug1&1bug2& (uau21ubu251). The state att50 can be
parameterized as uC(0)&5cos(u/2)uM11,M &
1sin(u/2)eiwuM ,M11&. At uÞ0,p this is the entangled
state. The angleu is connected with the initial relative num
ber by the relation

Dn~0![^C~0!un̂12n̂2uC~0!&5cosu. ~2!

Since this value does not depend onw the phase cannot b
extracted from the result of measurements of the initial re
tive number. But the phasew is also an essential characte
istic of the macroscopic state of the Bose condensate
particular, the interference pattern emerging under an o
lapping of two such systems~two BC in degenerate state
with internal phasesw1 andw2) is determined by the relative
phasew5w12w2 . In this case we keep in mind that the tot
phases of the two condensates are fixed and equal to
other. We will show that the value ofw can be determined
from the measurements of the final relative numberDnf

[^C(t f)un̂12n̂2uC(t f)&. To do this the amplitude of the
Josephson coupling should be taken so small that the st
inequalityNEJ

max/K!1 is satisfied. Then at 0,t,t f the sys-
tem remains in the Fock regime. In this regime the dynam
of the system is realized mainly on the states for wh
u^C(t)un̂12n̂2uC(t)&u<1. Therefore to find the evolution o
the functionC one can use the basis (ug1&,ug2&). Note that
the regime considered is the same as required for a rea
tion of the Bose qubit.7

It is more convenient to use the unitary transformed
sis of symmetricus&5(ug1&1ug2&)/& and antisymmetric
ua&5(ug1&2ug2&)/& states. In this basis the wave functio
of the BC reads asC(t)5s(t)us&1a(t)ua&. Using the non-
stationary Schro¨dinger equationi\Ċ5HC one finds that
the functionss(t) anda(t) satisfy the equations

i\ ṡ5
K

8
s2

EJ~ t !~M11!

2
s, ~3!

i\ȧ5
K

8
a1

EJ~ t !~M11!

2
a. ~4!

Integrating Eqs.~3! and ~4!, we find the mean value of th
relative number at the timet f

Dn~ t f !5s* ~ t f !a~ t f !1c.c.5s* ~0!a~0!e22iV1c.c.

5cosu cos~2V!2sinu sin~2V!sinw, ~5!

whereV5(1/2\)(M11)*0
t fEJ(t8)dt8.

Equation~5! determines the relation between the me
sured quantityDn(t f) and the parameterw. One can see tha
for an entangled initial state the relative number in a fi
state depends on the phasew, and this phase can be foun
from the measurement ofDn(t f).

Thus, if one has a system in a reproducible~but un-
known! initial state uC~0!& the parametersu and w that de-
scribe this state can be found from two sets of measurem
of the relative number att50 andt>t f ~under the assump
tion that the total number of particlesN in the condensate is
known!. If the total number of particles is unknown, then
s
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additional set of measurements is required: measuremen
the final relative occupation number for another value oft f .
Using the results of three sets of measurements one can
termine the initial state and find the total number of partic
in the condensate.

It is necessary to point out an essential restriction for
maximum value oft f2t i . In deriving ~5! we did not take
into account that the coupling between two condensates
duces small~of the order ofEJ(M11)/K) but nonzero oc-
cupation of the excited statesuek

(1)&5uM1k11,M2k& and
uek

(2)&5uM2k,M1k11& ~with k.0). Due to such pro-
cesses the phases ofs(t) anda(t) are shifted from the values
given by the solution of equations~3! and~4!. If such a shift
is of the order of unity the relation~5! is no longer valid.
Nevertheless, one can show that fort f2t i!\K/@EJ

max(M
11)#2 the phase shifts are very small and Eq.~5! is appli-
cable. The fulfillment of the mentioned restriction on th
value oft f2t i is required for the use of the diagnostic met
ods proposed.

Let us now discuss the case of BC with an even num
of atoms. In the symmetric double-well trap the ground st
of the condensate withN52M is ug&5uM ,M &. This state is
nondegenerate andDn(0)5Dn(t f)50. If initially the sys-
tem in an excited stateue&5auM11,M21&1buM21,M
11& thenDn(0)52(uau21ubu2) can be nonzero, but fort f

2t i!\K/Ej
max(M11)2 the differenceDn(t f)2Dn(0) is of

the order ofMEJ
max/K!1. Such behavior differs from the

case of oddN, where the change ofDn can be of order unity.
This feature can be used for determining the parity of
number of atoms in the BC. We point out again that th
conclusion is for the case of a confining potential symme
relative to the two BC. If the confining potential is asymme
ric the Hamiltonian~1! is modified to~see, e.g., Ref. 4!

H15H0
a1H1~ t ![

K

8
~ n̂12n̂2!22Dm~ n̂12n̂2!

2
EJ~ t !

2
~a1

1a21h.c.!. ~6!

One can see that if the potential biasDm5K/4, the ground
state of the system with an even number of atomsN52M is
doubly degenerate atEJ50, and its wave function can b
presented in the formug&5auM11,M21&1buM ,M &. This
situation is analogous to the symmetric case with oddN. The
only difference is that the values ofDn(0) andDn(t f) given
above are counted fromDn51. Thus, under assumption tha
one can control the value ofDm with the accuracyuDm
2K/4u!MEJ

max the method of diagnostics of the groun
state wave function and the total number of atoms sugge
is applicable for BC with evenN.

Hitherto we have discussed the case of the external
sephson effect. The case of the internal Josephson effe
also described by the Eq.~6! ~in the rotating frame of
reference!.4 In this case the expression for the chemical p
tential Dm reads as

Dm52d1
4Np\2

m
h̃~a112a22!. ~7!

whered is the detuning of the laser field from the resona
frequency,a11 anda22 are thes-wave scattering amplitude
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of macroscopically occupied internal statesu1& and u2&, re-
spectively,m is the mass of the atoms, andh̃ is the renor-
malized constantK. In a situation where the value of th
detuning can be varied smoothly, one can achieve the reg

of the degenerate ground state of the HamiltonianH0
a both

for even (d5de) and for odd (d5do) numbers of atomsN.
In such a regime one can apply the method of diagnostic
the initial state of BC proposed in this paper. We note that

the case of the internal Josephson effect the value ofDn(t f)
is just proportional to the expectation value ofMz(t f)—the
projection of the magnetic moment of the BC on the a
chosen. Therefore, using Eq.~5! one can determine the phas
w and the total number of atoms in the condensate from
measurement ofMz(t f).
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